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GENERAL

CORPORATIONS

FOSSIL FUEL LIQUEFACTION

CONSORTIUM WILL SWITCH TO d
CHEMISTRY

The United States Department of Energy has

awarded a $4.2-million research grant to the

Consortium for Fossil Fuel Liquefaction Sci

ence a five-university partnershipfor a new

research program to study innovative ways to

produce cleaner alternative fuels and premium-

quality chemicals. The research could point to

new ways to use natural gas, coal, biomass,
petroleum coke and municipal solid wastes as

the source of fuels that might one day begin

replacing imported oil while providing significant

environmental advantages.

The Department's Office of Fossil Energy and

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable En

ergy will jointly fund the research in at least the

first year of the 3-year project. In addition to the

federal funding, Consortium members, the Uni

versity of Kentucky, West Virginia University,
the University of Utah, the University of Pitts

burgh and Auburn University, will contribute an

other $1 .2 million, bringing the effort's total cost

to $5.4 million.

The grant will allow the Consortium to pursue

new directions in an area of research called

"Ci
chemistry,"

which investigates single car

bon-bearing molecules such as those that

make up natural gas, carbon dioxide or
"syngas"

(a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen)

into valuable liquid and other products.

Historically, much of the technical community's

Ci chemistry research has focused on a specific

category of chemical reactions called the

Fischer-Tropsch process. In contrast, the Con

sortium's main effort will be to carry out a first-

of-its-kind, nationally coordinated research pro

gram on innovative chemical processes that

may not follow the traditional Fischer-Tropsch

pathway.

A better understanding of new types of

Ci chemistry could not only lead to lower-

polluting transportation fuels but also to the in

creased use of fuel cells, new ways to use car

bon dioxide to convert natural gas into fuels and

chemicals, or new ways to produce liquid prod

ucts from remote sources of currently unmar

ketable natural gas.

GOVERNMENT

DOE OUTLINES 15-YEAR RESEARCH PLAN

IN VISION 21

The United States Department of Energy's

(DOE) Office of Fossil Energy has developed a

Vision 21 program a new approach to produc

ing energy that addresses pollution control as an

integral part of high-efficiency energy produc

tion or a
"21st

Century Energy
Plant."

It builds

on advanced technologies growing out of ongo

ing research and development programs spon

sored by DOE to integrate energy production

and pollution control into a new type of facility
that could perform a variety of functions. The

Vision 21 program would be industry-driven and

cost-shared with DOE, academia, national labo

ratories and other government organizations.

This year, systems analysis activities will begin

that will define the high-performance systems

and key components that will be used in
21st

Century Energy Plants. At the end of the

program in 2015, the American tax-payers will

see tangible results:

Technology basis for ultraclean and effi

cient low-cost energy plants.

Improved design and simulation tools

that will lower the costs of developing
new energy and environmental, and

other technologies.
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Spin-off technologies, available begin

ning around 2005, that include low-cost

oxygen and hydrogen separation tech

nology, improved low-cost manufacturing
techniques for high-tech components,

and better catalysts for producing fuels

from low-valued raw materials.

The goals for the
21st

Century Energy Plant are

outlined as follows:

Power: Generating efficiencies greater than

60 percent using coal and greater than

75 percent using natural gas. (Current coal

technology is 33 to 35 percent efficient; current

natural gas turbine technology is 45 to

55 percent efficient.) Costs of electricity com

petitive with market clearing prices at the time

of deployment.

Combined Heat/Power. Overall thermal effi

ciencies of 85 to 90 percent.

Environmental: Near zero emissions of tradi

tional pollutants, including smog- and acid rain-

forming pollutants.

Greenhouse Gas Reduction: Carbon dioxide

emissions reduced by 40 to 50 percent by effi

ciency improvements; reduced to zero (net) if

coupled with carbon sequestration.

Coproducts: Clean, affordable transportation-

quality fuels at costs equivalent to $20 per bar

rel or less (1998 dollars); also, industrial-grade

heat/steam and potential for fuel-grade gas pro

duction.

Many of the initial building blocks for
21st

Century Energy Plants are emerging from

DOE's advanced technology programs. Proj
ects in the Clean Coal Technology Program

have pioneered the use of coal gasification and

pressurized fluidized-bed combustion to produce

a gas for combustion turbines and advanced

processes for converting coal-derived gas into

liquid fuels. New types of fuel cells and a revo

lutionary high-efficiency gas turbine are

being developed in the DOE Research and De

velopment Program.

The Vision 21 program provides a roadmap for

integration and further advancement of these

technologies to provide progressively cleaner

and more efficient energy production. As the

program evolves in coming years, this roadmap

will guide development efforts in:

Gas-Separation Technologies

Fuel-Flexible Gasification

Fuel Cell/Turbine Hybrids

High-Performance Combustion

Improvements will be needed in materials,

catalysts, and instrumentation to make

21st

Century Energy Plants a reality, and ad

vanced computation techniques will be neces

sary to allow for computer simulations for design

and testing. Finally, to achieve the goal of an

energy facility with virtually no environmental

impact, ways must be found to incorporate car

bon sequestration (the storage of carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases) into the
21st

Century Energy Plant concept.

The Vision 21 Transition Plan is outlined in Ta

ble 1 (next page).

MINING TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

RELEASED, DOE TO FUND PROJECTS

SOON

The United States Department of Energy's

(DOE) Office of Industrial Technology, in coop

eration with the mining industry, has recently

published its crosscutting roadmap that identi

fies numerous high priority technologies appli

cable to both coal and hard rock mining. The

team issued two solicitations for research and

development proposals addressing the needs

identified in the crosscutting roadmap. One of

the solicitations calls for industry-led projects

while the other calls for National Lab-led proj-
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TABLE 1

V21 TRANSITION PLAN

Existing Program

Advanced Pulverized Coal

Indirectly Fired Cycles

Integrated Gasification

Combined Cycle

Pressurized Fluidized

Bed Combustion

Power SystemsAdvanced

Research

Activities Rolled Into Vision 21

advanced bottoming cycles

systems studies

pyrolyzer development

high-temp, furnace/heat exchanger dev.

ultra-high efficiency systems/plant design

systems that use O2 and C02 recycle

system integration issues

gas stream purification

gas separation (CVair, H^-syngas, CO2)

advanced gasifiers

fuel flexible gasification

IGCC systems analysis and modeling

early entrance coproduction plant

CO2 recycle

carbonizer development

hot particulate removal

combustion with O2

advanced sorbent development

ultra-high efficiency PFBC

isothermal compressor development

PFBC systems analysis and modeling

materials development (high-temp, heat

exchangers, refractories, advanced

ceramic composites, advanced alloys,

hydrogen membrane)

virtual demonstration

advanced instrumentation and controls

Activities That Continue Separately

LEBS (ends FY00)

complete HIPPS development

repowering

use ofCVenriched air

ash slagging studies

desulfurization sorbents

Power Systems Development

Facility (PSDF) activities

feed and ash handling cost reduction

repowering

specific gas turbine development and

adaptation of existing turbines

hot particulate filter reliability and

adaptation to othermarkets

PSDF activities

carbon reaction modeling

biomass cofiring

Hg capture mechanisms

biological NOx filters

biological production of fuels

carbon-based sorbents

mineral sequestration

biological sequestration

austenitic alloys

SBIR/STTR programs

UCR/HBCU programs
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Existing Program

Environmental Control

Technology

Coal Preparation (Solid

Fuels and Feedstocks)

Direct Liquefaction

Indirect Liquefaction

Fuels Advanced Research

Turbines and Engines

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Activities Rolled Into Vision 21

advanced low-NOx combustion

advanced fine particulate controls

management of coal combustion byproducts

(CCBs) from advanced power systems

revolutionary CO2 capture and separation

integration of energy systems with terrestrial

sinks

modeling of advanced fuel cycles

opportunity feedstocks characterization

and recovery

none

synthesis gas-based products

computational science, virtual reality

advanced (3-phase) reactor design

systems analysis and modeling

early entrance coproduction

hydrogen production

hydrogen storage

catalyst development

High Efficiency Engines and Turbines

(HEET) (advanced turbines, H2 and ceramic

turbines, fuel flexible turbines; integration

testing)
fuel cell/turbine hybrids (turbine and engine

development for long-term 70-80% efficient

systems)

Activities That Continue Separately

PM25monitoring and characterization

PM2.5 control technology development

for existing plants

enhancing fine particulate control of

existing equipment

high value/high volume uses of CCBs

from existing plants

Hg transport and deposition

evolutionary advances in C02 capture

and separation

geological sequestration

ocean fertilization

indirect ocean sequestration

advanced CO2 utilization

CO2 sequestration failure modes and

performance models

coal preparation

two-stage liquefaction

coprocessing research

systems analysis and modeling

proof-of-concept testing
advanced diesel fuels

advanced diesel fuels

distributed generation/fuel cell turbine

hybrids (designs for near term 60%

efficient systems)

advanced reciprocating engine systems

advanced turbine systems (technology
base R&D, utility scaleATS product

development)
flexible gas turbine system
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Existing Program

Fuel Cells

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Activities Rolled Into Vision 21

fuel cell/turbine hybrids (fuel cell

development for long-term 70-80% efficient

systems)

21st century fuel cells (ultra fuel cells)

cascaded fuel cell systems (multiple

temperatures, pressures)

low-cost manufacturing

Activities That Continue Separately

distributed generation, molten

carbonate fuel cells

fuel cell/turbine hybrids

fuel cells advanced research

(developer support)

distributed generation interconnects

ects. Funding selections will be announced

shortly.

Defining the Vision

In September of 1998, the mining industry com

pleted a document titled, The Future Begins

with Mining: A Vision of the Mining Industry of

the Future. That document describes a positive

and productive vision of the United States min

ing industry in the year 2020 which rests on the

achievement of the following goals.

Responsible Emission and Byproduct

Management: Minimize the impact

from mining activities on the environ

ment and the community by fully inte

grating environmental goals into produc

tion plans. Support the development of

technologies to reduce carbon dioxide

emissions to near zero and sequester

additional emissions.

Safe and Efficient Extraction and

Processing: Use advanced technolo

gies and training to improve the worker

environment and reduce worker expo

sure to hazards that cause lost time ac

cidents and occupational diseases to

near zero.

Superior Exploration and Resource

Characterization: Develop ways to find

and define larger high-grade reserves

with minimal environmental disturbance.

Low Cost and Efficient Production:

Use advanced technologies to improve

process efficiencies from exploration to

final product.

Advanced Products: Maintain and cre

ate new markets for mining products by

producing clean, recyclable and effi

ciently transportable products, and form

cooperative alliances with the processing

and manufacturing industries to jointly

develop higher quality and more envi

ronmentally friendly products.

Positive Partnership with Govern

ment: Work with government to reduce

the time for resource development cycle

by two-thirds. Achieve equitable treat

ment for mining compared to other in

dustries that produce materials and en

ergy relative to international competition

by making the legal and regulatory

framework rational and consistent.

Improve Communication and Educa

tion: Attract the best and the brightest

by making careers in the mining industry
attractive and promising. Educate the

public about the successes in the mining

industry of the
21st

century and remind

them that everything begins with mining.

Crosscutting Roadmap Development

Members of the National Mining Association

Technology Committee and other mining
ex-
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perts met during October 1998 in Denver, Colo
rado, at a crosscutting technology roadmapping
workshop. Knowledgeable representatives from

mining companies, suppliers, academia and

government came together to craft a roadmap
document. These individuals worked together

to identify barriers and technology options,

specify technical requirements, set priorities and

establish research pathways in three distinctive

areas:

Exploration and resource characteriza

tion

Mining

Mineral processing

A list of the highest priority research needs

identified in each of the three major areas is

provided in Tables 1, 2 and 3 (beginning on next
page). The research priorities outlined here will

be used as the basis for making new research

investments by government and industry.

ENERGY POLICYAND FORECASTS

SUNCOR ENERGY SEES ROOM FOR BOTH

FOSSIL AND ALTERNATIVE FUELS

Speaking at the Second Australasian Emissions

Trading Industry Forum in Sydney, Australia,
last March, P. Hopkins of Suncor Energy Aus

tralia summarized the company's plan for sus

tainable development. "Some would advocate

ending the development of hydrocarbon energy
and adopting renewable resources to generate
energy,"

Hopkins said. "But Suncor favors pur

suing a parallel path approach for managing
change promoting the development of alterna

tive energy sources while continuing to develop
hydrocarbon resources responsibly to meet the

growing global need for
energy."

Over the long term, renewable and alternative

sources of energy offer important potential as

alternatives to traditional hydrocarbon energy.

Some industry experts even predict that the

contribution of renewable energy sources glob

ally could become significant over the next 20 to

30 years, as they become more competitive.

Suncor is participating in the Stuart Project, an

oil shale development project in Queensland

that could lead to a new industry in Australia. At

the same time, the company is actively devel

oping opportunities in alternative and renewable

energy. As examples, Hopkins cited the fol

lowing:

In Ontario, Canada, the company is of

fering ethanol-enhanced gasoline, a

grain-based renewable fuel, to its cus

tomers at no extra cost.

In Alberta, Canada's major oil producing

province, Suncor is expanding its con

ventional oil and natural gas operations

at the same time as it is funding the

generation of 350,000 kilowatt-hours of

wind-generated electricity for the provin

cial grid. In addition, a special manage

ment team at Suncor is continuing to

pursue other potential opportunities in

cluding, wind power, solar energy, bio-

mass and fuel cell technology.

In its efforts to address greenhouse gas

emissions, Suncor has also pioneered

emissions reduction trading, as well as

undertaken a $3.5-million, 4-year project
to plant 180,000 native trees in Central

Coastal Queensland with its joint venture

partners in the Stuart Project.

Hopkins concludes by saying, "As an energy

producer, we are vital contributors to the eco

nomic and social well-being of Canada and

North America. With the Stuart Project, Sun-

cor's goal is to play a valuable role in the eco

nomic future of Australia. Fossil fuels and Aus

tralia's oil shale resources are a fundamental

element of our society's economic strength now,

and will continue to be so in the foreseeable

future especially if we pursue their develop
ment from the context of sustainable develop
ment."
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TABLE 1

R&D NEEDED IN EXPLORATION AND RESOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

Develop real-time mineral content sensor for all
minerals

Conduct research and development to improve
the accuracy of deep (>1

000'

beneath the

surface) sensing of rocks, minerals, elements
and structures

Develop horizon sensing and interface
detection on exposed material

Develop projectiles that can be shot into the
ground and can transmit geologic information

Developways to sense and interpolate
non-intrusive geologicalmodeling of

underground ore bodies

Develop a better understanding of the physics
of remote technology

Conduct research to predict the process

response of ore via remote sensing
characterization of that ore

Develop better laser analytical technologies,
and use improved modeling to increase sensor

accuracy

Develop new sensors operating from space,
high altitudes, low altitudes, above ground, and

below ground sensors

Develop rugged hand-held laser technologies
for on-the-spot chemical analysis

Develop sensors for effective underwater
exploration

Develop sensors that can relate geological
information

Developways to sense,

visualize, interpolate, model,
and predict geological

anomalies in front of mining
equipment

Develop superconducting
quantum interference devices

(SQUIDs) for imaging

Combinemethane draining
and imaging

Develop more analytical tools
to facilitate accurate

interpretation

Develop cross-well
instrumentation

Develop geophysical
resolution modeling to enable

enhanced mine modeling and

mine planning software

Develop borehole radar for
measurementwhile drilling

Develop sensors for

guidance and

navigation of semi-

autonomous machines

Develop non-geodetic

referenced positioning

technology

Develop remote control

and autonomous

exploration device for

extreme environments

information is listed in relative ranked order by the individuals attending the roadmapping session.
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TABLE 2

R&D NEEDED IN SAFE AND EFFICIENT MINING

Developmethod Develop Develop Develop Develop

for high- communications ways to method for comfortable,

pressurewater system for surface- monitor using bore integrated,

extraction underground and entire drilling cost-effective

surface-surface mining, information to safety
Improve

communication environ predict what lies equipment to

prognostic ment ahead protect

> capability of (workers, respiration,

> equipment equipment,
Adaptwhat has ears, and

communi been developed eyes

<
Research and cation,

forother

catalogmaterial systems)
industries to Develop

1Z
wear properties

Develop
equipment to

traverse steeper

slopes

mining advanced

simulation /

virtual reality

systems

Develop Improve roof control to Develop Develop system Develop

autonomous handle difficultmining rugged to integrate ergonomic

mining conditions sensors that geologic data robotics

equipment can work in into models

Understand and control small, hot Develop

Develop more solutionmigration environ warning

1* efficient underground
ments systems for

OS alternative catastrophic

> power supplies Develop blasting
failures

o for equipment techniques that mini

A mize noise, dust, and

9 flying rock

S

Reprocess minewaste

to recover saleable by
products

Better understand

processes that lead to

emissions

Transfer oil recovery
techniques to in situ

mining
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

O
?*

,A,

<D

Q

Develop
"miniature"

technologies formining
thin seams or small

veins

Reliablymodel and predict
impacts of emissions

Develop more efficient in
situextraction and

near-face beneficiation

Develop alternatives for
material transportation

Develop
geological

sensing

devices to

monitor and

evaluate

material

ahead of the

working face

O
z

O
0
z

o

Develop newmobile

equipment fuels and

fuel strategies

Develop a

better under

standing of

rock

mechanics

Develop lighter

weight

materials and

supplies for

worker safety

Information is listed in relative ranked order by the individuals attending the roadmapping session
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Hopkins notes that Suncor has learned a lot in a

short period of time. The principles for action,
which Suncor believes are fundamental to the

path forward on sustainable development, in

clude:

Forge new public alliances. In the

journey toward sustainable development,
business must be economically and envi

ronmentally efficient and look for oppor

tunities to optimize projects and to mini

mize impacts on the environment.

Learn by doing. Building a path toward
sustainable development requires soci

ety to testwhat works and does not work,
and what fits Australia's circumstances

as a country. Business must be pre

pared to step up to the plate as partici

pants in offset projects and early emis

sion reduction trading pilot programs.

Better education. Business leaders

need to encourage a wider understand

ing of sustainable development, encour

aging thinking that evaluates energy de

velopment, such as oil shale, not merely

in the context of climate change but in

the context of today's economic, social

and environmental needs and expecta

tions.

Shape the future not react to it.

Through a sustainable approach to envi

ronmental issues like climate change,

business has an opportunity to take an

important leadership position in society.

WORLD OIL SUPPLYIS THE BARREL

HALF FULL OR HALF EMPTY?

There has been a recent escalation in the age-

old debate between geologists and economists

over the size and nature of the world's oil re

sources base. J. Riva of the M. King Hubbert

Center at the Petroleum Engineering Depart

ment at Colorado School of Mines summarized

this debate in the Hubbert Center Newslet

ter* 99/2, April 1999.

According to Riva, economists are oil resource

optimists and are encouraged by the current low

oil prices and the constantly rising reported

world oil reserves. In addition, past oil short

ages, as predicted by geologists, failed to mate

rialize so there is an often-cited creditability gap.

To the economist, the Earth's resources are

huge and unknowable. Thus, there is a large oil

reserve base that is expanding over time and

can support increasing world oil production far

into the next century. Therefore, for many

years, world oil availability will be essentially an

economically driven technological matter that

includes, but is not limited to, such new devel

opments as 3-D seismic technology, interactive

computer work stations, multidisciplinary teams,

horizontal and multilateral drilling, smart com

pletions and expanding solutions to deep water

challenges.

Low oil prices are not, however, an indicator of

increasing oil reserves, says Riva. The world oil

market is unstable because much of the oil sup

ply does not follow economic logic. When oil

demand weakens and prices decline, the most

expensive production should be shut-in first, and

the rest in the order defined by cost. The work

ings of the oil market are quite the opposite.

The largest producers, with the lowest cost pro

duction, try to support oil prices with coordinated

cuts in output. Then the market develops an

overhang of idle state-owned production capac

ity, while the commercially owned more expen

sive capacity remains onstream. Over time, the

world's production capacity is expanded more

rapidly than is economically justified, creating
volume competition for producers with the low

est operating costs.

Also, camouflaged in this unstable market situa

tion is a dependable economic indicator of the

health of world oil reserves. As increases in oil

production capacity are often politically driven,
so are estimates of proved oil reserves.

Reported world oil reserves have increased by
more than 300 billion barrels over the past

11
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20 years. The major factor in this increase is

the more than 250 billion barrels added to Mid

dle Eastern reserves between 1986 and 1989.

Riva questions whether these reserve increases

were political or real. Riva says that most of the

reserve increases were based on the assump
tion that higher percentages of the oil in-place in

the known fields could be recovered. Such field

growth, if achievable, would depend upon a vast

array of additional and costly infrastructure,
some not currently contemplated and most diffi

cult to finance.

Venezuela, also subject to OPEC output quotas,

reports high reserves compared to production.

Mexico's reported reserves rapidly escalated in

the 1980s, during an international borrowing
spree. At that time, a large oil reserve was seen

as general collateral for the loans, but the higher

reserve numbers persist. Currently, most of the

reserve estimates quoted for the Caspian Sea

are wildly optimistic, probably for political rea

sons as well as for the justification of the con

siderable investments contemplated by the ma
jor oil companies.

A related reserve problem concerns the appar

ent year-by-year replacement of world oil pro

duction. Although relatively small amounts of

oil are discovered in new fields, reported world

oil reserves continue to increase, despite sig

nificant production. This implies field growth on

a huge and almost unbelievable scale. Often

the reserve reports appear to have been the

result of technical incompetence, creative ac

counting or politics. Many countries report the

same or similar volumes of proved oil reserves

year after year, regardless of production or the

absence of new discoveries. As to future field

growth, some 90 percent of current world oil

production comes from fields that are more than

20 years old and 70 percent from fields more

than 30 years old. These fields are well known

and have little technical possibility for continuing

the huge upward reserve revisions.

Thus, proved world oil reserves, which are an

important component of any economic oil sup

ply forecast, are not a high quality statistic. It

follows that the technical advances in explora

tion and production, though impressive, may not

have been as successful in adding oil reserves

as is claimed, nor are all reserves paid-for in

ventory.

According to economic theory, as conventional

low-cost resources decline, increasingly costly

deposits that are assumed to exist in ever larger

quantities will be exploited. In the case of oil,

this would include deep-water accumulations, as

well as heavy-oil deposits, tar sands and oil

shales. Economists presuppose continuing ad

vances in technology. However, says Riva,

there is a vast difference between incremental

advances and breakthroughs which do not al

ways materialize.

The exploitation of tar sands and oil shales is a

different and a much more complex matter.

After mining, the bitumen in tar sands and the

solid organic matter in oil shales requires exten

sive processing before it can be utilized. The

entire operation is complicated, expensive and

produces relatively little oil compared to the ef

fort expended. For a product that must be

mined to compete volumetrically with a product

that flows in a well would require technological

breakthroughs that not even geologists or engi

neers might achieve.

Thus, not only world oil reserves but the world

oil resource base may be significantly smaller

than reported. This would, of course, impact

supply and considerably reduce the time at

which world oil production peaks, oil prices soar

and serious world energy problems begin.

There is another worry, states Riva. Increases

in world oil demand will have to be met primarily

from Persian Gulf supplies. This is a region with

a history of wars, illegal occupations, coups,

revolutions, sabotage, terrorism and oil embar

goes.

In summary, oil is special. There is no known

substitute for oil that combines its high energy

content, its portability, its flexibility and, most

importantly, its abundance. Geologists know

several things about the world's oil:

Less than 5 percent of the world's oil

fields originally contained about

95 percent of total world oil.

12
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The giant oil fields, because of their

anomalous geology, are usually discov

ered early in an exploration cycle and

provide enormous amounts of oil rapidly
from a relatively small number ofwells.

The geology of the world's currently un

productive basins is generally unfavor

able for the formation of giant fields, nor

can many expect to remain undiscov

ered in maturely explored basins.

The unconventional oil deposits, such as

tar sands and oil shales, cannot replace

giant field production on a volume per

time basis.

Thus, there will be a point when world oil pro

duction peaks and demand overtakes supply.

Geologists and economists are divided as to

when that point will occur. Geologists, whose

careers depend upon putting numbers on oil

accumulations, feel that the barrel is half empty

and that oil production will soon peak. Econo

mists optimistically feel that oil reserves will be

created (by geologists) out of a resource whose

limits we do not know and will never know. One

thing is certain, when world oil production is no

longer able to meet oil demand, the world will

never be the same, concludes Riva.

TECHNOLOGY

NEW HIGH ENERGY-DENSITY FUELS

CREATED FROM DIAMONDOID

COMPOUNDS

In the development of fuels for small missiles,

e.g., the Navy's ship-launched missiles such as

the Talos and the Tomahawk, and the Air

Force's ALCMs (Air-Launched Cruise Missiles),
there are several general technical requirements

that must be met. The most desired common

feature of a fuel for small missiles for both the

Navy and the Air Force is high volumetric en

ergy content. Thus, over the years, there has

been a major focus by the military and its con

tractors to seek fuels with an increasingly high

energy content concurrently with the develop

ment of ever more versatile missile systems.

Over the past 3 decades little progress toward

the development of practical, economically vi

able, high energy-density fuel systems has been

made. Recently two novel ultrahigh energy-

density fuels, one naturally occurring and one

synthetic, have emerged. Initial research and

development of these diamondoid fuels are de

scribed by H.Chung, of Mobil Technology

Company, et al. in Energy & Fuels, Volume 13,

1999, pages 641-649.

Naturally Occurring Diamondoid Fuels

Naturally occurring diamondoids are remnants

of petroleum degradation over geologic time.

Additionally, they are believed by geochemists

to be derived from acid-catalyzed rearrange

ments of hydrocarbons in petroleum. Diamon

doids are known to occur as trace components

in crude oils, but they are rarely found in natural

gas.

The Mobile Bay (Louisiana) diamondoids are

complex mixtures of compact, caged, diamond

like polycycloalkane molecules. They are pre

dominantly adamantane, diamantane, triaman-

tane, and their methyl- and ethyl-substituted

counterparts; alkyl side chains longer than pro

pyl for the most part have been cracked off in

thermal reactions over the past millions of

years. The remaining constituents are the star

ble survivors of long-term thermal degradation.

These naturally occurring compounds represent

a valuable resource of heretofore unavailable

materials which, because of their unique prop

erties, can be functionalized and processed for

an expanding range of applications. These

have included lubricant components, pharma

ceuticals, specialty chemicals, templates for

catalyst synthesis, heat transfer fluids, sublima

tion and oxygen carriers, and high energy-

density fuels. To illustrate their molecular com

pactness, a comparison of the structures of the

diamondoids with those of JP-10, RJ-5, RJ-6

and RJ-7 fuels is shown in Figure 1 .

13
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FIGURE 1

COMPACTNESSOFMOLECULAR STRUCTURE-DIAMONDOID FUELS

VS. OTHERHIGH-DENSITYFUELS

Fuel

JP-10

RJ-5

RJ-6

RJ-7

SOURCE: CHUNQETAL.

Chemical Type Diamondoids

Exo-Tetrahydro-

Dicyclopentadiene

^fcn

Perhydrodi-

Norbomadiene

fcbf
36-42 wt% JP-10

58-64 WL% RJ-5

fc^fcr\ CD &Er

JP-10, CPDTrimer,
CPD/lndene

Diamondoid content and distribution vary

among the reservoirs in Mobile Bay. For exam

ple, the diamondoids from the Mary Ann Field

contain more of the base molecules which are

high-melting solids (adamantane, diamantane,

triamantane, etc.), whereas the nearby
"823"

reservoir contains primarily the liquid al-

kyl-substituted species. The presence of three

methyl groups transforms a high-melting solid

into a low-viscosity fluid with a melting point

of -65F. It is this special combination of inher

ent molecular compactness and their high

volumetric energy
densityand superior vis-

cometrics of the diamondoids from the
"823"

reservoir that makes them attractive can

didates for high-energy fuels.

For the
"823"

condensate, the low-boiling non-

diamondoids, which represent approximately
7 percent of the total liquids, can be readily re

moved by standard separation techniques. The

remaining diamondoid fractions I, II and III cor

respond roughly to the adamantanes, diaman-

tanes and triamantane-plus species.

On the basis of these data, a general process

was devised to produce prototype high-density
diamondoid-based fuels designated as Mo-

bildym Fuels: RF-1 (mostly adamantanes),

RF-2 (mostly adamantanes, diamantanes and

triamantanes), RF-3 (mostly diamantanes and

triamantanes), and RF-4 (mostly triamantanes).

14
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Properties of Diamondoid Fuels

A contrast of the properties of diamondoid-

derived fuels with those of the current standard

JP-10 fuel is presented in Table 1. These fuels

have net gravimetric heating values (BTU per

pound) comparable to that of JP-10 but signifi

cantly higher volumetric heating values (BTU

per gallon). This difference in the volumetric

heating values is a direct consequence of the

greater compactness of the diamondoid mole

cules, i.e., their specific gravities or densities

are higher and their energies per unit weight are

about the same, so their energies per unit vol

ume are greater.

The low-temperature properties of these dia

mondoid fuels are adequate for many applica

tions. The viscometrics are satisfactory but

more limited than those of JP-10; their freeze

points are suitably low (see Table 1). Except for

RF-4, the Mobildym fuels have appropriately
low Minimum Pumping Temperatures (MPTs).

Blending of these fuels with lower viscosity fu

els, e.g., JP-10, may be required to adapt these

fuels for optimum missile system performance.

Engine Test Results

Mobildym Fuels RF-1, RF-2 and RF-3 were

evaluated together with JP-10 for comparison in

a standard 8-inch coaxial center-dump ramjet

combustor at the Naval Air Warfare Center in

China Lake, California. The tests were con

ducted under two conditions. In both cases, the

energy released per unit volume of the RF-1,

RF-2 and RF-3 fuels was found to be signifi

cantly greater than that of JP-10 over a wide

range of air/fuel equivalence ratios. The results

clearly demonstrate the potential of these dia

mondoid fuels for increasing the range of volu-

metrically limited missile systems, say

Chung et al.

Process scale-up studies have been completed.

However, long-term shortage stability, materials

compatibility, toxicological evaluation, and fur

ther engine (and actual flight performance)

testing under a broad range of conditions must

be conducted before these fuels can be consid

ered as improved and viable alternatives to

JP-10.

TABLE 1

PROPERITES OF MOBIL DIAMONDOID FUELS

Military
Mobildvm Fuels Fuel

RF-1 RF-2 RF-3 RF-4 JP-10

Avg. Carbon Number 12 14 16 18 10

Specific Gravity 0.922 0.988 1.028 1.090 0.937

Flash Point, C/F 74/165 82/180 126/259 54.4/130

Viscosity, cSt@
-54C 180 2,963 30,900 >99,999 40

-18C 22 95 419 4,538 10

Minimum Pumping Temp., C <-60 -45 -28 25 <-60

Net Heating Value

KBTU/lb 18.2 17.9 17.8 17.4 18.1

BTU/gal 139.5 147.2 152.7 158.5 141.4
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Synthetic High-Density Fuels

Because the naturally occurring diamondoid

fuels described above are exceedingly rare, re

searchers are now exploring ways to produce

similarly compact molecular structures syntheti

cally.

Developments of high-density fuels, e.g., the

syntheses of RJ-5 from norbomadiene and

thermal oligomerization of encro-dicyclopenta-

diene (DCPD), have followed the strategy of

starting with materials that are already
molecu-

iariy compact and rearranging the products to

obtain structures having even higher density
and good viscometrics. The use of zeolite

catalysts has resulted in far superior molecular

rearrangement.

In the first chemical route, norbomene, which

can be made via the simple Diels-Alder reaction

of DCPD and ethylene, is oligomerized directly
to liquid fuels consisting predominantly of nor

bomene dimers and trimers. In the second

route, low-cost aromatics, e.g., benzene, tolu

ene, tetralin, naphthalene, etc., are reacted with

norbomene to produce liquid fuels composed of

mono- and dinorbomylated aromatics. Fuels

made via these two chemistries have heating
values of 145,000 to 153,000 BTU per gallon.

The third chemistry involves a direct and simple

oligomerization of DCPD over zeolites, e.g.,

ZSM-5, in the liquid phase at approxi

mately 150C to liquid mixtures of C15+ CPD

oligomers of even higher volumetric heating
values155,000 to 160,000 BTU per gallon.

The molecular rearrangement promoted by the

zeolite oligomerization catalyst inherently leads

to a liquid mixture containing many mutually

solubilizing species by weight, 57 percent C15,
21 percent C21. 9 percent C25, 6 percent C30 and

7 percent C35 oligomers.

Chung et al. have demonstrated that oligomeri

zation of DCPD to these C15+ CPD fuels can be

effected at 20 to 90 percent conversion, with the

C10 products distilled off and recycled to extinc

tion. Complete conversion of DCPD is thus at

tained. This is to be compared to the syntheses

of RJ-5 and the fuels derived from thermal oli

gomerization and isomerization where the over

all yield is typically less than 30 percent.

JP-10 has a reasonably high heating value and

exceptional low-temperature viscometrics. It

can therefore be a valuable blending component

for these zeolite-derived synthetic fuels. By
proper adjustment of the operating conditions

for the reaction, one can coproduce a fuel with

blending characteristics similar to those of

JP-10. For example, at 70 percent conversion

to C15+ oligomers, the remaining C10 consists of

15 percent endo- and 15 percent exo-DCPD.

This mixture, upon hydrogenation, contains

15 percent JP-10 and 15 percent hydrogenated

encfo-DCPD. This 70/30 synthetic

fuel/JP-10-like fuel behaves similarly to a

70/30 synthetic fuel/JP-10 physical mixture in

terms of heating value and viscosity. Thus,

mixtures of the C15+ DCPD fuel and JP-10-like

blending fuels can be coproduced in a single

reactor, and their relative yields can be adjusted

by simply controlling the conversion of DCPD.

The properties of a representative C15+ DCPD

fuel, designated as RF-5, are shown in Table 2.

By varying process conditions, other fuels with

different density, MPT and heating values can

be made also; the properties of some of these

fuels are listed as E-7, E-8 and E-9 in Table 2.

It is interesting to note that the energy content of

the fuel correlates linearly with the specific

gravity or
densitythe higher the specific grav

ity, the greater the heating value; this is true for

all the high-density fuels examined JP-10,
Mobildym diamondoid fuels, and the zeolite-

derived synthetic fuels. Unfortunately, fuels

with greater energy content and therefore spe

cific gravity also have poorer low-temperature

viscometrics, so that in practical use, one must

trade one off against the other.

Conclusions

Overall, these zeolite-derived synthetic fuels

have a better balance of high-energy content

and low-temperature viscometrics than the dia

mondoid fuels. Their synthesis and process

scale-up, as well as their properties, have

proven to be, respectively, far easier and supe-
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TABLE 2

PROPERTIES OF CYCLOPENTADIENE-BASED MOBIL

HIGH-ENERGY DENSITY SYNTHETIC FUELS

RF-5 RF-6 E-7 E-8 E-9

Avg. Carbon Number C15+ C10+ C15+ C15-C20 C15-C25

Avg. Mol Weight 267 ND ND 221 231

%H 11.04 11.32 10.42 11.58 11.67

%C 88.96 88.68 89.58 88.42 88.33

H/C Mole Ratio 1.489 1.532 1.396 1.572 1.585

Specific Gravity 1.043 1.0297 1.0769 1.0332 1.0379

Density Ob/ft3) 65.1 64.3 67.2 64.5 64.8

Kinematic Viscosity, cSt@
100C 8.3 4.58 25.5 4.2 5.1

40C 68.0 26.96 939.7 22.7 31.9

25C 160 57.36 54.01 103.4

Minimum Pumping Temp, C 0 -11 39 -17 -10

Heating Value

K BTU/lb 17.940 17.940 17.835 17.990 17.970

K BTU/gal 156.000 153.849 159.995 154.795 155.400

rior to those for RJ-5 and RJ-7. With further

research and development, these fuels offer the

promise of evolving into practical missile fuel

systems, say Chung et al.

MULTIPURPOSE GASIFICATION LOWERS

COST OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

Today most hydrogen is produced by steam re

forming of natural gas (83 percent of total pro

duction) and naphtha (14 percent). Only
3 percent is obtained by gasification. However,
gasification will find increasing application for

producing hydrogen, particularly where natural

gas or other light hydrocarbons are not readily

available or are expensive. Feasibility studies,

however, show that hydrogen produced by gasi

fication may be up to 50 percent more expen

sive than that produced by steam reforming.

Therefore, more economic gasification-based

process routes are being investigated.

In the June issue of Hydrocarbon Engineering,

U. Zwiefelhofer, of Lurgi Oel Gas Chemie

GmbH, Germany, described how hydrogen can

be produced from heavy residues through mul

tipurpose gasification.

Conventional Gasification-Based H2
Production

The principal process steps for hydrogen pro

duction based on heavy residues as feedstock

are as follows:

Gasification

Acid gas removal (H2S, CO2)

CO-shift conversion

THE SYNTHETIC FUELS REPORT, JULY 1999
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Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) for fi
nal purification

The byproducts generated have to be handled

within the refinery (steam, fuel gas) with the ap
propriate specifications, or should be salable

(sulfur, metal ash).

The gasification process itself can be applied in

two different configurations followed by different
downstream treatment modes of the raw syn

thesis gas. These configurations are gasifica

tion in boiler configuration with downstream CO

shift of desulfurized syngas, and gasification in

quench configuration with sulfided CO shift prior

to desulfurization.

In the quench configuration, the hot syngas is

shock cooled by direct water injection to satura

tion steam temperature. It can thus be routed

directly to the sulfided CO-shift conversion. The

steam content of the quenched gas is normally

sufficient for the shift reaction, which leads to a

quite simple layout of the shift conversion plant.

Furthermore, trace components like COS and

HCN are destroyed in the shift reactor, which

facilitates the subsequent sulfur removal. For

maintaining a self-buming PSA offgas, C02 has

to be removed from the syngas. This concept

has been proposed by Texaco and Lurgi. The

advantage of this concept is low capital costs

because the gasification unit and the shift con

version step are comparatively inexpensive. A

disadvantage is the loss of thermal efficiency.

Improved Route for H2 Production

In order to decrease the capital costs of a gasifi

cation-based hydrogen production unit further,
the quench configuration route has been im

proved by introducing the Multipurpose Gasifi

cation (MPG) and an optimized CO-shift con

version. The new concept consists of the fol

lowing process units (Figure 1):

Air separation unit

MPG in quench configuration

Metal Ash Recovery System (MARS)
Sulfided CO-shift (single stage)

Acid gas removal (Rectisol process)

Sulfur recovery unit (Claus process)

Two main features make this concept most eco

nomic compared to conventional process

routes. The MPG process with its high feed

stock flexibility allows simultaneous processing

of even the heaviest refinery residues and

wastes which can reduce the costs for feedstock

supply. In the sulfided CO shift, the raw synthe

sis gas is converted in a single stage reactor

which results in an enhanced residual CO con

tent in the converted gas. On the one hand, this

leads to a lower H2 yield and therefore requires

more feedstock to be processed in gasification

to compensate. On the other hand, some ad

vantages arise. A self-buming PSA offgas is

generated without expensive upstream removal

of C02 from the shifted, desulfurized gas. This

offgas can be directly used as fuel gas in a

boiler or sent to the refinery's fuel gas system.

The capital costs for the overall plant drop be

cause of the cheaper CO-shift conversion and

the omission of a C02 removal unit.

The shift reaction is therefore adjusted to a con

version rate which means residual CO content

that allows the generation of a self-buming fuel

gas from the PSA unit and no outside fuel is

needed formake up.

MPG Process

Feed oil, oxygen and superheated process

steam as reaction moderator are fed through the

burner into the reactor where the non-catalytic

partial oxidation of hydrocarbons takes place at

temperatures between 1,200 to 1,450C and

pressures typically between 30 bar and 75 bar.

The raw synthesis gas (H2, CO) contains certain

quantities of H20, C02, CH4, H2S, COS, N2,

NH3, HCN and Ar. In addition, a small amount

of unconverted carbon is present, around

0.8 percent weight for liquid hydrocarbons. Raw

synthesis gas leaves the MPG reactor at the

bottom at a temperature above 1 ,200C and is

shock cooled by quench water which is injected

into a quench ring installed between reactor

bottom and quench vessel.

18
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FIGURE 1

BLOCKFLOWDIAGRAM OFMPG-BASED HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
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The quench ring is optimized to handle large

variations of gas and solids (slag) load. For 'low
ash*

feedstock (refinery case), the soot slurry is

drawn off from the bottom of the quench vessel.

For 'high
ash'

feedstock, the slag formed flows

down the refractory wall to the quench ring
where it is blast cooled into glassy spheres

which collect at the quench vessel bottom, be

ing drawn off via a slag hopper.

The saturated raw gas from the quench vessel

enters the scrubber for further removal of the

residual soot/ash traces by injection of quench

water. No further raw gas cooling occurs in the

scrubber. The water that leaves the quench

vessel contains most of the soot and ash from

the raw gas.

Cost Evaluation

For each of the cases, an estimate of the hydro

gen cost has been prepared. The estimation

results are summarized in Table 1 .

For comparison of the improved concept with

conventional process routes, three cases are

considered for the economic evaluation:

Case 1: MPG (quench) + single-stage

sulfided CO shift + H2S removal + PSA

Case 2: MPG (quench) + deep sulfided

CO shift + H2S removal + CO2 removal

+ PSA

Case 3: Texaco Gasification Process

(TGP) (quench) + deep sulfided CO shift

+ acid gas removal (H2S, CO2) + PSA
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF COST ESTIMATE

Case 1 Case 2

MPG/Single MPG/CO Shift Case 3

Staoe CO Shift + COo Removal TGP

Capital Cost (in million US$)
Total Installed Costs 103 110 136

Associated Costs 51 55 68

Total 154 165 204

Annual Operating Costs (in million US$)
Fixed Costs 6 6.3 7

Variable Costs 18.4 17.3 23

Total 24.4 23.6 30

Hydrogen Costs (US$fT) 820 854 923

The lowest capital costs are given in Case 1

(MPG/single-stage CO shift) because of a re

duced scope of processing equipment, which

finally leads to the lowest hydrogen cost. It

shows that it is not worthwhile to pay for a C02
removal unit simply in order to generate an en

riched fuel gas, notes Zwiefelhofer.

To compensate for the lower H2 yield of

MPG/single-stage CO shift, the plant capacity

must be increased by 6 percent which leads to

higher variable operating costs. On the other

hand, the simple plant configuration of this route

means fewer maintenance costs and therefore,

reduced fixed costs.

The author estimates that the costs of hydrogen

produced by Steam Methane Reforming (SMR)
and residue gasification (boiler configuration)

are US$830 per ton at capital costs of

US$93 million (SMR) or US$1 ,270 per ton at

capital costs of $230 million for a hydrogen ca

pacity of 152 tons per day. Because the capital

costs of the gasification route could considera

bly be reduced by applying MPG, the hydrogen

cost drops to US$820 per ton (at 188 tons per

day), which is now clearly competitive with

SMR.

Conclusion

Zwiefelhofer concludes that for hydrogen pro

duction in refineries, Lurgi's MPG in connection

with an optimized CO shift conversion is an at

tractive alternative to other gasification-based

process routes and especially for SMR. This

technology offers a simple and economic plant

in terms of design and operation while getting

rid of the bottoms of the barrel. Applying the

multiple feed capacity of the MPG burner can

further enhance the economics because it al

lows to process free or 'negative
value'

refinery

waste streams in addition to heavy residues.
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ENVIRONMENT

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL SAYS

ETHANOL AND MTBE DO LITTLE TO

REDUCE SMOG

A new report by a committee of the National

Research Council has concluded that the two

principal types of oxygen additives used in re

formulated gasolines in the United States, etha-

nol and MTBE, contribute little to reducing

ozone pollution. The study, funded by the

United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), was undertaken to examine the differ

ences between the additives ethanol and Methyl

Tertiary-Butyl Ether (MTBE).

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 require

the use of Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) with

oxygen additives in areas of the United States

that have substantial ozone pollution. But the

oxygen additives in RFG have raised environ

mental concerns. MTBE, for example, has

leaked into drinking water in California, leading
the state to phase-out the use of the additive.

Because questions persist over which types of

RFGs are preferable in improving air quality, the

EPA asked the Research Council to study

methods for certifying gasoline blends with oxy

gen additives.

Reactivity has reached a level of substantial

rigor as a tool for assessing the ozone-forming

potential of emissions, the committee said, but

there are no compelling scientific reasons at this

time to recommend that reformulated fuels be

certified based on reactivity. The basic results

of comparing the MTBE and ethanol fuel blends

were the same regardless of whether they were

evaluated by reactivity or the mass of their

emissions. In addition, an evaluation of carbon

monoxide emissions should be included in as

sessments of the effects of RFG, the committee

said. Carbon monoxide can be a significant

factor in ozone formation, but often it is over

looked in assessments of reformulated gaso

lines.

Results

The committee found that, compared with

MTBE blends, ethanol blends result in more

pollutants evaporating from vehicle gas tanks.

Ethanol blends also increase the overall poten

tial of emissions to form ozone. However,

available data indicate that the potential for ei

ther additive to lower smog levels is small and

will continue to decrease as other measures to

reduce vehicle emissions take effect. Tougher

air-quality regulations and improvements to ve

hicles over the last few decades have substan

tially reduced emissions that help create near-

ground ozone.

Projections indicate that motor vehicle emis

sions could decrease further in the next several

years as more new technologies are incorpo

rated, the report says. If these projections are

correct, the impact that RFGs have in reducing

ozone concentrations will continue to decline.

Even if the contributions that motor vehicle

emissions make to ozone formation have been

underestimated which has occurred in the

past oxygen additives in RFGs will have little

impact on reducing smog, the committee said.

The committee noted that available data on

RFG are limited because they are mostly de

rived from tests on properly functioning motor

vehicles. A disproportionate amount of pollut

ants originate from a small number of high-

emitting vehicles, such as older vehicles that

have malfunctioning catalytic converters. There

is considerable uncertainty surrounding the ef

fects of RFGs on these vehicles, making it diffi

cult to quantify total overall vehicle emissions

and evaluate the effects of different fuel blends.

EUROPEAN UNION VOTES TO RESTRICT

USE OF FLEXIBILITY MECHANISMS FOR

KYOTO PROTOCOL

On May 17 the European Union (EU) Council of

Ministers adopted a strategy for meeting the
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1997 Kyoto Protocol on climate change. A no

table element in that strategy is a series of pro

posals that would limit the use of the so-called

"flexible
mechanisms"

provided by the Protocol.
These mechanisms are emissions trading, proj
ect-based "joint

implementation"

and the "clean

development
mechanism."

Each of these

mechanisms would allow countries which have

pledged emissions cuts over the next decade to

fulfill their pledges in part by means other than
domestic policies and measures. The goal of

the mechanisms is to reduce the overall price of

meeting the Kyoto targets by allowing countries

with high reduction costs to acquire "emission
credits"

from countries where reductions are

cheaper or free.

Specifically, the Council proposed a set of for

mulas to limit, or
"cap,"

the use of the flexibility
mechanisms. The objective of this capping is

described as being to "encourage parties to de

velop strong domestic policies and measures in

order to modify long-term emission
trends."

The

International Energy Agency (IEA) has under

taken a preliminary analysis of the implications

of the EU's proposal.

The IEA analysis considers only energy-related

carbon dioxide emissions, which represent

about 85 percent of total greenhouse gas emis

sions covered by the Protocol. The IEA analy

sis shows that, under the rules proposed by the

EU, developed countries would be allowed to

buy (acquire) a total of 1 .09 billion tons of C02
credits through the "emission

trading"

mecha

nism. For EU members, this would amount to

42 percent of the difference between their pro

jected emissions in the year 2010 (if no emis

sions-cutting actions were to be taken) and the

emissions they will be allowed under the Proto

col; it would amount to 34 percent for other in

dustrialized countries. Countries whose emis

sions are already close to meeting their emis

sion goals would be able to buy relatively more

than other countries.

The EU proposal would also limit the amount of

carbon credits that countries with emission tar

gets can sell (transfer). The lEA's currentWorld

Energy Outlook foresees that in the year 2010

carbon emissions in the countries of Central and

Eastern Europe, the Russian Federation and

Ukraine will be 574 million tons lower than

in 1990. In an unrestricted emission-trading

system these countries could sell that full

amount. Under the EU Council proposal, their

sales would be limited to 190 million tons. Rus

sia, the country with the largest amount to sell,

would be limited to selling approximately

30 percent of its potential.

The EU proposal would, however, allow coun

tries to buy or sell more carbon credits if they
also make further reductions at home.

Because the EU proposal would limit both sup

ply and demand, no conclusions can be drawn

at this stage on its implications for the price of

emissions credits.

In an unrestricted trading regime, some coun

tries could acquire more emissions credits from

others at a cost lower than that of taking action

at home. This possibility would be reduced un

der the EU Council proposal. In terms of eco

nomic efficiency, this would represent a loss,

says the IEA. In terms of real emissions-cutting

(as opposed to bookkeeping cuts) it would rep

resent a gain.
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COMING EVENTS

1999

July 5-8, St. Petersburg, RussiaHypothesis III, Hydrogen Power (Thermal and Electrochemical)

Systems International Symposium

July 12-16, Montreal, Quebec, CanadaCryogenic Engineering Conference, fax 303 499 2599

July 25-28, San Francisco, California International Joint Power Generation Conference,

phone 800 843 2763

July 28-30, New Orleans, Louisiana Fourth Hemispheric Energy Ministers Conference,

phone 703 465 4654

August 2-5, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
34th

Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering

Conference, phone 724 776 4970

August 3-4, St. Louis, Missouri Powder River Basin Coal Use Seminar, phone 303 431 1456

August 17-20, Amsterdam, The Netherlands Power Economics Annual Summit, phone 44 1322 394507

September 12-14, Aspen, ColoradoAspen Energy and Environmental Roundtable VI,
phone (44 20) 7222 6017

September 12-17, Taiyuan, Shanxi, China
10th

International Conference on Coal Science,

fax 86 351 404 8967

September 13-16, London, England Sixth Grove Fuel Cell Symposium, fax 44 1235 86 8811

September 19-21, Banff, Alberta, Canada
43rd

Canadian Conference on Coal, phone 403 262 1544

September 29-October 1 , Washington, D.C.World Fuels Conference on Refining and Automotive

Technologies, Clean Fuels and Public Policy, phone 800 897 4278

October 10-13, St. Louis, Missouri National Mining Association Mining Convention '99,

phone 202 463 2668

October 17-20, San Francisco, California Gasification Technologies Conference, phone 703 276 0110

October 18-21, Gatlinburg, Tennessee
11th

Symposium on Separation Science and Technology for

Energy Applications, phone 423 574 6795

October 25-28, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Society ofAutomotive Engineers International Fall Fuels and

Lubricants Meeting, phone 724 776 4841

November 3-5, Houston, TexasTransportation Fuels and Conformity Requirements, fax 512 329 8253

November 16, Paris, FranceInternational Conference on the Future of Oil, fax 33 147 527 066

November 22-24, SingaporePower-Gen Asia, fax 713 963 6280

November 30-December2, New Orleans, LouisianaPower-Gen International, fax 713 963 6280
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December 8-10, Houston, TexasMonetizing Stranded Gas Reserves, phone 713 952 9500

2000

January 24-28, Geneva, SwitzerlandWorld Clean Energy Conference, fax 0041 1 463 0252

February 14-17, New Orleans, Louisiana Energy Resources Technology Symposia,
phone 281 493 3491

March 6-9, Clearwater, Florida
25th

International Technical Conference on Coal Utilization and Fuel

Systems, phone 301 294 6080

April 11-13, Amsterdam, The NetherlandsGasification for the Future, phone 44 (0) 1788 578214

June 5-9, Sevilla, SpainWorld Conference on Biomass for Energy and Industry,
phone 39 055 500 2174

June 6-9, Nice, France
21st

World Gas Conference, fax 33 1 42 27 49 43

June 11-15, Beijing, China
13th

World Hydrogen Energy Conference, phone (86-100) 6218 0145

June, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
16th

World Petroleum Congress

July 1-7, Brighton, EnglandWorld Renewable Energy Congress VI, fax 44 1189 611 365
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

SPP/CPM AND SUNCOR ANNOUNCE

COMPLETION OF STUART STAGE I

The co-owners of the Stuart Oil Shale Project,
Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L. and Central

Pacific Minerals N.L. (SPP/CPM) and Suncor

Energy announced completion of construction of
the stage-one demonstration plant in April. The

plant has now been handed over from the con

tract engineers, Bechtel, to the project operator,
Suncor Energy, and is on schedule to achieve

reliable production in the fourth quarter of 1999.

Completion of construction was on schedule

20 months after commencementand on

budget within a total cost of $250 million.

"Passing this milestone in the project schedule

paves the way for reliable oil production in the

fourth quarter of this year. We are pleased with

such a positive start to a major new industry in
Australia,"

I. McFariane of SPP/CPM said.

The Stage I plant comprises a 4,500-barrel per

day demonstration plant built by Bechtel Inc.

and uses new kiln technology for extracting oil

from oil shale. The feed has a handling advan

tage over other shale deposits because it is sil

ica-based. The more typical carbonate-based

deposits, such as those in Colorado and Utah,
produce a difficult-to-handle, fine powder-like

waste. This technology was selected for having
both favorable economic and environmental

benefit.

SPP/CPM CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS NOTES

BENEFITS OF STUART PROJECT

In April Bechtel Inc. achieved mechanical com

pletion of Stuart Stage I on schedule and within

budget (see related article in this issue). The

next phase will be commissioning and testing.

When this has been achieved Bechtel will su

pervise a series of tests to demonstrate that it

meets their guaranteed performance targets.

The plant will then be used for Stage II research

data compilation and then commercial opera

tion.

In I. McFariane's address to the
31st

Annual

General Meeting, he noted that the commis

sioning of Stuart Stage I is a significant step

forward in the establishment of a new industry in

Australia namely oil shale miningwhich is

directed at recovering one of the country's sub

stantial valuable mineral resources. This will

lead to significant job creation in Queensland.

Already Stuart Stage I has created approxi

mately 1 ,200 construction jobs and 500 oper

ating jobs on a direct and indirect basis. By the

time full commercial production of

85,000 barrels per day is achieved in 2007,

these numbers are expected to increase to

9,000 construction and 6,500 operating jobs.

The long-term benefits of this industry, aside

from job creation, will be the potential self suffi

ciency of Australia in oil production. Currently,

Australia faces a daily shortfall of oil production

of around 200,000 barrels. "For Queensland

and Australia, we are replacing imported dirty oil

with a better, cleaner, Australian-made
product,"

said McFariane.

Long-term development of Australia's oil shale

industry will lead to the benefits of tens of thou

sands of jobs, new technologies, billions of dol

lars for schools, hospitals, universities, roads,

medical and scientific research with further im

provement in the Australian standard of living.

In addition, according to McFariane, with the

commercialization of oil shale in Australia, the

growth of Australia's total oil resources has in

creased by a factor of 7, thus bringing these up

to the high historic level of the United States on

a per capita basis.

By unlocking the value of Queensland's

28 billion barrels of oil shale, a new major in

dustry will be created in Australia, one which will

contribute jobs and economic development to

the future of the nation. At full production, the

oil shale industry will represent 100,000 jobs

and $10 billion in revenues per year. More im

portantly, it will make Australia self sufficient in
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oil supply for many years to come. This will

provide security against the catastrophic effects

of oil crises as experienced before, during
World Warll and the Arab problems of the

1970s, 1980s and 1990s, concluded McFariane.

CORPORATIONS

SPP ANNUAL REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

STUART PROJECT

Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L. and Central

Pacific Minerals N.L. (SPP/CPM) were founded

in 1968, and since 1973, have pioneered the

development of economic oil shale deposits.

The companies today jointly control

24.4 (net) billion barrels of in situ shale oil in

Eastern Coastal Queensland, Australia, and

have adapted a new retort technology, the Al-

berta-Taciuk Processor (ATP), to enable eco

nomic production of oil from these shales.

SPP/CPM finalized a joint venture in 1997 with

Suncor Energy Inc., (Suncor) to develop one of

the company's 10 deposits, the Stuart deposit,
which has a total in situ oil shale resource of

3 billion barrels. SPP's AnnualReport highlights

the progress made on the Stuart Project.

The Stuart joint venture has a three-staged de

velopment plan to achieve total production of

85,000 barrels per day by 2007. Stuart Stage I,
with a capacity of 4,500 barrels per day, is ex

pected to become operational toward the end of

1999. (See related article in this issue.) The

companies have also commenced initial techni

cal and environmental studies for Stuart

Stage II, which is expected to have a capacity of

15,000 barrels per day.

Planning for Stuart Stage II commenced in

June 1997 with the inception of Southern Pacific

Petroleum (Development) Pty. Ltd. (SPPD), a

wholly owned subsidiary of SPP/CPM. SPPD

was formed to investigate and perform the role

of developer for all subsequent stages of the

Stuart Project and is jointly funded by SPP/CPM

and Suncor.

ATP Development

Data obtained from research conducted on the

ATP from 1995 to 1997 under a federal gov

ernment-sponsored research and development

program is currently being incorporated into the

Stage II design basis. This research evaluated

thermal impacts of organic and mineral reac

tions during retorting and combustion, defined

flow properties of the hot ash streams generated

in the process and simulated alternate configu

rations proposed for the dryer/ash cooler section

of the retort. Adding to this data are the results

of design testing in the pilot plant in Calgary

during September 1998 which confirmed the

direction of design improvements for Stage II.

In October 1998 a team was formed to develop
the ATP for Stage II. The team is developing a

preliminary design basis for Stage II to provide

a defined base for the application of Stage I test

results.

An important part of the ATP team's design

work is the systematic capture of learning from

Stage I which will be used to enhance perform

ance and reduce technical risk in Stage II. The

testing program during 1999 is designed to fa

cilitate this and to confirm, on a larger scale,

parameters determined in the 1998 Calgary pilot

plant program.

Assuming technology and learning success from

Stage I, two major milestones are planned for

the Stuart Stage II Project: commencement of

construction in 2001 and production of first oil

in 2003.

SPP/CPM and their joint-venture partner on the

Stuart Project, Suncor, expect to launch this

new oil shale industry by the end of 1999 when

the first reliable oil production is anticipated

from the $250-million Stage I Demonstration

Plant on the Stuart deposit nearGladstone.

The companies hope to achieve production to

taling 85,000 barrels per day from the Stuart

deposit by 2007. The development program to
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achieve this would be based on the timely scale-

up of operations from the Demonstration Plant

to a single commercial module of the Alberta-

Taciuk Processor and finally to the construction
of a commercial plant consisting of five com

mercial-size ATP units. The three-stage devel

opment plan was conceived and adopted not

only to mitigate investment risk, but also to take
maximum advantage of research and develop
ment data captured in the learning curve from

each stage which will be applied to subsequent

stages of the Stuart development and to the

future development of the
companies'

other de

posits.

The Future

SPP anticipates 1999 will be a highly rewarding
year, not only in that it represents the first pro

duction from the oil shale search which com

menced 26 years ago, but also that SPP will

gather a wealth of technical information from

the initial operations of Stuart Stage I.

The importance of the learning curve in this in

dustry is clearly illustrated by the experience of
the Canadian oil sands industry which reduced

operating costs by 75 percent in 16 years. With

the staged approach to engineering design,
where the learning of each stage is immediately
incorporated into the next stage, the company
hopes to be able to exceed these achievements.

The steady improvements in efficiency and re

duction in costs will of course also benefit other

deposits which are now subject to a screening
process preliminary to formulation of an overall

development program to bring these into pro

duction as rapidly as possible. Full develop
ment of these resources would be equivalent to

around 20 Stage III operations, and could bring
benefits equal to 20 plants. According to an

independent report, the Stuart Stage III plant

alone is expected to provide for Australia, ap

proximately 5,000 direct and indirect jobs, and

$380 million increase in gross domestic product

per year.

TECHNOLOGY

COPYROLYSIS OF OIL SHALE AND WASTE

POLYMERS TESTED

The disposal of scrap automotive tires, rubber

and plastics is an increasing environmental and

economic problem. While pyrolysis is consid

ered now as an appropriate solution of the waste

polymer problem, one of the problems of com

mercial realization of pyrolysis is that waste

polymers are a mixture of different materials

having various geometrical forms (films, bottles,

etc.), melting temperatures, chemical composi

tion etc. This makes it difficult to develop a

process which is suitable to all of these various

materials. This difficulty can be overcome, if

the waste polymers are added to a solid fuel and

this mixture is processed according to the meth

ods accepted in fuel technology, specifically

pyrolysis: semicoking (retorting) at a tempera

ture of 500C or coking at a higher temperature.

J. Gersten et al. of the Technion-lsrael Institute

of Technology discussed the combined pyrolysis

of the most widespread waste polymers with a

solid fuel in Fuel, Volume 78, 1999, pages 987-

990.

General Scheme of the Proposed Process

One of the possible schemes for the pyrolysis of

the waste polymers according to the proposed

method is presented in Figure 1 . Solid fuel,
mixed with waste rubber and plastics, is directed

to the retort, where it is mixed with circulating
hot ash and heated up to a temperature of

500C. The volatile products oil and gas va

pors are cooled and condensed. Another op

tion is two-stage pyrolysis: the mixture of solids

is subjected to usual retorting under optimal

conditions, and only the
vaporgas products of

the retorting are subjected to thermal or

thermo-catalytic conversion at a temperature

of 600 to 900C. The secondary pyrolysis yields

a greater quantity of the gas and oil richer in

valuable aromatic components.
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FIGURE 1
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Raw Materials

The following polymers were investigated as a

prime material for the combined pyrolysis with a

solid fuel (Israeli oil shale): two kinds of waste

rubber, referred to as "rubber
powder"

and "sole
rubber;"

tire; polyethylene (PE), and polypropyl

ene (PP). The rubbers were of butadiene-

styrene type; they also contained, besides the

rubber itself, other usual components: carbon

black, aromatic oil, mineral and organic addi

tives, etc. The tire contained 10 percent steel

byweight.

The spent shale (the residue after retorting oil

shale at a temperature of 500 to 550C) was

used as a solid fuel constituent of the fuel-

polymer mixture instead of raw shale. The

spent shale played a role of a heat transfer me

dium, and of a mechanical carrier of the proc

essed polymers. Polymer contents in the poly

mer-spent shale mixture were 25 percent by
weight.

Results and Discussion

The product yields are presented in Table 1.

The oil shale is characterized by a low oil yield

(both on the shale and on the organic matter

basis) and a high yield of the solid residue.

The low temperature pyrolysis yielded 43 to

50 weight percent oil from the waste rubbers

(about 75 weight percent on the organic matter

basis). Pyrolysis of the thermoplastics (PE and

PP) results in a 92 to 93 weight percent yield of

the oil. When a mixture of the oil shale and tire

(3:1) was pyrolyzed, the oil yield was 3-fold

higher than that from the initial oil shale. Gas

yields in the low temperature pyrolysis of the oil

shale and polymers were low.

Characteristics of the oil produced from the fuel

and polymers are presented in Table 2. The

shale oil contains a low quantity of light fractions

and high quantities of sulfur (about 7 weight

TABLE 1

YIELD OF THE PRODUCTS OF PYROLYSIS (WT.%)

Oil Rubber Sole Oil Shale

Prime Matter Shale Powder Rubber Tire EI PP Tire 3:1

Gas 2.3 6.5 3.2 4.3 5.1 4.9 2.5

Oil 4.8 42.9 46.9 49.4 92.5 93.3 13.6

Residue 89.2 48.3 47.2 43.1 0 0 80.8

Water and Losses 3.7 2.3 2.7 3.1 2.4 1.8 3.1
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TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OIL

Rubber Oil Shale:

Prime Matter Oil Shale Powder Tire PE PP Tire 3:1

IBP,C 118 88 86 133 108

FBP,C 550 437 477 525 530

Fractional Composition, %

<250C 18.0 52.0 36.5 53.0 23.0

250-300C 24.3 15.0 14.0 8.5 21.7

300-350C 21.0 15.5 17.5 11.5 20.8

>350C 36.7 17.5 32.0 27.0 34.5

Elemental Composition, %

C 79.5 87.7 86.9 85.8 85.6 81.5

H 9.8 11.3 11.5 14.2 14.3 10.4

N 1.5 0.2 0.5 0.02 0.06 1.2

S 6.8 0.8 1.0 0.03 0.04 5.2

Bromine Value 76 76 75 82.5 76

percent). The liquid products of the pyrolysis of

the polymers (except PE) are similar to crude

oils of a high quality: they have a high content

of light fractions and a low content of sulfur.

The main product of PE pyrolysis was a semi

solid wax-like substance, a mixture of n-alkanes

and corresponding alkenes.

The oil of the combined pyrolysis of the tire/oil

shale mixture contained less sulfur and more

light fractions than shale oil. The one-stage

processing of rubbers and tire produced oil

containing up to 10 weight percent of individual

aromatic hydrocarbons (toluene, ethylbenzene,
xylenes). The oil derived from polypropylene

consisted of unsaturated hydrocarbonic isomers.

The gas composition data show that a high

content of the monomer was observed only in

the gas of PP pyrolysis. The other monomers

(butene, ethylene) are also present in the gases

of the decomposition of the respective poly

mers, but they are not dominant components.

The pressure of CO, CO2, and H2S is explained

by decomposition of the organic matter of the

spent shale used as a pyrolysis medium.

Possible Application of the Method

The authors identify the main advantages of

combining pyrolysis of scrap polymers together

with solid fuel as:

The low cost of such a method.

As solid fuel is sometimes poor in or

ganic matter, addition of waste polymers

to it will improve its quality.

As carbonates are usually contained in a

solid fuel, there are no SOx in waste

gases of polymer processing.

A mixture of solid fuel and polymers is

more processable than the polymers

themselves.

29
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Any kind of polymer, irrespective of its

composition, physical form (granules,
films, bottles, etc.), color, melting point,

etc., can be processed by this method

without any significant feed preparation.

VISCOSITY OF ESTONIAN SHALE OIL

BLENDS FOUND NON-LINEAR

Predicting the volume fractions of two given oils

when blending to meet a specified kinematic

viscosity at a given temperature is a common

problem. For petroleum oils, a number of

blending calculation techniques have been

used.

L. MOIder et al. of Tallinn Technical University
discussed the kinematic viscosity of shale oil

binary blends, including blends with a residual

component, in Oil Shale, Volume 16, Number 1,

pages 42-50.

Oil blends were prepared by blending of com

mercial shale oil fractions, both distillate and

residual, produced at the Kiviter Ltd. shale oil

distillation unit. The unit produces ordinarily

three distillates: light "diesel
oil"

fraction (180 to

230C), light gas oil fraction (230 to 320C) and

heavy gas oil fraction (320 to 360C). By

blending these fractions commercial shale oil

originated fuel oils are produced. Distillation

residue is usually a coking feedstock.

It was found that the kinematic viscosity of light

gas oil fraction blends with heavy gas oil frac

tion can be evaluated by the standard blending
calculation technique, accepted for hydrocarbon

oil blends (see Figure 1). The same blending
calculation technique can be used when light

gas oil fraction is blended with reduced shale oil

or with commercial fuel oil, and when commer-

FIGURE 1
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cial fuel oil is blended with heavy gas oil fraction
or with reduced shale oil, as well as when re

duced shale oil is blended with heavy gas oil

fraction. All blends of oils under discussion, in
whatever ratio, are also stable in a wide tem

perature range.

With blends in which the low viscosity compo

nent is the shale oil originated light "diesel
oil"

fraction (kinematic viscosity at 20C as low as

1 .5 to 2 millimeters squared per second) the

experimental values of kinematic viscosity are

always higher than the calculated ones.

This phenomenon can be explained as a result

of different chemical group composition of light

"diesel
oil"

fraction and fractions with a boiling
range above 230C. High boiling shale oil frac

tions are mainly made up of oxygen com

pounds, especially of resorcinol series phenols,

ketones and ethers. In contrast, shale oil origi

nated light "diesel
oil"

fraction with a low boiling
range consists only of a low amount of hydroxy-

benzene series phenols and is more similar to

petroleum originated hydrocarbon oils than to a

typical shale oil distillate.

The difference between the logarithms of ex

perimental and calculated values of binary
blend kinematic viscosity delta depends, in ad

dition to the nature of blend components, on the

experimental value of viscosity and on the vol

ume fraction of components.

The authors conclude that a simple equation

describing the dependence of delta on the ex

perimental value of viscosity, as well as on vol

ume fraction of components, can be used. Us

ing this approach the kinematic viscosity of bi

nary blends can be evaluated with a great accu

racy.

INTERNATIONAL

IMPACT OF PROPOSED JORDANIAN OIL

SHALE PROJECT DEEMED ACCEPTABLE

A preliminary analysis of Jordan's proposed Oil

Shale Integrated Tri-Generation System

(OSITGS) was conducted to determine the envi

ronmental and social impacts of the project.

J. Jaber, of Cranfield University, Bedford,
United Kingdom, et al. summarized the results

of the analysis in Oil Shale Volume 16, Num

ber 1 , pages 2-29.

Description of the Integrated Tri-Generation

System

The main objective of developing OSITGS is to

foster the development of an economically

competitive and environmentally acceptable oil

shale industry, whose products can compete

commercially without government subsidies.

The proposed basic plant is a complete facility
for mining, retorting, gasification and combus

tion of the oil shale as well as for disposing of

the spent shale. It consists of a Circulating
Fluidized-Bed Combustor (CFBC), gasifier and

combined-cycle plant, and a retort as shown in

Figure 1 . The proposed plant would be capable

of processing oil shale into synthetic fuels and

electricity, with a nominal capacity of approxi

mately 8,000 barrels per day of shale oil and

400 megawatts-electric installed capacity for

electric power generation.

The proposed plant is expected to be estab

lished near oil shale deposits (in the central part

of Jordan) about 100 to 150 kilometers south of

Amman.

Environmental Impacts

The building and operation of OSITGS will util

ize resources, such as land and water, and the
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FIGURE 1

THEOILSHALE INTEGRATED TRI-GENERATION SYSTEM
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plant will produce gaseous, liquid and solid pol

lutants that must be treated and disposed of in

acceptable ways.

According to Jaber et al., OSITGS would pos

sess advantages compared with employing ei

ther the direct combustion or retorting technolo

gies of oil shale. The most important point is

that the proposed system is expected to be

highly efficient, so the associated adverse envi

ronmental impacts (related to mining and solid

waste disposal) would be proportionately less

(see Figure 2, which summarizes the impacts of

the proposed integrated plant).

Approximately 0.14 kilograms of raw shale is

required per megajoule of the final products

when using the OSITGS in comparison with

about 0.21 and 0.22 kilograms per megajoule in

the case of direct combustion for generating

electricity or the conventional retorting process

producing shale oil only, respectively. Such a

big difference (approximately 60 percent) of raw

oil shale consumption per unit of energy pro

duced is mainly due to (1) the integration of

different processes (gasification and combined

cycle, retort and CFBC), leading to greater

thermodynamic efficiencies, and (2) the rela

tively high efficiency (i.e., approximately

50 percent) of the simple combined-cycle. Im

proving the efficiency of the proposed system

reduces not only the feed-rate of the oil shale,

but also the quantities of pollutants (such as

solid waste and gaseous emissions) which are

emitted. Consequently, adverse environmental

impacts along the whole oil shale supply se

quence (i.e., extraction and preparation, storage

and transportation), as well as processing op

erations would be reduced.

Major gas emissions from oil shale processing

plants are particulates, nitrogen oxides, sulfur

oxides and carbon dioxide; the relative amounts

emitted increase as the thermal efficiency de

creases. In shale oil production or oil shale di

rect combustion, there is an additional release

of CO2 due to the decomposition of the carbon

ates present in the raw shale. Thermal decom-
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FIGURE 2

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OFACTIVITIESASSOCIATEDWITH OSITGS
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position occurs at high rates only at tempera

tures equal to or greater than 500C. Therefore,
it is not expected to be a great factor in the indi

rectly heated retorting process.

In the case of the integrated tri-generation sys

tem, carbonate decomposition could be easily

limited to the desired level (i.e., to about 700C)
by cooling the upper part of the combustor in

order to reduce the C02 emissions. This can be

achieved by injecting wastewater (containing

ammonia) from the retorting process into the

upper zone of the CFBC. This would help in

controlling the temperature, as well as in reduc

ing the C02 and NO* emissions dramatically.

As a result, the need for wastewater facilities to

treat the discharged process water streams

would be eliminated.

In fact, the integrated tri-generation plant is as

sumed to operate on zero wastewater dis

charges. This can be achieved only by routing
all streams (with high dissolved solids and or-

ganics including run-off and process water) to a
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lined evaporation pond. However, water should

be saved by recirculating wastewater (after be

ing treated through neutralization and filtration)
and using it for wetting the spent ash (or dust

disbursement) and reclamation activities.

Moreover, wastewater that contains ammonia,

when injected into the high-temperature region

of the CFBC, would control both the tempera

ture as well as the emissions of nitrogen oxides

generated as a result of direct combustion of oil

shale. Thus, for such an integrated plant, it is

deemed that there is no need for a wastewater

treatment facility.

It is predicted that in the case of OSITGS, the

cost of environmental monitoring and controls

will add about 4 to 6 percent to the average cost

of electricity generated via this new system.

These increases are not negligible (i.e., have

small impact on the price of electricity and/or

other products to consumers), but they are rea

sonable. This is mainly due to the fact that a

significant ratio of the generated electricity

would be via the combined-cycle gas turbine

and that there is no need for a flue gas desulfu-

rization unit, which is costly to install and oper

ate.

Socioeconomic Impacts, Safety and

Occupational Health

In addition to local environmental problems,

which are associated with the oil shale devel

opment project, several problems would de

velop in the region such as social, occupational

safety and health issues.

Socioeconomic Impacts - Oil shale de

velopments may lead to marginal farm

land becoming valuable for future hous

ing or mining sites. Local and central

governments would also benefit through

taxes, which may be levied on oil shale

property, wages, sales, company income

and on the final products. It is expected

that such an industry would create at

least between 1,000 and 1,500 jobs

(including mining operations) on a per

manent basis and a few more temporar

ily. Thus, such a proposed industry
would help the whole country to prosper.

Safety and Occupational Health - Mines

and processing plants are unhealthy

places to work due to the presence of

risks such as dust, noise, fumes and ma

chinery. However, experience gained

from coal mining and processing has

shown that preventative measures, in

addition to the enforcement of related

health and safety standards, in the work

place are the most effective approaches

for controlling occupational disease. The

authors conclude that oil shale mining

and processing would lead to an occupa

tional risk of approximately 1 to 2 deaths

annually per gigawatt of generation ca

pacity.

Conclusions

The environmental constraints associated with

OSITGS appear, under present circumstances,

insufficient to prevent the development of an

integrated oil shale plant. The most likely envi

ronmental impacts are those associated with oil

shale mining and spent ash disposal as well as

wastewater streams, which would occur also

with conventional utilization methods for the oil

shale. However, based on the preliminary

analysis, the proposed integrated plant is pre

dicted to be cleaner and would generate less

gaseous, solid and aqueous pollutants than tra

ditional oil shale processing methods.

The future beneficial use of the extensive oil

shale deposits depends not only on the devel

opment of suitable process economics but also

on the development of suitable environmental

controls. Thus, the future of oil shale will be a

mixture of promise and risk. However, Ja-

ber et al. believe that the in the long run, the

integrated system would achieve much better

environmental, technical and economic per

formances compared with conventional meth

ods (i.e., oil shale direct combustion or retorting

processes, when employed on an individual ba

sis).
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CHINESE OIL SHALE EXTRACTED BY

SUPERCRITICALWATER

Huadian oil shale, located in Huadian County,

China, Jilin Province, has an oil reserve of

1.3 billion tons. Supercritical Fluid Extraction

(SFE) has been shown to be a promising new

separation method to recover oils from oil shale.

SFE of the Huadian oil shale with water was

discussed by H. Hu, of the Dalian University of

Technology, et al. in Fuel, Volume 78, 1999,
pages 645-651 .

The extraction of oil shale is believed to be a

thermal pyrolysis process in the presence of

solvent. Thus extraction temperature plays an

important role in affecting the amount and com

position of the extract. While nonisothermal

extraction makes it possible to investigate the

extraction characteristics at the whole tempera

ture range, its results are expected to be differ

ent from those of isothermal experiments.

Hence they are presented and analyzed sepa

rately.

Nonisothermal Results

The formation rates of the total extract and its

three components were investigated as a func

tion of extraction temperature. Extraction

mainly takes place in the temperature range of

300 to 500C. With the increase of tempera

ture, the extract formation rate increases and

reaches a peak value at about 390C before

decreasing with the further increase of tem

perature.

The fractions of the extract follow a similar trend

except that their peak values were observed at

different temperatures. The preasphaltene is

mostly formed at relatively lower temperatures

with maximum peak at 380C and oil at higher

temperatures with peak at 450C while the ma

jor component, asphaltene, shows significant

amounts over the whole temperature range of

300 to 500C and a peak at 390C. At the end

of the extraction, the summation of oil, asphal

tene and preasphaltene yields is 57.8 weight

percent dry-ash-free (daf). The light oil yield is

17.1 weight percent daf. Thus the total conver

sion reaches 88 percent including the

13.1 weight percent daf gas yield.

The relationship between gas yield and tem

perature shows that the gas begins to form at

about 350C. One can see that the gas forma

tion rate displays a similar trend to the extract

formation rate with a peak value observed

around 390C. However, the gas formation rate

does not approach zero toward the end of the

extraction in contrast to the extract formation

rate.

The amounts of H2, CH4 and C02 in the gas

were obtained from Gas Chromatography (GC)
analysis. There is a peak value for all of the

formation rates of the three gas components at

the same temperature of about 390C. Com

paring the formation rates of H2 and CH4 with

that of C02, there is a minimum value of H2 and

CH4 formation rates at temperatures between

400 and 450C, while the C02 formation rate

simply decreases with temperature after 400C.

These results suggest that the pyrolysis of de

composed materials begins at about 400C and

the gas components of the pyrolyzed products

are mainly H2 and ChU . The composition of the

gas changes with time and temperature. Ini

tially, C02 is the major component until about

390C where over 80 percent of the gas formed

is C02. At the end of the extraction near 500C,

H2 becomes the major gas formed followed by
CH4 and C02. Over the whole temperature

range, the accumulative C02 concentration in

the gas formed is 58.3 volume percent, that for

H2 is 20.2 volume percent, and ChU 8.8 volume

percent. In addition, 9.1 volume percent (^ and

C3 were also obtained along with 3.5 volume

percent CO.

Besides the temperature effect, operating pres

sure is another important parameter in extrac

tion processes because it affects the solubility of

substrate in solvent. While all of the experi

mental data discussed so farwere obtained at a

pressure of 30 MPa, and noting that the critical

pressure of water is 22.06 MPa, another set of

experiments was carried out at a pressure of

15 MPa. Figure 1 shows the comparison of

pressure effects on the extract formation rate.

Although the general features of the extract
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FIGURE 1
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formation rate are similar for the two pressures,
the locations of the peak value are different.

For lower pressure extraction, the peak value of

extract formation rate was found at a higher

temperature. In addition, the value of the

maximum extract formation rate is smaller for

the subcritical extraction than for the supercriti

cal extraction.

The shift of the peak value of the low-pressure

extract formation rate toward the higher tem

perature region results from the following two

effects: decrease of the extract solubility in low-

pressure water and the thermal pyrolysis of the

extract at higher temperature, say Hu et al. At

subcritical pressure, the oil fraction of the ex

tract can dissolve in water relatively easily. The

heavier component must be decomposed first

before it can dissolve in and be carried out by
the flowing water.

The oil yield for 15 MPa water extraction is

52.7 weight percent of the extract compared

with 29.1 weight percent at 30 MPa. The extract

yield for the subcritical extraction is 46.7 weight

percent daf, however, over 10 weight percent

daf lower than the supercritical extraction.

Isothermal Results

The nonisothermal extraction experiments show

that a maximum value of extract formation rate

exists for water extraction of Huadian oil shale.

The corresponding temperature of the peak

value of extract formation rate depends on the

operation pressure. For a process aiming at full

recovery of oils from oil shale, it is necessary to

find the ultimate extract yield in relationship with

extraction temperature and pressure. Hence

isothermal experiments were designed and con

ducted.

Table 1 shows the results of isothermal water

extraction of Huadian oil shale. The four tem

peratures were so selected that the extraction

information can be obtained at subcritical and

supercritical temperatures, at the maximum ex

tract formation rate temperature as well as at a

high temperature. With the increase of tem

perature the conversion increases from

53.7 percent at 360C to 81.2 percent at 400C;
further increase of temperature from 400 to

450C does not significantly change the conver

sion. A maximum extract yield was achieved

around 400C. Thus it establishes that at ex

traction temperature around 400C not only the

extraction rate is the fastest but also the extract

yield is the highest.

From the extract residue analysis, one can see

that thermal pyrolysis for water extraction of oil

shale does not convert all organic component

into the extract or oil and gas. Rather around

19 percent of the organic component remains in

the residue even for the temperature of 450C.

The amount of such organic matter decreases

with the extraction temperature as expected.

This explains the extract yield increases with

temperature.

Presented in Table 1 are also the data obtained

at pressure of 25 MPa and the temperature of

optimal value, 400C. This pressure was cho

sen for the study because it has established that

at subcritical pressure water extraction is not as

efficient as for supercritical water extraction.
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TABLE 1

RESULTS OF ISOTHERMAL EXTRACTION OF HUADIAN OIL SHALE

Pressure (MPa) 30 30 30 30 25
30*

Temperature (C) 360 380 400 450 400 400

Conversion (wt.%, daf) 53.7 67.5 81.2 80.1 76.6 70.1

Extract Yield (wt.%, daf) 32.1 56.6 57.2 50.8 50.6 61.1

Light Oil + Gas (wt%, daf, by diff.) 21.6 10.9 24.0 29.3 26.0 9.0

Extraction Residue (wt%, daf) 46.3 32.5 18.8 19.9 23.4 29.9

Extract Fraction Contents (wt.% on extract)

Oil 53.8 47.6 50.3 56.1 66.1 45.4

Asphaltene 39.6 48.0 41.6 37.7 28.9 54.5

Preasphaltene 6.6 4.4 8.1 6.2 5.0 0.1

Proximate Analysis of Extraction Residue

Moisture (wt.%, as received) 221 242 3.03 1.32 1.68

Ash (wt%, dry) 67.59 74.47 84.47 83.72 81.81

Volatile Matter (wt%, dry) 25.03 18.73 8.14 6.78 8.53 -

Ultimate Analysis of Extraction Residue

C (wt.%, dry) 24.63 18.47 10.67 10.79 12.29

H (wt.%, dry) 3.66 2.53 0.84 0.77 1.15

N (wt.%, dry) 0.41 0.42 0.38 0.49 0.52

O + S (wt%, dry, by diff.) 3.71 4.11 3.64 4.23 4.23

H/C(-) 1.78 1.64 0.95 0.86 1.12 -

Toluene as solvent.

It is clear that the conversion and extract yield

decrease when the experimental pressure de

creases from 30 to 25 MPa while the extraction

temperature is held constant at 400C.

The extract fraction analysis in Table 1 shows

that:

The oil content in the extract of lower

pressure is higher than that at higher

pressure.

The percentage as well as the actual

amount of the heavier fractions, asphal

tene and preasphaltene, of the extract is

smaller for the lower pressure.

The decrease of extract for lower pressure for

supercritical water extraction is due to the low

solubility of hydrocarbons in water. Hence

higher extraction pressure is preferred if one

only considers the conversion for supercritical

water extraction of Huadian oil shale.

In order to find out the differences between SFE

with water and other fluids, one extraction ex

perimentwas carried out with toluene at 30 MPa

and 400C. The results are also presented in

Table 1 Oast column). Comparing the extraction

results with different fluids at the same extrac

tion conditions, one can see that water has over

10 percent higher conversion than toluene, ^
while the extract yield for water is slightly lower
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than for toluene. In addition, oil content is the

dominant one forwater extract (50.3 weight per

cent) while for the toluene the major content is

asphaltene (54.5 percent). Thus, SFE with wa

ter is more beneficial to convert the Huadian oil

shale to lower molecular products.

PAKISTANI OIL SHALES DELIVER MAXIMUM

OIL YIELD AT 500C

Pakistan has a high reliance on imported en

ergy, estimated at 25 percent of the total energy
used. The exploitation of oil shale in Pakistan

represents a valuable potential source of liquid

hydrocarbons and energy.

P. Williams of the University of Leeds and

N.Ahmad discussed the influence of process

conditions on two types of Pakistani oil shales in

Fuel, Volume 78, 1999, pages 653-662.

The oil shales were obtained from two regions

of Pakistan: the Kohat basin area and Salt

Range areas of Northern Pakistan. The Kohat

basin contains rock sequences from Eocene to

recent in age and are folded and faulted to pro

duce a complex formation. The area contains

the Kark, Malgeen and Dharangi oil shales. The

Salt Range area contains rocks, which range in

age from Precambrian to Pleistocene, which

occur as exposed scraps rising out of an alluvial

plain.

Table 1 shows the major and minor element

analysis of the Kark and Dharangi oil shale

samples of Eocene age and Salt Range oil

shale of Infracambrian age. Also shown are

example analyses of different oil shale samples

for comparison. The Kark and Dharangi oil

shales of Eocene age have similar major ele

ment compositions. The Infracambrian, Salt

Range I oil shale contains significantly different

major element concentrations compared to the

Eocene samples, for example, Al203, CaO, K20

and Ti02 are lower, whereas Si02 FeO, Na20

and MgO are higher, in addition, the K20/Na20

ratios in the Kark and Dharangi samples are 3 to

6 times higher than in the Salt Range I sample

and the Al203/Na20 ratios are between 14 and

24 times higher. The Si02/Al203 ratio is lower in

the Kark and Dharangi samples compared to the

Salt Range I sample.

Minor element differences between the oil

shales from the two geological ages are shown

by the much different concentrations of vana

dium, chromium, barium, strontium, lead and

uranium found in the Kark and Dharangi oil

shales compared to the Salt Range I sample.

The oil shale samples were pyrolyzed in a

ThermoGravimetric Analyzer (TGA) in relation

to heating rate and temperature. Two oil shale

samples were pyrolyzed in a fixed-bed reactor

to determine the influence on oil and gas yield

and gas composition in relation to heating rate

and final pyrolysis temperature.

Thermogravimetric Analysis

All four oil shale samples, Kark, Dharangi, and

Malgeen oil shales and the Salt Range I sample,

exhibited distinctly different patterns of thermal

decomposition as the pyrolysis temperature was

increased to a final temperature of 950C.

Lower temperature thermal decomposition of

the oil shale, up to about 220C produced weight

loss which was attributed to the loss of moisture,

loss of interiayer water from clay minerals and

also decomposition of the mineral nahcolite

(NaHC03). These lower temperature weight

losses were most significant in the Salt Range I

sample and were less for the Eocene samples

of oil shale. The main region of weight loss

from about 220 to 600C was because of the

loss of hydrocarbon material and the evolution

of gases and oil vapor. The Eocene oil shale

samples exhibit a one-step thermal decomposi

tion in the main weight loss area suggesting a

one-step evolution of hydrocarbon volatiles from

the oil shale; whereas the Salt Range I sample

exhibits a two-stage decomposition in the range

250 to 600C, representing a two-stage evolu

tion of hydrocarbon material.

Higher temperature decomposition between ap

proximately 600 and 950C was attributed to the
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TABLE 1

ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS OF PAKISTANI OIL SHALES

AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER OIL SHALES OF THEWORLD

Pakistani Oil Shale

Alum Rundle

Chattan

ooga

World

Elements Kark IDharanoi Salt Ranoe I Averaoe

Major Elements (wt.%)

Si02 29.0 28.0 31.0 45.0 36-60 - 58.5

Al203 8.5 7.7 2.8 6.6 7-16 7.0 15

FeO 4.0 4.0 5.4 6.0 2-10 3.0 -

MgO 3.6 5.5 7.2 0.5 1-9 0.7 2.5

CaO 4.6 9.1 1.1 0.7 0.5-20 0.3 3.1

Na20 0.6 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.5-1.5 0.1 1.3

K20 1.9 2.0 1.0 4.0 1-2.5 3.0 3.2

Ti02 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4-1.1 0.2 0.8

p2o5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.2

Minor Elements (ppm)
Sc 12 13 6 8-16 15 13

V 236 276 9,330 680 60-120 150 130

Cr 83 91 1,504 94 35-70 70 90

Zn 78 212 264 150 25-85 <300 95

Ba 97 133 359 500 150-450 300 580

Sr 278 183 89 100-750 - 300

Co 22 26 24 <50 5-35 20 19

Ni 46 54 98 160 5-70 100 68

Cu 21 42 14 190 10-50 100 45

Y 12 12 7 40 30 -

Zr 65 71 36 110 100 -

Nb 9 9 4 - -

Pb 12 19 69 140 3-15 30 20

Th 11 11 8 3-7 - 12

U 2 2 58 2,060 0-7 50 4

Se 10 10 18 - 0-3 - 1

As 9 10 16 - -

Br 8 12 3-40 4
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decomposition of carbonate minerals such as

calcite, dolomite and ankerite.

With an increase in the heating rate there was a
lateral shift to higher temperatures for Tons*.

Tmaxi. Tmac and Tmao for the four oil shale sam
ples as the heating rate was increased. The

rate of weight loss also reflects the lateral shift

with an increase in the rate as the heating rate

was increased from 5C
min"1

to
40

min'1.

Pyrolysis Results

Table 2 shows the yield of oil, gases, water and

spent shale from the pyrolysis of the Salt

Range I oil shales in relation to heating rate

from 5C to 60C
min'1

to a final pyrolysis tem

perature of 520C in the fixed-bed reactor.

Therewas an increase in oil from 5 to 20C
min'

1
after which the yield of oil decreased as the

heating rate was increased to 60C min'1. The

yield of gases increased progressively through

out as the heating rate increased from 5 to 60C

min'1, while there was a corresponding progres

sive decrease in water yield and derived spent

shale.

It was shown previously for the TGA results that

increasing the heating rate produces a shift to

higher temperatures for the region of main hy
drocarbon evolution. The optimum heating rate

is about 20C
min'1

for the sample and reactor

conditions found in this work.

Table 2 also shows that the total gas yield in

creases as the heating rate is increased and that

the spent shale decreases. This may also be

linked to the secondary coking and cracking re

actions of pyrolysis vapors, according to the

authors.

Detailed analysis of the gas composition from

the pyrolysis of oil shale revealed the main

gases were hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon

dioxide, methane, ethane, ethene, propane,

propene, with lower concentrations of isobutane,

butane and butene as was reported by many

authors. The increase in the overall gas yield

with increasing heating rate from 5 to 60C
min'1

is reflected in increasing concentrations of indi

vidual gases.

Increased concentrations of hydrocarbons and

hydrogen as the heating rate was increased in

dicate that significant secondary reactions may

be occurring, in particular, the cracking of oil

vapor leading to the formation of increased hy
drocarbons and decreased oil yield.

TABLE 2

INFLUENCE OF HEATING RATE ON PRODUCT YIELD,

PYROLYSIS OF SALT RANGE I OIL SHALE
(WT.%)*

Heating Rate (C perminute)

Product 5 10 20 30 40 60

Oil 8.7 10.5 12.0 11.8 11.7 11.4

Gases 5.1 6.2 7.0 8.1 8.6 9.1

Water 18.1 17.0 16.0 15.7 15.5 15.5

Spent Shale 66.2 65.0 64.4 64.2 64.0 63.6

Total 98.1 98.7 99.2 99.8 99.8 99.6

*AII results are the mean of three experiments.
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Table 3 shows the yield of oil, total gas, water

and spent shale in relation to temperature for

the Salt Range II oil shale. At the lowest pyroly
sis temperature examined of 400C, the oil yield

was low at only 2.5 weight percent, reflecting
incomplete pyrolysis. As the temperature was

increased the oil yield increased until it reached

a maximum at 500C after which there was a

decrease in oil yield at 650C. There was a

progressive increase in gas yield from 400 to

650C, while the product water appeared to first

increase then decrease as the temperature of

pyrolysis increased.

The influence of temperature on the yield of oil

from the pyrolysis of oil shales can be summa

rized as at temperatures below the maximum oil

yield there is coking of the liquid oil or incom

plete pyrolysis and consequent decrease in oil

yield, say Williams and Ahmad. At tempera

tures higher than the maximum, reduced oil

yields are because of secondary coking and

cracking reactions of the oil vapor to yield in

creased gases.

Conclusions

Both heating rate and final pyrolysis tempera

ture influence the yield and composition of the

products of Pakistani oil shales. Of more sig

nificance is the high yield of oil obtained from

these oil shales, between 12.0 and 16.5 weight

percent oil depending on oil shale type and

process conditions. While there is little known

about Pakistani oil shales, this work has shown

that the deposits are potentially a viable source

of oil for a country highly dependent on im

ported petroleum oil and derived petroleum re

fined products. Consequently, further detailed

geological mapping as assessment of the hy
drocarbon potential of the oil shales identified

would highlight the large potential of this energy

source and its possible contribution to the Paki

stan economy.

TURKISH OIL SHALE HYDROLIQUEFIED IN

SUPERCRITICAL TOLUENE AT 400C

The conventional method to obtain oil and gas

from oil shale is pyrolysis. This processing

method is usually earned out at 500 to 600C, a

temperature at which considerable degradation

takes place, resulting in a volatile fraction which

is recovered and a char fraction which remains

with the inorganic residue. The most important

TABLE 3

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON PRODUCT YIELD,

PYROLYSIS OF SALT RANGE II OIL SHALE
(WT.%)*

TemDerature PC)

Product 400 450 500 520 550 600 650

Oil 2.5 14.1 16.5 16.1 15.7 14.3 12.6

Gases 4.1 5.9 6.8 6.8 7.2 8.8 9.7

Water 7.5 8.7 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.9 8.8

Spent Shale 85.0 70.4 68.0 67.5 67.4 67.2 67.0

Total 99.1 99.1 99.3 99.4 99.3 99.2 98.1

*A!I results are the mean of at least two experiments.
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disadvantage of pyrolysis processing is the oil

yield being considerably lower than 50 weight

percent (dry and ash free basis). The main al

ternative method is extraction. This process

can be carried out under milder conditions than

pyrolysis, resulting in less gasification and char

ring. In recent years, many researchers have

focused on sub- or supercritical solvent extrac

tion of oil shale in the presence of or without a

catalyst.

I. Metecan, of Petkim Holding Company, et al.

reported on the hydroliquefaction of Gdynuk oil

shale in the presence of supercritical toluene as

a sorbent in Fuel, Volume 78, 1999,
pages 619-622.

The purpose of this study was to determine

whether the pyrite catalyst, which has been

widely used in coal liquefaction, would increase

the oil yield of oil shale in the presence of hy
drogen and supercritical toluene.

HydrocrackingWithout Catalyst

From preliminary experiments, the optimum

values of some effective parameters for the hy

drocracking operation, such as the ratio of sol

vent to solid and the reaction time, were deter

mined as 3:1 and 60 minutes, respectively.

A series of experiments to find the effect of ini

tial H2 pressure was carried out using the above-

mentioned conditions at 400C. There was no

prominent difference in either the conversion or

extract yield when the initial H2 pressure was

increased above 5 MPa. However, when the

pressure was above 5 MPa, a few high molecu

lar weight hydrocarbons were formed. A simul

taneous increase in the amount of asphaltenes

and the molecularweight of the oil supports this

idea. An H2 pressure of 5 MPa was determined

to be optimum and was used as the initial H2
pressure for all experiments (with and without

catalyst).

Increasing the temperature from 350 to 400C

had a great effect on the distribution of the

product, as shown in Table 1. Previously, it was

determined that ThermoGravimetric Analysis

curves (TGA) and temperature-programmed

pyrolysis of Gdynuk oil shale showed a maxi

mum at 430C. A temperature above 400C

had little effect on the conversion. However, as

seen in thermal cracking reactions at high tem

peratures, the amount of low molecular weight

hydrocarbons increased. In these experiments,

the repolymerization and the formation of ole

fins, which is expected for thermal cracking re

actions, was not observed due to the presence

of a high pressure of H2. From these experi

ments, it was observed that the maximum con

version was obtained at 400C, whereas the

conversion was 50.3, 63.9, 74.4 and

84.23 percent at 360, 370, 380 and 390C, re

spectively. Although the asphaltenes decreased

and the hydrocarbon content and amount of gas

products increased above 400C, the authors

consider 400C as the optimum temperature for

non-catalytic hydrocracking experiments, be

cause the yield of extract is maximum at this

temperature.

Hydrocracking with FeS2

Catalytic hydroliquefaction experiments were

carried out to determine the catalytic effect of

pyrite catalyst at temperatures between 300 and

450C. The results obtained are given in Ta

ble 1. The pyrite catalyst increased both the oil

and extract yield at 350C.

Because temperature has a greater effect upon

hydroliquefaction of oil shale than the catalytic

effect of pyrite, both the conversion and the

yield of extract were not affected by the catalyst

amount above 350C. However, when the mo

lecular weight distribution of oil is considered,

the pyrite catalyst was responsible for decreas

ing the molecular weight of the oil fractions.

The oil fractions consisted mainly of

<C20-branched hydrocarbons at 450C. Ac

cording to gas analysis results, itwas shown that

the pyrite catalyst increased the decarboxylation

rate of oil shale at lower temperatures (300 to

350C). In addition, C2-C4 hydrocarbons of gas

products doubled at 400C. The pyrite catalyst

had no effect on the amount and composition of

gas products at 450C.

The temperature at which the yield of extract is

a maximum was also found to be 400C in the
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TABLE 1

THE EFFECT OF CATALYST AMOUNTAT VARIED TEMPERATURES

Pvrite. wt.% 00 20 4,0 6J> 8J) 10.0 12.0

300C

Conversion, % 14.5 21.2 21.8 22.0 21.9 21.7 21.2

Extract, % 10.8 12.7 12.5 12.4 12.3 11.9 12.0

Gas + Loss, % 1.1 4.6 4.8 5.1 52 5.4 5.6

Residue, % 88.1 82.7 82.7 82.5 82.5 82.7 82.4

Liq. Product, %

Oil 46.2 65.3 69.6 68.8 692 68.9 69.1

Asphaltenes 53.8 34.7 30.4 31.2 30.8 31.1 30.1

MWofOil 550 600 620 630 620 610 620

350C

Conversion, % 34.8 55.7 58.8 58.5 58.7 58.1 58.7

Extract, % 17.0 34.2 34.8 33.0 33.0 33.7 33.6

Gas + Loss, % 10.1 10.1 12.0 13.5 13.7 12.6 13.2

Residue, % 72.9 55.7 53.2 53.5 53.3 53.7 53.2

Liq. Product, %

Oil 51.7 44.2 43.2 42.1 41.7 37.8 36.3

Asphaltenes 48.3 55.8 56.8 57.9 58.3 62.2 63.7

MWofOil 490 480 470 460 460 460 470

400C

Conversion, % 89.1 91.8 93.3 93.1 94.8 94.9 95.6

Extract, % 51.2 52.9 54.1 53.2 52.3 51.1 51.1

Gas + Loss, % 19.6 20.2 20.2 20.9 23.1 24.4 27.4

Residue, % 29.2 26.9 25.7 25.9 24.6 24.5 21.5

Liq. Product, %

Oil 68.1 73.2 73.4 73.2 73.0 73.3 73.3

Asphaltenes 31.9 26.7 26.6 26.8 27.0 26.7 26.7

MWofOil 370 360 360 350 350 360 360

450C

Conversion, % 87.4 92.3 94.7 95.4 95.2 95.8 95.9

Extract, % 43.5 49.5 49.0 47.3 47.0 47.7 46.5

Gas + Loss, % 26.0 24.3 26.4 28.7 28.7 28.5 29.8

Residue, % 30.5 26.2 24.6 24.0 25.0 23.8 23.7

Liq. Product, %

Oil 73.0 82.0 81.0 79.7 79.6 77.7 78.6

Asphaltenes 27.0 18.0 19.0 20.3 20.4 22.3 21.4

MWofOil 330 290 280 270 270 260 250
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catalytic hydroliquefaction experiments and the no effect on conversion and the yield of extract.

conversion has not been affected by tempera- A 2 weight percent amount of pyrite was de-

tures above 400C. For this reason, the opti- tided to be sufficient catalyst for hydroliquefac-

mum hydroliquefaction temperature was deter- tion experiments.

mined to be 400C. The amount of catalyst has
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

SECOND TRAIN AT SYNCRUDE'S NORTH

MINE COMMISSIONED IN APRIL

Construction of the second production train at

Syncrude's North Mine was on schedule for a

July 1, 1999, commissioning date. It will intro

duce more energy efficient trucks and shovels

to Syncrude's mining process.

All contracts have been awarded.

The structural work for the second Krupp
crusher (capacity of 7,500 tonnes per hour) has

been completed. The structural work for the

second series of surge and cyclofeeder convey

ors is nearing completion. The second cy

clofeeder tower is structurally complete.

The first of two P&H4100TS cable electrical

shovels is being assembled and field tests were

planned for early May. The second unit was to

follow a month later. These new shovels weigh

1,400 tonnes and have a 45-cubic meter bucket

with a capacity of 90 tonnes. Later this year, six

new Caterpillar 797 360-ton haulers will arrive.

The P&H shovels will load these new trucks in

four passes, a tremendous increase in produc

tivity.

A hydrotransport system will carry the mined oil

sand to processing facilities on site.

SUNCOR OIL SANDS SETS FIRST QUARTER

PRODUCTION RATE RECORD

In Suncor Energy's First Quarter 1999 Report,
the company shows a decline in earnings to

$15 million, from $50 million in the first quarter

of 1998. The decline reflects lower oil prices

and sales volumes, higher non-cash expenses,

higher interest expenses and lower refining

margins.

"Despite disappointing earnings during the

quarter, Suncor achieved a number of signifi

cant milestones that will allow our growth objec

tives to move
forward,"

says R. George of Sun

cor. "Project Millennium received official go-

ahead from Suncor's Board and provincial

regulators."

George also pointed to Suncor's

strong retailing efforts in the Ontario (Canada)

energy market and the steady progress being
made to bring shale oil production on stream by
year-end at Suncor's Stuart Oil Shale Project in

Australia.

Oil Sands Performance

Oil Sands earnings were $19 million for the first

quarter compared with $50 million in the first

quarter of 1998. Cash flow from operations was

$53 million in the first quarter of 1999, down

from $96 million in the first quarter of 1998.

The negative impact of lower oil prices, higher

non-cash charges (reflecting higher production

capacity), and lower sales volumes were the

primary factors affecting earnings.

In early March production was halted at Oil

Sands for 8 days to conduct maintenance work

in the upgrading unit of the plant to improve and

optimize performance. The cost of the work

performed was approximately $2 million, and

resulted in an immediate performance im

provement, with production averaging

115,000 barrels per day for the last 23 days of

the quarter. Average production for the quarter

was a record 95,500 barrels per day compared

to 91 ,800 barrels per day in the first quarter of

1998 (see Figure 1). Oil Sands continues to

target average 1999 annual production of

105,000 barrels per day.

Total operating costs (cash operating costs plus

non-cash costs) of $15.25 per barrel were higher

than the $13.05 per barrel last year due to re

duced sales volumes as well as higher non-cash

charges related to capital projects completed in

1998. Total operating costs for the year are still

expected to average $13.85 per barrel.

Suncor Energy's Board of Directors and the Al

berta Energy and Utilities Board both approved
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FIGURE 1

OILSANDS PRODUCTION

BYQUARTER

SOURCE: 8UNCORENEROYINC.

the company's Project Millennium expansion

plans during the first quarter. These approvals

cleared the way for construction to begin on

schedule at the beginning of the second quarter.

Startup is currently targeted for the last half

of 2001 . Production capacity estimates for the

new facility have been increased to an average

220,000 barrels per day in 2002, up from the

210,000 barrels per day originally forecast.

On April 1 a subsidiary of Enbridge Inc. com

pleted construction of its Athabasca Pipeline

(see related article) and began shipping Sun

cor's expanded slate of sour crude oil products.

This pipeline now gives Suncor additional ship

ping capacity as well as the flexibility to sell its

growing production into North American mar

kets.

SUNCOR FORMS ALLIANCE FOR PROJECT

MILLENNIUM, RUNS INTO ENVIRONMENTAL

OPPOSITION

Earlier this year a group of Canadian-based

companies teamed up on a $2-billion expansion

of Suncor Energy's oil sands plant at Fort

McMurray, Alberta. Called the Millennium Alli

ance, the team includes Suncor Energy Inc.; the

engineering firms Bantrel Inc., Fluor Daniel

Canada Inc. and SNC-Lavalin Engineers and

Constructors Inc., an affiliate of SNC-Lavalin

Group; and the Millennium Construction Con

tractors, a joint venture of Bechtel Canada

Company and Fluor Constructors Canada Ltd.

The expansion of Suncor's Fort McMurray, Al

berta, operations is designed to approximately

double its oil sands production to

220,000 barrels per day in 2002. Production for

1999 should be 105,000 barrels per day. The oil

sands expansion project moved into construc

tion phase after receiving needed approval from

the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board in early
April.

Suncor's Board of Directors approved capital

spending for Project Millennium in Janu

ary 1999. Spending during 1999 will total about

C$750 million. The current expansion follows

recent completion of development of Suncor's

C$600 million Steepbank Mine and other growth

initiatives.

This project also involves development of Sun

cor's Steepbank Mine, twinning of the extraction

and upgrading facilities, and increased require

ments for steam, water and electricity. The

project is expected to provide an economic

boost for the Wood Buffalo region and Alberta,

including up to 3,000 construction jobs during
peak construction and about $1.2 billion in

household income in Alberta as the project is

developed.

Suncor Energy has already let contract to

Howe-Baker Engineers Inc., Tyler, Texas, for

engineering, procurement and construction for a
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90-million cubic feet per day hydrogen unit, as a

part of Project Millennium.

Three environmental groups, Environmental

Resources Centre and Toxic Watch Society,

Edmonton, and the Prairie Acid Rain Coalition,
launched lawsuits in the Federal Court of Can

ada against the federal government and Suncor

Energy Inc., Calgary. The suits, filed on behalf

of the groups by Sierra Legal Defense Fund,

Vancouver, British Columbia, seek to reverse a

decision by Ottawa to refer Suncor's Millennium

oil sands expansion project in Northern Alberta

to Alberta jurisdiction without conducting a full

federal environmental review.

UTS ENERGY AND KOCH CANADA

ON-TRACKWITH FORT HILLS OIL SANDS

PROJECT

Koch Canada and UTS Energy (United Tri-Star

Resources) recently announced that the compa

nies are on track with the Fort Hills Oil Sands

Project's exploratory drilling program and pre-

feasibility study.

"We have completed our exploratory drilling
program which has provided initial confirmation

that our leases contain reserves sufficient to

sustain an operation supplying up to

90,000 barrels of bitumen per
day,"

said

R. Aldridge of Koch Canada. "Our preliminary

analysis of the results has not changed our view

of the quality or size of the
resource."

The prefeasibility stage of the Fort Hills Oil

Sands Project will continue for the rest of this

year with a complete resource assessment

scheduled for April 2000. Other elements of the

project development schedulethe permit ap

plication cycle and research and development,

for examplewill be undertaken concurrently.

Koch has committed to making a final "go-no-

go"

decision on the Fort Hills development by

early 2002, based on the results of the drilling

program, public consultation, feasibility studies,

economic climate and associated engineering

and environmental studies.

The Fort Hills leases (Numbers 5 and 52) are

located on 16,000 hectares of land about

90 kilometers north of Fort McMurray and bor

der on Syncrude's Aurora lease. If all goes well,

Koch Canada would like to see a world-class

facility at the site incorporating the latest mining,
extraction and partial upgrading technologies. A

full-scale upgrading facility will not be required

at the Fort Hills site given Koch Canada's ac

cess to the company's Pine Bend refinery in

Minnesota. Cost and competitive advantages

are expected to emerge as a result.

Koch Canada acquired a 78 percent interest in

the Fort Hills leases in May 1998. UTS Energy
holds the remaining 22 percent. According to a

joint-venture agreement between the compa

nies, Koch Canada is the operator of the Fort

Hills project.

Koch's acquisition of the oil sands project last

year included miscellaneous assets from

Solv-Ex Corporation. UTS increased its hold

ings from 10 to 22 percent in a separate agree

mentwith Solv-Ex.

Koch Canada, Canada's largest crude oil ex

porter, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Wichita,

Kansas-based Koch Industries Inc., the second-

largest privately held company in North Amer

ica, as ranked by Fortes.

The Board of Directors of UTS Energy Corpora

tion has agreed to expand the company's expo

sure to the Canadian energy sector. A variety

of avenues will be pursued to develop a suite of

assets which will complement the bitumen as

sets currently held through the proposed Fort

Hills Oil Sands Project. UTS believes that a

significant opportunity to build a major bitu

men/heavy oil company in Canada is now de

veloping. This initiative is evolving primarily as

a result of currently depressed oil prices and the

deteriorating environment in the Western Cana

dian oil industry.
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MOBIL DELAYS START OF KEARL LAKE

PROJECT

Low oil prices and a decision to use cash else

where have forced Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. to

postpone its $2.5 billion Keari Lake oil sands

project in the Fort McMurray area of Alberta,

Canada, by 2 years. The company was close to

filing development plans for regulatory approv

als.

The company said it still plans to spend

$1 .2 billion to develop a mining site and an ad

ditional $1 .3 billion for an upgrader to process

bitumen into light syncrude.

Mobil will continue preliminary woric on the oil

sands project, which it now expects to be com

pleted in 2005, instead of 2003.

CORPORATIONS

CANADIAN OIL SANDS INDUSTRY PRESSES

ONWARD DESPITE LASTYEAR'S OIL PRICE

DROP

Despite sagging oil prices, the Canadian oil

sands industry continues to grow. Today, oil

sands accounts for about 26 percent of total

Canadian crude oil production. With industry
wide expansion programs announced or under

way, this amount could increase to 50 percent

beyond 2005, according to E. Newell of Syn

crude Canada Ltd.

Located in four deposits Peace River to the

West, Athabasca and Wabasca to the North,

and Cold Lake to the Eastthe oil sands are

thought to hold 1.7 to 2.5 trillion barrels of bitu

men in place. Of this amount, about 300 billion

barrels are considered to be recoverable with

current technologies and processes. This puts

the oil sands resource on a par with Saudi Ara

bia's conventional proved oil reserves and

makes it one of the largest hydrocarbon depos

its in the world.

The key oil sands projects now under way are

summarized in Table 1 .

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Producing its one billionth barrel of upgraded

crude oil in 1998, Syncrude is now the world's

largest producer of light sweet crude oil from oil

sands and the largest single source of oil in

Canada. Syncrude is a joint-venture owned by:

Imperial Oil Resources 25 percent; Petroleum

Canada 12 percent; Athabasca Oil Sands In

vestments Inc. 1 1 .74 percent; AEC Oil

Sands LP and Canadian Oil Sands Investment

Inc. 10 percent each; Gulf Canada Resources

Ltd. 9.03 percent; Canadian Occidental Petro

leum Ltd. 7.23 percent; and AEC Oil Sands Ltd.

Partnership, Mocal Energy Ltd., and Murphy Oil

Company Ltd. 5 percent each.

Syncrude posted another annual production re

cord by shipping 76.7 million barrels of heavy oil

in 1998 1 million more than the previous year.

The company also set a record for the lowest-

ever unit cost of $13.57 per barrel a drop of

$0.21 from last year's per barrel production cost.

With a record-breaking $481 million in capital

expenditures last year, Syncrude showed no

signs of slowing down on plans to complete its

new Aurora Mine project, slated to be fully op
erational by mid-2000.

Syncrude's current lease areas are estimated to

hold 17.3 billion barrels of bitumen in place,

9.4 billion barrels of which are potentially recov

erable using existing technology. These re

serves are sufficient to sustain roughly 50 years

of production.

With 1999 capital expenditures currently budg
eted at more than $600 million, Syncrude is tar

geting production of 82 million barrels this year

at an average cost of $12.40 per barrel. Syn

crude 21 will nearly double this amount, in

stages, by 2007, when the upgrader is in full

operation and costs per barrel have been further

reduced to $11 to $12.
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TABLE 1

CANADA'S OILSANDS PROJECT DETAILS, SELECTED PROJECTS

Operator. Development

Cold Late Deposit

AmocoCanada Petroleum Company Ltd.

Primrose,Wdf Lake

Canadan Natural Resources Ltd.

Cold Late/Beartrap and Charlotte Lakes

Imperial OH Ltd.

Cold Lake Mahkeses (Phases 11-13)

AthabascarWabasca Deposit

AECPipeinesLP

AlbertaOl Sands Pipeline

Corridor Pipeline Ltd. (Trans Mountain

PipelineCo LtdTBC Gas Inc.)

Corridor Pipeline

Enbridge Pipeines (Athabasca) Inc.

Wild Rose Pipeline

GulfCanadaResources

Surmont

KochOi Sands LP/United Tri-StarResources

Fort Hills (Leases 5 and 52)

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd.

Keari Mine (Lease 36)

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd.

Upgrader (location to be announced)

ShellCanada Ltd.

Muskeg River Mine (Lease 13)

Shell Canada Ltd.

Scotford Upgrader

Suncor EnergyOiteands

FortMcMurray Plant

Suncor EnergyOiteands

Foced plant expansion

SuncorEnergyOiteands

SteepbankMine

SuncorEnergyOiteands

Project MMenium

Investment

Milion

CanacianS Construction Description

500 1996-2000+ In situ bitumen (horizontalwel technology). Staged development

to bring on production totaling 80,000 b/d plus cogen power.

800 1997-2002 In situ bitumen (primary production). Ultimate production of

20.000 b/d of bitumen.

550 1999-2001 In situ bitumen Adds another 30,000 b/d plus cogen power.

86 1999-2000 Increase pipeine capacity to 275.000 b/d initiallythrough 24-in.

(initial phase) looping of existing 22-in. system and pump station improvements.

Expansion tomatch Syncrude production.

480 2001-02 24-ia main line carrying 215,000 b/d of diluted bitumen from

Shell'sMuskeg River Mine to Scotford refinery, plus 12-in.

return ine for 65.000 b/d of diluent

475 (Phase 1) Complete Fort McMurray to Hardisty. 30-in. pipelinewith capacity of

237 (Phase 2) 2000-01 570,000 b/d of upgraded crude and bitumen (initially 100,000 b/d).

X (Phase 1) Complete In situ bitumen (steam-assisted gravity drainage). Pilot 1,200 b/d.

300 (Phase 2) 2001-02 Phase 1: proposed commercial production of 25,000 b/d.

800 (Phase 3-4) 2003-10 Phases 2-4: increase production to 100.000 b/d.

1 ,000 2002-04 New bitumen mine, extraction and partial upgrading facilities

in two phases. Phase 1:50.000 b/d. Phase 2: 40,000 b/d.

1 ,000 2002-05 New bitumen mine: 160,000 b/d.

1,500 2002-05 New upgrader for Keari Mine

1,400 1999-2002 New bitumen mine/extraction complex for 150,000 b/d of

bitumen.

1,900 1999-2002 New upgrader to process 150,000 b/d of bitumen from Muskeg

River Mine plus associated Scotford refinery rnodrTicabons.

200 Complete Environmental project to reduce plant-wide sulfur dioxide

emissions by 75%.

210 Complete Upgraderand plant modifications to increase production to

105,000 b/d of light sweet crude and custom blends.

360 Complete New bitumen mine to increase production to 105,000 b/d.

2,000 1999-2002 Expandmine, extraction and upgrading plants and increase

production to 220,000 b/d.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Operator. Development

SyncrudeCanada Ltd.

Syncrude 21: North Mine/debottfeneck 1

SyncrudeCanada Ltd.

Syncrude 21 : AuroraMine/debotUeneck2

SyncrudeCanada Ltd.

Syncrude 21: Continuous improvement program

SyncrudeCanada Ltd.

Syncrude 21: Upgrading expansion

Investment

Milton

Canadians

500

1,500

1,200

3.000

Construction Description

Complete in Bitumenmine and upgrader debottleneck and increase

3rdQtr. 1999 production to82 million bbi/year of light sweet crude

1998-2004 Bitumen mine/extraction and upgrader debottleneck. Two

production trains at new bitumen mine and remote extraction

plant Increase production to 125 milion bbt/year.

1997-2007 Maintain and sustain base plant operations.

2003-07 New coker plus additional trains atAurora Mine Increase

upgrading capacity to 175 million bbl/year.

Suncor Energy Inc.

Suncor posted profits of $188 million in 1998,
down from $223 million in 1997, due to weak

crude prices. At the same time, Suncor was

also able to dramatically drop production costs,

averaging $12.75 per barrel, down from

$14.75 the previous year.

Despite the state of world oil prices, Suncor still

plans to move forward with its $2.2-billion Mil

lennium oil sands expansion project. Its Project

Millennium is expected to boost oil production to

210,000 barrels per day by 2002, increasing
current production by nearly 2.5 times. Project

Millennium involves expanding Suncor's new

Steepbank Mine to the East and South to ex

tend its life through 2026. The Steepbank Mine

was commissioned in August 1998 and is ex

pected to increase production to 105,000 barrels

per day by the end of 1998. The Steepbank

project has involved the purchase of additional

mine equipment and some retrofitting of existing

equipment.

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd.

Mobil is delaying a construction start on its

$2.5-billion Keari oil sands project due in part to

low oil prices. The company was close to filing
development plans for regulatory approvals.

The company said it still plans to spend

$1 .2 billion to develop a mining site and an ad

ditional $1.3 billion for an upgrader to process

bitumen into light syncrude. (See related article

in this issue.)

The company said it will continue preliminary

work on the oil sands project, which it now ex

pects to be completed in 2005.

Shell Canada Ltd.

Shell has received regulatory approval for a

$1.4 billion oil sands mining operation near Fort

McMurray. The Muskeg River project would

also include a $1 .9-billion heavy oil upgrader at

Shell's Scotford refinery, near Edmonton, and

the $500-million Corridor pipeline connecting

the mine and upgrader.

BHP withdrew from a 25 percent interest in the

Muskeg River Mine project but will continue to

pay for 25 percent of a $180-million feasibility
study. Broken Hill Pty. (BHP) says equity par

ticipation in the project is not in line with its

strategic objectives relating to upstream petro

leum activities. Shell is now actively seeking

another partner for the project.

Shell is expected to make a final decision later

this year on whether to proceed with the project.
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Shell must begin production by 2003 under

terms of its lease. The project would produce

150,000 barrels per day of syncrude as early

as 2002, if it proceeds on schedule. The com

pany estimates its potential oil sands reserves

at more than 6 billion barrels.

Koch Canada Ltd. and UTS Energy

Koch Canada Ltd. and UTS Energy said they
remain committed to a drilling program and

prefeasibility study for an oil sands project.

Koch said its Fort Hills oil sands project in

Northern Alberta could produce up to

90,000 barrels per day of bitumen and would not

require a full-scale upgrader, given access to

the company's refinery at Pine Bend, Minne

sota. A final decision on the project would be

made in early 2002. Koch has a 78 percent in

terest and UTS the remainder.

COMPANIES SELLING CONVENTIONAL

CANADIAN ASSETS BUT HOLDING HEAVY

OIL PROPERTIES

BP Amoco PLC, Shell Canada Ltd. and Petro-

Canada, three of Canada's largest integrated oil

concerns, are selling off theirWestern Canadian

oil assets. The once-rich oil fields of Western

Canada today have a hard time competing with

big new discoveries in places such as Angola

and Azerbaijan.

Analysts estimated BP Amoco's properties could

sell for as much as C$1 billion (US$679 million)

on the open market. The planned sale, to take

place in several stages, would involve hefty oil

reserves of between 325 million and 350 million

barrels associated with properties that currently

produce about 60,000 barrels of oil per day.

All three companies said they plan to sell their

big West Canada oil assets in stages, to avoid

glutting the market. Analysts said any decline in

oil production by the big companies would

probably be offset by increased drilling activity

by small independent operators.

All three companies also intend to continue in

vesting in natural gas production in Western

Canada. Many companies continue to discover

sizable reserves of natural gas there as explo

ration activity has pushed into increasingly re

mote parts of Canada'sWest.

SUNCOR WILL MOVE MORE OIL SANDS

OPERATIONS INTO THIRD-PARTY

CONTRACTS

In 1998 despite low oil prices, Suncor delivered

solid results, record production, higher cash flow

and significant progress on its growth plans.

(See related article.) Expanding its oil sands

business is the top priority of Suncor's growth

agenda. With the C$2 billion Project Millennium

oil sands expansion scheduled to begin in the

spring of 1999, the company remains on track to

double its production in the next 4 years.

Phased Growth

Suncor believes phased growth is the best ap

proach to building shareholder value. Project

Millennium is designed to increase production

capacity in two further phases of growth. The

first phase of project Millennium, PEP, is de

signed to increase production capacity to

135,000 barrels per day by year-end 2001 , at an

estimated cost of $190 million. The second

phase is designed to increase production ca

pacity to 220,000 barrels per day in 2002 and,

based on the engineering completed to date, is

targeted to rise to a production capacity of up to

225,000 barrels per day in 2003. The second

phase will be Suncor's largest ever growth ini

tiative. The current plan calls for an expanded

mine, additional mining equipment, increased

energy services support, and twinning of the

bitumen extraction and upgrading processes.

Construction of Project Millennium was sched

uled to begin in the second quarter of 1999,
contingent on receiving regulatory approvals.
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Risk Factors Related to Project Millennium

Management believes that Suncor's phased ap

proach to growth, its proactive consultation with

stakeholders and its commitment to responsible

environment, hearth and safety management

will help to reduce the risks and uncertainties

associated with the approval process relating to

Project Millennium.

In addition, to help ensure adequate resources

and manage costs, Suncor is examining all

growth opportunities with a view to reducing the

need for Suncor to invest its own capital through

mutually beneficial relationships with third par

ties.

Until recently, Suncor has had to invest in as

sets and related services that in more devel

oped geographic areas would be provided by
third parties. These include assets such as

crude oil and natural gas pipelines, electrical

and steam generation facilities and housing ac

commodations for contract workers. As part of

the Oil
Sands'

growth initiatives, it will look to

exit such businesses and obtain services from

third parties. Examples of such opportunities

include:

Suncor has signed a long-term agree

ment to ship product on the Athabasca

Pipeline, which will transport Suncor's

sour and heavy streams to North Ameri

can markets and will provide access to a

number of pipeline systems. The pipe

line will be owned by Enbridge Pipelines

(Athabasca) Inc.

In 1998 Suncor and Novagas Canada

Limited Partnership (NCLP) reached an

agreement for NCLP to develop a project

that will extract and separate natural gas

liquids and olefins from
"off-gas,"

a by
product of the oil sands upgrading proc

ess. The recovered liquids and olefins

will be transported in batches via Sun

cor's Oil Sands Pipeline to NCLP's Red-

water fractionation facility for further

processing. Management believes the

project will contribute to the reduction of

sulfur dioxide emissions from the oil

sands upgrading process and provide

additional revenue.

Nova Pipeline Ventures Limited Partner

ship (now known as TransCanada Pipe

line Ventures Limited Partnership) began

constructing a new pipeline in Decem

ber 1998 that is anticipated to meet Sun

cor's foreseeable needs for transporta

tion of natural gas to its Oil Sands facil

ity.

SHELL CANADA EXPECTS TO SPEND

$3.8 BILLION ON OIL SANDS

DEVELOPMENT

Shell's proposed Athabasca oil sands develop
ment is one of the largest projects in Canada in

recent years. As reported in Shell Canada Ltd.'s

1998 Annual Report, plans for the three ele

ments of the oil sands project, namely the Mus

keg River mine on Lease 13 in the Athabasca

region of Alberta, an upgrader at Shell's Scot

ford site and the Corridor Pipeline are proceed

ing on schedule. The total investment is an es

timated $3.8 billion.

At the initial planned production level of

150,000 barrels per day, the oil sands project

will almost triple Shell's current liquids produc

tion. This production level could be sustained

for more than 30 years based upon the

1.6 billion barrels of proved reserves at the

Muskeg River mine site. In total, Shell's Ath

abasca oil sands leases contain an estimated

6 million barrels of proved, economically mine

able bitumen reserves, which could support an

ultimate production level of more than

500,000 barrels per day.

The new upgrader will supply specially tailored

feedstocks to the Scotford refinery. These

feedstocks are designed to make the most of

the refinery's underutilized hydroconversion ca

pacity and will allow the refinery to switch its diet

away from higher-cost synthetic crude oils cur-
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rently purchased on the open market. Integra

tion with the existing refinery also reduces the

new upgraded capital and operating costs.

Corridor Pipeline Ltd., a subsidiary of B.C. Gas

Inc., will build and own the Corridor Pipeline to

transport bitumen from the Muskeg River mine

to the Scotford upgrader. Trans Mountain Pipe

Line Company Ltd., also a subsidiary of

B.C. Gas Inc., will operate the pipeline.

Status of Project

During 1998 the achievement of several major

milestones advanced the oil sands project:

Construction and startup of a pilot plant

was completed on the Muskeg River

mine site. The pilot plant tested en

hancements to current extraction tech

nologies and a new technology for bitu

men cleanup. Shell's proprietary bitu

men cleanup process removes virtually
all solids and water from the bitumen, re

sulting in a product that will maximize

the yield and throughput of the Scotford

upgrader.

In the spring of 1999, Shell Canada re

ceived regulatory approval for a

C$1 .7 billion oil sands upgrader and

modifications to its existing refinery.

A $109 million feasibility study, which in

cludes testing of bitumen extraction,

cleanup and upgrading technologies,

commenced in January 1998 and is

scheduled for completion by mid-1999.

Successful completion of the study, to

gether with the necessary regulatory ap

provals, are crucial milestones, which

are expected to position the project for

approval in the third quarter of 1999.

The target for first oil production is

mid-2002. The Broken Hill Proprietary

Company is funding 25 percent of the

feasibility study and has an option to

take a 25 percent stake in the project.

Project approval in the summer of 1999

will require additional capital spending of

$195 million during the balance of 1999

for detailed engineering and mine site

preparation.

C. Wilson of Shell Canada is optimistic about

the future of the oil sands project. He notes that

as the oil sands project progresses, the com

pany will have to fund it with higher levels of

debt. Within a conservative and prudent out

look, Wilson believes that internal cash flows

and additional debt can finance the required

capital, without affecting Shell Canada's strong

credit rating.

CANARGO ENERGYABSORBS FOUNTAIN

OIL AND UENTECH HEAVY OIL RECOVERY

TECHNOLOGY

CanArgo Energy Corporation's efforts in the

area of heavy oil recovery are summarized in

the company's 1998 Annual Report. CanArgo

has rights to a technology based upon heating

heavy oil in the reservoir with electric current.

Several pilot projects involving the technology
have been implemented during the past

10 years, and while results have varied, Can

Argo believes that they suggest the validity of

the technology. CanArgo, however, has not

successfully commercialized this technology,
and during the past several years CanArgo has
not devoted any significant resources to the de

velopment or commercialization of this technol

ogy. CanArgo may devote a modest amount of

resources to this technology during the next

year.

Fountain Oil

The successful business combination of Can

Argo Energy Inc. and Fountain Oil Inc. was

completed in July and resulted in renaming
Fountain as CanArgo Energy Corporation. The

integration of the two companies focused on
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prioritizing projects, reducing costs and consoli

dating the operating capability of the company.

Corporate activities are now centered in Cal

gary, Alberta, Canada, and operational activities

are centered in the Country ofGeorgia.

Uentech

Uentech International Corporation, a wholly

owned subsidiary of CanArgo, specializes in

heavy oil production enhancement technology.

Plans are underway to commercially implement

this technology. Of the 28 patents held by
Uentech, 3 are in the final stages of develop
ment and ultimate commercialization. Applica

tions of these three patents will be marketed

domestically and internationally starting in

mid-1999.

When fully developed, this technology will pro

vide CanArgo a competitive advantage in de

veloping
low- and medium-API oil fields, says

the company.

ENBRIDGE STARTS UP NEW PIPELINE TO

HANDLE GROWING ATHABASCA OIL

SANDS PRODUCTION

As reported in Oil & Gas Journal, earlier this

year crude oil began flowing through the first

direct pipeline link between the oil sands depos

its of Northeastern Alberta and Canada's main

crude-oil pipeline system. The 30-inch outside-

diameter, 340-mile Athabasca Pipeline was built

by Enbridge Pipelines (Athabasca) Inc., Cal

gary, Canada, and extends from the Suncor En

ergy Inc. oil sands plant north of Fort McMurray
to connecting pipelines and terminals at Hard-

isty in East Central Alberta.

With first oil flowing April 1, 1999, the

$475 million (Canadian) line is the largest

crude-oil pipeline operating strictly within the

Province ofAlberta, according to Enbridge.

Background

By 1997 $6 billion in oil sands projects had al

ready been announced, part of the $25 billion in

oil sands investment projected over the next

30 years. Against this background, the oil sands

industry was concerned about transporting its

steadily increasing production. In July 1997

Suncor Energy Inc. and Enbridge unveiled a

joint pipeline proposal. Expansion was already

underway at Suncor which would soon open its

new Steepbank Mine. Following commercial

negotiations, the two agreed that Enbridge

would construct and own the pipeline, while

Suncor would commit volumes under long-term

agreement.

A 30-inch pipe size was selected to ensure that

additional capacity, beyond the requirement of

the initial shipper (Suncor), would be available

to Cold Lake and Athabasca oil sands produc

ers. With an initial operating capacity of

100,000 barrels per day and a maximum capac

ity of 570,000 barrels per day, the line was de

signed to meet future demand from Suncor and

other potential customers.

Preconstruction work, including limited burning
of brush and removal of salvageable timber

from selected areas of the route, began in

April 1998. Construction began around the City
of Fort McMurray and at the Hardisty end of the

line. The 146-mile summer spread linking

Hardisty and Bonnyville was completed in late

September 1998. Clearing for winter construc

tion began in November 1998. Two spreads,

covering about 190 miles, were needed to com

plete the project from south of the weapons

range to the Athabasca station and terminal

adjacent the Suncor operation.

The logistics of winter construction derived in

part from wildlife considerations. Because cari

bou herds migrate through the route of the Ath

abasca Pipeline each spring, construction has to

be completed by March 1 .

Wet terrain necessitated special approaches to

design and construction. Where test digs re-
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vealed that the line would be likely to float, con
crete weights or screw anchors were used to

provide negative buoyancy. The minimum

depth of cover for this project was 1 .3 yards

over top of the pipe.

In addition, the pipe required high-performance

composite coating in order to withstand operat

ing temperatures of up to 149F through wet

ground conditions. The coating is an homoge

neous, mutticomponent system consisting of

fusion-bonded epoxy (as the anticorrosion

coating), copolymer adhesive and a medium-

density polyethylene over-jacket.

CONRAD RESTRUCTURES TO IMPROVE

OIL SANDS TECHNOLOGY

Over the past 4 years, CONRAD (Canadian Oil

Sands Network for Research And Development)
has served the research needs of the oil sands

industry and has been associated with the ad

vancement of more than 90 research projects

valued at over $60 million.

In 1998 CONRAD began a process of organiza

tional renewal to streamline its structure and

processes. As part of this effort, the organiza

tion has adopted a
'pay-as-you-play'

approach

to research projects whereby those who partici

pate in a particular project also dictate its terms.

CONRAD has also adopted a single affordable

fee for all members: $3,000 (for 1999), which

entitles members to participate in all research

areas.

PANCANADIAN AND GULF CANADA

COMBINE HEAVY OIL OPERATIONS

Earlier this year, PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd.

and Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. agreed to form

a new partnership that creates one of Canada's

largest producers of heavy oil. The two compa

nies are combining a significant portion of their

conventional heavy oil production, assets and

lands located along the Alberta-Saskatchewan

boundary. The partnership will be owned

52 percent by Pan Canadian and 48 percent by
Gulf.

Production from each company is about

17,000 barrels per day. This partnership creates

one of Canada's largest heavy oil producers,

with daily production of more than

34,000 barrels and more than 1 .4 million acres

of undeveloped land. The partnership will em

ploy about 210 people.

Pan Canadian's contribution is primarily con

ventional heavy oil assets and land located

south, east and northwest of Lloydminster,
which straddles the Alberta-Saskatchewan

boundary. PanCanadian will not include its

Pelican Lake and Christina Lake assets in Al

berta or its thermal operations at Senlac, Sas

katchewan.

Gulfs contribution includes conventional heavy
oil production and petroleum lands located

northeast and southwest of Lloydminster. Gulf

will not include its Kerrobert thermal assets in

Saskatchewan or its Surmont thermal assets in

Alberta.

This year CONRAD will focus on implementing
these changes and continuing to provide the

best conditions to advance oil sands technology.

ENERGY POLICY AND FORECASTS

PURVIN & GERTZ SEES REBOUND IN

CANADIAN HEAVY OIL PRODUCTION

Prices for Canada's heavy crudes fell to all-time

lows during the first quarter of 1998. And pro-
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duction growth that was healthy during the first

part of this decade has slowed considerably.

The rate of growth in Canada's heavy oil output

is now expected to fall further until 2002. While

Canada's heavy erode industry is expected to

remain in a slump in the near term, a rebound in

global petroleum demand should return Can

ada's heavy oil market to its former healthy
state early in the next decade, reports S. Kelly
of Purvin & Gertz Inc., Calgary, in the

June 28, 1999, issue of Oil & Gas Journal.

Canadian Production

Canadian production of medium- and heavy-

crude oil has increased by 35 percent since

1995, to reach a record level of more than

825,000 barrels per day in 1998. Production

increases have been recorded for all grades of

heavy crude, including Alberta and Saskatche

wan conventional grades and Alberta bitumen.

Conventional heavy crude production averaged

543,000 barrels per day in 1998, an increase of

nearly 17 percent since 1995. Bitumen produc

tion gains over the same period were more than

90 percent, to an average of 248,000 barrels per

day in 1998. The trends have been made pos

sible by advances in production technology,

notably horizontal drilling and steam-assisted

gravity drainage.

In addition, a new bitumen production area at

Wabasca-Pelican Lake, Alberta, has shown

substantial promise, and pipeline access is now

available there. The bitumen produced in this

area is lighter than Athabasca and Cold Lake

sources, so its production cost is lower.

Also supporting growth in Canada's heavy oil

output in recent years were price factors. The

economics of heavy crude production were en

hanced by a period of strong crude prices and

relatively narrow light-heavy differentials.

Total Canadian crude oil production is expected

to increase to 2.9 million barrels per day in 2005

from about 2.2 million barrels per day in 2000.

Upgrading bitumen and heavy crude to produce

light synthetic erode is an important route for

expanding conventional heavy crude and bitu

men markets. Expansion plans have been an

nounced for the oil sands plants and field up

grades in Western Canada.

Increasing production of synthetic crude from

these expansions will replace declining conven

tional light crude. Frontier production, mainly

East Coast light crude, will also continue to in

crease.

While Canada's heavy oil output is expected to

decline slightly in the near term, production will

resume its increase shortly after 2000. in

creased production will provide feedstock for the

expanded Lloydminster Upgrader. (Husky Oil

Ltd. is planning to complete a $500 million ex

pansion of the upgrader, increasing the plant

capacity to 150,000 barrels per day from

69,000 barrels per day.)

The start-up of the proposed Shell Canada Ltd.

Muskeg River mining and upgrading project

would further increase bitumen production be

fore 2005. Other companies, such as Mobil Oil

Canada Ltd. and Koch Oil Sands LP, are as

sessing the feasibility of large-scale bitumen

production and/or upgrading projects. The fore

cast increases in bitumen production will offset

declining supplies of conventional heavy crude.

Until late 1998 pipeline capacity constraints lim

ited deliveries of heavy crude and bitumen

blends to the highest-value export markets. In

fact, the rapid run-up in crude production over

whelmed available pipeline capacity in 1997,

leading to high levels of apportionment in the

Interprovincial (now Enbridge Pipelines Inc.)
pipeline system. At the same time, capacity on

the Express system was limited by a pressure-

reduction order for its downstream Platte Pipe

line.

Current expansions now under way in the En

bridge system should provide adequate capacity

for many years. Enbridge's Terrace Phase I

expansion project will start up in 1999, increas

ing export capacity to the United States Mid

west. It is expected that the Platte pressure-

reduction order will soon be lifted, allowing
higher deliveries of crude into the Southern Pe-
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troleum Administration for Defense District

(PADD) II region.

Markets for Canada's Crude

Major markets for Canadian crude are in West-

em Canada, Ontario and the Northern Tier of

the United States. The Northern states in PADD

II (Midwest) comprise the largest export market
region. The United States PADD IV (Rocky
Mountains) is a smallerbut growing export

market region.

Latin American producers are Canada's most

important competitors in the area of heavy oil

production. Latin American heavy erode output
and exports will increase substantially through

the forecast period.

Canadian Crude Prices

In general, Canadian light-heavy crude price

differentials track world benchmark differentials

and should widen before 2003. A profitable

level of differentials for refinery investment in

heavy oil processing facilities should occur by
that time.

The average 1998 bitumen netback price of

around $5 per barrel was below the estimated

full cost of production (including capital and op

erating costs) for even large-scale, low-cost

producers. Recent supply cuts have strength

ened Canadian heavy crudes beyond price par

ity atWood River.

The outlook through the early years of the next

decade calls for narrow price discounts in the

Midwest, as supply of Canadian heavy crude is

limited by poor field netbacks.

Western Canadian prices for heavy crude oil are
expected to recover over the next few years.

Bitumen field netbacks in Canada are also fore

cast to improve steadily, based on strong Mid

west demand and modest premiums for diluent

supplies. By 2001 field prices are expected to

recover to more than $8 per barrel. Bow River

is a conventional heavy crude benchmark. For

comparison, its price at Hardisty, Alberta, is

likely to increase from about $10.00 per barrel

in 1998 to about $11.50 per barrel in 2001.

These netback prices are considered sufficient

to encourage further development of heavy oil

and bitumen. The largely underdeveloped Ath

abasca region of Alberta will see more devel

opment. These developments are expected to

be large-scale bitumen projects and, as is the

case with the Shell project, will involve some

form of upgrading.

Once market growth for Canadian crude resu

mes, the traditional markets (primarily in

PADD II) will continue to provide the highest

netback price. No infrastructure limitations or

diluent shortfalls are expected until well into the

next decade.

PADD IV deliveries should also grow and pro

vide the same netback price as PADD II.

The United States West Coast market is not

likely to develop into a viable alternative for Ca

nadian heavy crude. Despite the West Coast's

growing need for imported supplies of light sour

and heavy sour crude, the netback price for Ca
nadian heavy from this region will remain sub

stantially less than the netback from the tradi

tional Midwest market.

TECHNOLOGY

CONRAD IN SITU TPG LAUNCHES NEW

PROJECTS

With its work funded by 15 industry and gov

ernment partners, Canadian Oil Sands Network

for Research And Development's (CONRAD's)
In Situ Technical Planning Group (In Situ TPG)
is developing new projects in the area of ther

mal solvents and in situ partial upgrading. The

goal of the In Situ TPG is to develop signifi

cantly improved and economically viable recov

ery technologies for heavy oil and bitumen

through research evaluation and technology
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partnerships. A summary of 1998's projects is

presented below.

Cold Production

Cold production is a commercial process in

which the operator intentionally produces sand

from the reservoir to more aggressively develop
heavy oil pools and increase oil production

rates. The technical highlights of this study area

included:

Advancing the quantifying and modeling
of key mechanisms in the cold produc

tion process (foamy oil drive, wormhoie
network growth, fluid and sand transport

along wormhoie network).

Developing an operational field-scale

model with the sand production module

being refined.

In-depth evaluation and modeling of pro

duction from one field, advice and

guidelines on improved operation and

well remediation for four fields, screening
of several suitable cold production fields.

Follow-Up Processes

Primary production processes recover 10 to

15 percent of oil in place. To recover the re

mainder of the resource, a follow-up process re

establishes a source of drive energy in the res

ervoir. Work to date has focused on the field-

scale numerical simulations for both primary

cold production and thermal follow-up proc

esses. Predictions from the simulations have

been used to evaluate the economic feasibility
of a thermal follow-up cyclic-steam process, and

the stability of existing wormholes under condi

tions that may occur during a follow-up process.

Gas and Solvents Research

This research is focused on developing less en

ergy-intensive processes and recovering oil

from formations not amenable to other recovery

processes. The project used physical model

studies as well as numerical approaches to

quantify the mixing phenomena and the move

ment of fluids and process mechanisms operat

ing in the reservoir. Methods of representing

unstable processes at the field scale have been

developed and further work has confirmed the

utility of supplemental wellbore heating for a

thermal-solvent process.

Thermal Gravity Processes

The Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD)

process, combined with horizontal well technol

ogy, offers a cost-effective alternative to other

thermal processes with vertical wells. This re

search included:

The effect ofwell configuration on SAGD

performance

The use of solvents for SAGD initializa

tion during the startup phase

The use of gaseous or solvent additives

in steam for improving steam/oil ratio

during the growth phase

Reservoir Maintenance

This area of research comprises efforts to im

prove technology for conformance, sand con

solidation, completions and formation damage.

Two field trials of the polymer sand consolida

tion technology were undertaken in a shallow

gas well. As well, three field trials of the clay

gel technology involving three cold-production

wells and one water-flood injection well were

performed. In both cases, all operation issues

were successfully handled; however, treatment

results have been mixed.

Evaluation Projects

Three evaluation projects were recently
launched to scope out new ideas and obtain a

preliminary assessment of technical and eco

nomic potential. The evaluation projects ap
proved for 1998/1999 included:
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Feasibility of acoustic stimulation

Thermal sand production

Thermal solvent process (use of heated

solvents in an in situ process)

The project is planned for startup in early 1999.

A proposal for an In Situ Partial Upgrading
Process has been advanced resulting from ac

tivities conducted by the Black Oil Pipeline Net

work Steering Committee of the ACR Oil Sands

Task Force. This project will use a novel ar

rangement and completion of wells to achieve

significant in situ upgrading through a catalytic

combustion process and will be initiated once

the participation of a number of organizations is

secured.

more rapidly than the remainder of the oil. The

result is smooth operation, higher liquid yield

and a better quality
productcritical require

ments for economic and efficient upgrading.

"The process can be adapted into existing refin

eries. It has the potential to either replace the

catalyst in an ebullated bed reactor or the two

processes could be coupled
together,"

says Lott.

Besides upgrading, the new technology also has

applications in cutting the transportation cost of

pipelining heavy oil to the United States. Be

cause of its viscosity, heavy oil must be mixed

with a diluent before it can be pipelined.

(HC)3 can process heavy oil so that it will meet

pipeline specifications without diluent.

NCUT TO COMMERCIALIZE (HCfe
UPGRADING PROCESS

The National Centre for Upgrading Technology
(NCUT), a Canada-Alberta heavy oil upgrading

research alliance, is working to commercialize

the (HC)3 process, a new technology for up

grading oil sands bitumen. Work on the process

began in 1988. Canadian and United States

patentswere issued in 1993, 1996 and 1997.

(HC)3 is short for "High Conver-

sion/Hydrocracking/Homogeneous
Catalyst."

It

is a slurry hydrocracking process. (HC)3 has a

number of advantages over competing slurry

processes. "(HC)3 is marked by its process

simplicity. Other processes require complex

catalyst preparation and
handling,"

according to

R. Lott, the head of the team that developed the

process. "We use an active catalyst and, as a

result, there is little solid to handle at the end of

the
process."

The (HC)3 process uses a widely used commer

cial product as the liquid catalyst precursor to

form an ultrafine catalyst in the reactor. The

catalyst allows asphaltenes to be converted

AQUACONVERSION PROCESS OFFERS

NEW ROUTE TO HEAVY OIL UPGRADING

As the refining industry enters the new millen

nium, the challenges confronting refiners will

become increasingly more complex. Pressures

from the increasing demand for higher-quality
transportation fuels, tighter capital restrictions

and higher refinery utilizations will be further

magnified by declining crude quality, decreasing
fuel oil demand, and more-severe product

specifications. These factors have sparked re

newed interest in converting the heavier fraction

of the crude barrel. Although major technical

advancements related to the catalytic conver

sion of residues have been made, conventional

thermal processing technologies, such as de

layed coking and visbreaking, represent more

than 60 percent of the world's installed conver

sion capacity. Since 1996 UOP, FWUSA and

Intevep, the research and technology support

center of Venezuela's PDVSA (Petrdleos de

Venezuela S.A.) organization, have worked in

an alliance to promote the commercialization

and the ongoing development of Intevep's novel
Aquaconversion

process, which is currently

being promoted as either a replacement of, or a

modification to, conventional visbreaking.

R. Marzin, of PDVSA Intevep, et al. discussed

the benefits of the Aquaconversion process at
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the American Institute of Chemical Engineers

1999 Spring Meeting Residue Conversion Sym

posium held in Houston, Texas, in March.

Thermal Cracking Mechanism and Thermal

Instability

Thermal cracking reactions progress at elevated

temperatures through a free radical mechanism

that enables various carbon and hydrogen com

ponents of the feedstock to dissociate and form

hydrogen-based and hydrocarbon-based free

radical intermediates. The hydrocarbon free

radicals are highly susceptible to spontaneous

cracking, and hence cleavage of carbon-carbon

bonds creates smaller paraffins and olefins,

which reduce the viscosity of the feedstock and

decrease the refiner's fuel oil yield. As cleav

age of the carbon-carbon bonds within the larger

alkyl side chains of the aromatic structures pro

ceeds, the alkyl groups that remain attached to

the aromatic structure become shorter and less

susceptible to further cleavage. The hydrocar

bon free radicals that are produced, however,
begin to enter into competing reactions by com

bining with other free radicals and creating

multi-aromatic rings. These condensation reac

tions eventually produce highly condensed as-

phaltenic structures, which results in an upper

conversion limit beyond which product instability
can occur.

The key to improved product stability, and

therefore increased viscosity reduction, involves

saturating the thermally produced aromatic free

radicals before they condense to form asphalte

nes, say Marzin et al.

Intevep solved the aromatic condensation di

lemma by developing a novel oil-soluble,
dual-

catalyst system, which, at conventional vis

breaking processing conditions, converts water

into hydrogen and then inserts the hydrogen at

the critical point in the thermal cracking reaction

sequence where the asphaltene-forming con

densation reactions occur. This hydrogen-

transfer mechanism inhibits aromatic condensa

tion and produces a more-stable visbroken

product, which has a higher hydrogen content

and lower asphaltene and Conradson carbon

contents than the product from a conventional

visbreaking unit.

Pilot Plant Test of the Aquaconversion

Process

Intevep operated a 1 -barrel per day pilot plant at

Los Teques, Venezuela, to investigate the im

pact of operating temperature on the processi-

bility of a Tia Juana Pesado vacuum residue

when processed in both visbreaking and Aqua

conversion process configurations. Physical

properties of the vacuum residue feedstock

used in the pilot plant program are summarized

in Table 1.

Table 1 illustrates that when both the visbreak

ing and Aquaconversion processes were oper

ated at the same temperature, no significant

difference in conversion of 932F- product oc

curred. However, a comparison of the quality of

the 662F+ products from the two processes

indicated that the Aquaconversion process pro

duced a higher-quality product, as evidenced by
its higher API gravity (4.9API) and its lower

viscosity (1,970 centistokes at 210F). The re

duced viscosity of the product from the Aqua

conversion process results in a decrease in fuel

oil yield of an additional 4 percent relative to the

visbreaking operation. When compared to the

product from the visbreaking operation, the

662F+ product from the first Aquaconversion

test contained 35 percent fewer asphaltenes and

12 percent less Conradson carbon. In addition,

the higher P-value of the product from the Aq
uaconversion process verified that a signifi

cantly more stable product was produced.

The results of the second Aquaconversion test

at higher severity are also shown in Table 1 .

These results indicate that the conversion of

932F- product increased to slightly more than

36 weight percent, or approximately 30 percent

higher than in the previous visbreaking test.

Similarly, conversion to 330F- product in

creased to 7.5 weight percent, or roughly
250 percent higher than from the visbreaking
test. The significantly higher conversions in the

second Aquaconversion test were achieved

while also producing a 662F+ product that was
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TABLE 1

AQUACONVERSION PILOT PLANT TESTS

Feed

Temperature, F

Conversion, wt.%

To 330F

To 932F

662F+ Properties

API

Viscosity, cSt@210F

Asphaltenes, wt.%

Conradson Carbon, wt.%

Shell P-Value

Fuel Oil Reduction,
wt.%*

6.5

31,800

15.0

21.0

2.7

*330F+ product blended to 380 cSt@122F

Aouaconversion Process

Visbreakino Testl Test 2

Base Base Base + 9

2.9 5.2 7.5

28.2 28.5 36.3

3.7 4.9 5.4

3,750 1,970 1,720

23.6 15.3 15.1

25.7 22.5 22.0

1.15 1.25 1.20

9 13 20

actually more stable than the product from the

conventional visbreaker. The higher conversion

level of the second Aquaconversion process test

produced a 662F+ product with a
5.4

API, a

viscosity of 1 ,720 centistokes at 210F, and

Conradson and asphaltene contents of 15.1 and

22.0 weight percent, respectively. After adjust

ing for differences in 662F+ product yields, the

test indicated the asphaltene and Conradson

carbon contents of the product from the second

Aquaconversion test were approximately 40 and

20 percent lower, respectively, than from the

conventional visbreaking operation. In addition,

the reduced viscosity of the product from the

second Aquaconversion test would result in a

20 percent decrease in fuel oil yield relative to

the visbreaking operation.

Commercial Demonstration of the

Aquaconversion Process

Based on the pilot plant results, a commercial

demonstration of the Aquaconversion process

was conducted in the existing 36,000-barrel per

day parallel-train soaker visbreaker at ISLA's

Curacao refinery. The objectives of this test

were to:

Commercially demonstrate the Aqua

conversion process

Confirm its ability to achieve higher con

versions at acceptable product stabilities

Generate sufficient data to determine the

economic benefits of the technology

The initial Aquaconversion commercial demon

stration tests were conducted during the latter

part of December 1996. Additional testing of

the Aquaconversion process on other Venezue

lan-based feedstockswas conducted in the ISLA

unit in mid-1997. Minimal modifications were

required to enable the commercial Aquaconver

sion test to be performed in ISLA's existing vis

breaking unit. These modifications primarily
involved the installation of a skid-mounted

catalyst-injection system. Also, the catalysts
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used in the demonstration test were preblended

and used once-through to eliminate the need for

catalyst recovery facilities and to minimize dis

ruptions to existing refinery operations.

Initially, both trains of the commercial unit were

operated as conventional visbreakers to estab

lish the baseline visbreaking performance

(Table 2). Testing then proceeded to the intro

duction of catalyst and steam to the Aquacon

version process train. The second train contin

ued to operate as a visbreaker at the baseline

operating conditions. Based on the P-value of

the 662F+ product from the Aquaconversion

train, subsequent Aquaconversion tests were

conducted at progressively higher operating
temperatures to determine the impact of proc

essing severity on product quality and stability.

Once the visbreaking baseline performance of

the commercial unit was established, catalyst

and steam were introduced to the Aquaconver

sion process train. Because the heater firing
remained constant, the introduction of steam to

the Aquaconversion train lowered the operating
temperature by 3F and reduced both the 662F-

and 330F- conversion levels. Interestingly, the

observed increase in P-value of the 662F+

product was much greater than what would be

expected based on the reduced operating tem

perature. Based on this higher P-value, the se

verity of the Aquaconversion process train was

increased by raising its operating temperature

by8F.

The results of the second Aquaconversion test

conditions are also summarized in Table 2. The

conversion to 662F- product for this second test

increased to approximately 28 weight percent,

or slightly more than 20 percent higher than the

662F- conversion achieved in the baseline vis

breaking operation. Similarly, in the second

Aquaconversion test, the conversion to 330F-

product increased to 6.9 weight percent. At

these higher conversion levels, however, the

662F+ product from the Aquaconversion train

had a higher stability (1 .25 P-value), higher

quality, and lower viscosity than the product

from the visbreaking train. These results were

consistent with the previous pilot plant tests and

verified the commercial application of the Aqua

conversion process.

In an attempt to determine the maximum vis

cosity reduction and conversion that could be

achieved in the Aquaconversion train, its oper

ating temperature was increased by an addi

tional 8F. As Table 2 shows, conversion to

662F- products increased to approximately

31 weight percent. This value represented an

approximately 25 percent increase in conver

sion to 662F- product relative to the baseline

visbreaking operation. Similarly, conversion to

330F- product increased to 7.8 weight percent,

approximately 40 percent higher than the vis

breaking train.

A comparison of the properties of the 662F+

products from the second and third Aquacon

version tests indicated that a reduction in the

product's API and an increase in the product's

viscosity occurred at the higher Aquaconversion

severity. This decline in product quality was

actually the result of the coke deposits that were

present in the heater tubes prior to the start of

the Aquaconversion demonstration test. Even

at the higher conversion level of the third Aqua

conversion test, the stability of the 662F+ prod

uct from the Aquaconversion train was still well

above that of the product from the visbreaking

train. This improved stability indicated that it

was possible to achieve even higher conversion

levels in the Aquaconversion train. However,
because of limitations in the heater's allowable

pressure drop and the condensing capabilities of

the fractionation system, no further attempts

were made to increase the conversion level.

Aquaconversion Process Economics

Based on the positive results of the commercial

Aquaconversion demonstration test, UOP was

requested by the ISLA refinery to conduct a de

tailed engineering review of the existing vis

breaking unit to determine the extent of the

modifications required to revamp it to an Aqua

conversion unit. Initial results indicate that the

existing heaters should be adequate for the re

vamp, although slight modifications would be

required to allow for the additional steam re-
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TABLE 2

ISLA'S COMMERCIAL AQUACONVERSION DEMONSTRATION

Aquaconversion Process

Feed Visbreakino Test1 Test 2 Test
3*

Temperature, F _ Base Base-3 Base+5 Base+13

Conversion, wt.%

To 330F 5.6 5.0 6.9 7.8

To 662F 23 20 28 31

662F+ Product Quality
Shell P-Value 1.2 1.45 1.35 1.30

API 7.1 2.7 4.3 4.3 3.9

Viscosity, cSt@210F 175,000 6,100 10,000 4,000 8,000

Reduced steam partial pressure caused by plant limitations and higher conversion.

quirements of the Aquaconversion process. In

addition, portions of the unit's stripping section

might require retraying because of the increased

conversion levels. Finally, catalyst addition and

recovery systems would also be required. Pre

liminary economics indicate simple paybacks for

the revamp could range from 12 to 18 months.

the events perpetrated by a small group of peo
ple...."

The agreement to resume work came after fed

eral and state government officials met with

several companies operating at Jose and had

guaranteed the safety of the installations.

INTERNATIONAL

CONSTRUCTION RESUMES AT

PETROZUATA PLANT

Recent labor unrest in Venezuela has been

quelled, after reaching a level that caused firms

to halt operations over safety concerns. The

Conoco-PDVSA (Petr6leos de Venezuela S.A.)
Petrozuata joint-venture resumed work at its

heavy oil upgrader at Jose following a week-

long construction halt. Petrozuata said, "The

decision (to halt work) was never related to la

bor problems. It was a direct consequence of

the lack of safety and public order manifested in

CHINA RESUMES ORIMULSION

PURCHASES

Earlier this year China renewed the importing of

Orimulsion, the Venezuelan trademark boiler

fuel. The Chinese government had stopped

importing Orimulsion following the fall in crude

oil and diesel prices. Marketing company Bitor,
a Petroleos de Venezuela subsidiary in charge

of handling Orimulsion, said it had exported

150,000 of the 600,000 tons scheduled for

China this year.

Biter's C. Borregales said that the company will

export 5 million tons of Orimulsion this year.

Apart from the deal with China, other countries
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buying Orimulsion include Italy, Denmark, Ja
pan and Canada.
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

DAKOTA GASIFICATION COMPANYMARKS

10 YEARS OF OPERATING GREAT PLAINS

SYNFUELS PLANT

In 1988 the Basin Electric Power Cooperative

formed the Dakota Gasification Company
(DGC) to purchase the Great Plains Synfuels

Plant near Beulah, North Dakota. Over the

years environmental concerns and low natural

gas prices have threatened the viability of the

plant. But DGC continues its efforts to move

forward, as outlined in Basin Electric's

1998Annual Report.

Carbon Dioxide Pipeline Project

A CO2 pipeline is being built so DGC can pro

vide PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd. with up to

95 million standard cubic feet of C02 daily for

15 years beginning as soon as December 1999.
The CO2 will be used for enhanced oil recovery
at a large oil field PanCanadian operates near

Weybum, Saskatchewan, Canada.

The project involves building a 204-mile-long
pipeline from the Great Plains Synfuels Plant

near Beulah to the oil field near Weybum. A

compressor station will be built at the Synfuels

Plant, representing an additional 30-megawatt

power purchase from Basin Electric. DGC ex

pects it will cost $110 million to build the pipe

line and compressor station.

PanCanadian will use about 40 percent of the

C02 available from the Synfuels Plant. Taps

will be installed in the pipeline for potential sales

to oil fields in Western North Dakota, Eastern

Montana andWyoming.

Shipments of pipe began arriving in North Da

kota and Saskatchewan at the end of 1998 so

that construction of the C02 pipeline could begin

in June 1999 on schedule. Eighteen thousand

pieces of pipe, totaling 1.1 million feet, are

scheduled to arrive in 430 rail cars.

Environmental Efforts

DGC and North Dakota Health Department

(Health Department) entered into an agreement

near the end of 1998 that will result in the con

struction of a wet Electrostatic Precipitator

(ESP) at the Great Plains Synfuels Plant. This

new equipment will solve environmental prob

lems created by operation of the Synfuels

Plant's flue gas desulfurization equipment. Flue

gas desulfurization equipment, commonly called

scrubbers, removes sulfur dioxide from com

bustion gases to prevent it from being emitted

into the air.

"While the Synfuels Plant's scrubber is effective

in removing sulfur dioxide, it emits particulate,

creating a visible
plume,"

A. Lukes of DGC said.

"A wet ESP uses electrostatic forces to remove

particulate, eliminating the
plume."

A North Dakota district court has approved a

1998 agreement that settles a Notice of Viola

tion issued by the Health Department regarding

these particulate and opacity issues at the Syn

fuels Plant. It required an immediate payment

of $162,500 to the state and the investment of

at least $487,500 on a supplemental environ

mental project to reduce odors at the plant.

All environmental concerns must be remedied

to avoid additional penalties up to $650,000

should DGC fail to meet a series of compliance

benchmarks. A wet ESP is estimated to cost up

to $40 million.

Production Tax Credit Sale to Finance

Projects

DGC is working on a production tax credit

transaction which could finance up to 90 percent

of the cost of the C02 pipeline and 100 percent

of the cost of environmental improvements.

Production tax credits are benefits the federal

government initiated to encourage production of

domestic energy and reduce America's reliance

on foreign oil. The credit is calculated based on

the equivalent barrels of oil that are replaced.
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To realize an economic gain from the produc

tion tax credits, DGC will sell the assets required

to produce the synthetic natural gas to a limited

liability company. The owner of the limited li

ability company can use the tax credits whereas

Basin Electric and its subsidiaries, which file a

consolidated tax return, do not have the con

sistent high level of income to effectively use

them.

As part of the production tax credit transaction,
DGC will continue to operate the synthetic natu

ral gas production facilities under contract. In

4 years DGC will have an option to buy these
production assets back at fairmarket value.

LPMEOH Process from conventional methanol-

production technology include:

Carrying out the synthesis in a Slurry
Bubble Column Reactor (SBCR) em

ploying a powdered catalyst suspended

in an inert mineral oil.

The stable nature of the LPMEOH Proc

ess, which accommodates rapid changes

in feed rate and composition without op

erational problems or catalyst damage.

The ability to operate on a syngas rich in

carbon oxides and produce a product

that does not require further purification

before being used as a fuel.

LIQUID PHASE METHANOL PLANT

FINISHES SECOND YEAR OF OPERATION

The
LPMEOH

Demonstration Project, located
at Eastman Chemical Company's chemicals-

from-coal complex at Kingsport, Tennessee, has

completed its second year of operation and has

made significant progress toward accomplishing
its demonstration objectives. During the past

year, major record-setting milestones were

achieved in overall plant availability, continuous

operation catalyst life and catalyst slurry con

centration. A review of the project was pre

sented in Clean Coal Technology, Commercial-

Scale Demonstration of the Liquid Phase

Methanol (LPMEOH) Process, Topical Report

Number 11, April 1999.

The LPMEOH Process is designed to convert

synthesis gas derived from the gasification of

coal into methanol for use as a chemical inter

mediate or as a low-sulfur dioxide and low-

nitrogen oxides-emitting alternative fuel. The

LPMEOH project was selected in the United

States Department of Energy Clean Coal Tech

nology Program Round III, and the cooperative

agreementwas awarded in 1992.

Technology Description

The LPMEOH Process is shown in Figure 1.

The key characteristics that distinguish the

Excellent temperature control and heat

removal capabilities.

The ability to add and withdraw catalyst

while on-stream.

Operating History

Syngas was first introduced into the unit on

April 2, 1997, and by April 6, 1997, the design

production rate of 260 tons per day of methanol
had been reached. Four days later, on

April 10, 1997, a production rate of more than

300 tons per day was achieved.

Much of the 1997 operating period was dedi

cated to confirming design and scale-up as

sumptions that had been based on laboratory
and LaPorte Alternative Fuels Development

Unit (AFDU) data. Since startup the heat re

moval performance of the LPMEOH reactor has

been outstanding. Measurements from pres

sure-differential transmitters located at regular

intervals along the length of the reactor showed

that hydrodynamics matched the predictions of

correlations developed from LaPorte AFDU

data.

Some initial operational problems related to

slurry flows and solids accumulation within the

demonstration unit were resolved with minor
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FIGURE 1

LPMEOH DEMONSTRATION UNITPROCESS FLOWDIAGRAM
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SOURCE: DOE

piping modifications and additional flush con

nections.

Throughout its operation, overall performance of

the LPMEOH Demonstration Unit has been

monitored to determine the change in activity as

the catalyst is exposed to the trace contami

nants present in coal-derived syngas. Deter

mining catalyst life is one of the major goals of

the demonstration project.

The initial catalyst charge had experienced sig

nificant deactivation so the reactor was drained

and a new charge of fresh catalyst was acti

vated during December 1997. The initial per

formance of the fresh catalyst charge was ex

cellent, with methanol production again ex

ceeding nameplate capacity. No rapid decrease

in activity occurred during the initial month on-

stream, as had happened in the first startup in

April 1997.

A successful 24-day operating period ended on

July 14, 1998. During this operation at 235C,
the catalyst deactivation rate was only
0.2 percent per day, which is less than half the

target rate from the tests at the LaPorte AFDU.

The reactor continues to be operated at a tem

perature of 235C, somewhat lower than the

design temperature 250C. Fresh catalyst addi

tions made to the reactor since early 1999 have

increased the catalyst loading to over

151 percent of design without indications of
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mass transfer limitations. During stable test

periods, the rate of decline in catalyst activity
has met the design target of 0.4 percent per

day. During a scheduled maintenance outage in

March 1999, a code inspection of all pressure

vessels was completed. All vessels inspected

showed no evidence of erosion, pitting or foul

ing.

From April 1997, when initial operations began,
to December 1998 the LPMEOH Demonstration

Unit achieved an availability in excess of

96 percent. This includes a period of 94 days in

which the unit was continuously available.

Since being restarted in December 1997, the

facility has operated at greater than 99 percent

availability.

Since startup, the hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide

ratio in the reactor feed stream has varied from

0.4 to 5.6 with no negative effect on perform

ance. Important parameters, such as reactor

inlet superficial gas velocity, expanded slurry-

bed level, and the overall heat transfer coeffi

cient of the internal heat exchanger, have been

shown to be satisfactory at 115 to 120 percent

of design feed rate. On-line catalyst addition

has been performed successfully. Over

32 million gallons of methanol have been pro

duced, and product purity has consistently met

Eastman's requirements for downstream chemi

cal processing.

Future Work

Now entering the third year of its 4-year operat

ing program, the LPMEOH Process Demonstra

tion Plant continues to perform as a state-of-the-

art technology. The operational flexibility and

robustness of LPMEOH technology has been

shown and is expected to be increasingly put to

the test during latter portions of the demonstra

tion program. Future demonstration testing will

include wide variations in synthesis gas feed

composition simulating various commercial

gasifiers. Testing will also evaluate quick start,

stop and ramping capabilities which are impor

tant parameters in load-following power applica

tions. Economic advantages will continue to be

tested, particularly in the context of integrated

gasification combined-cycle applications. The

net result will be a fully commercialized metha

nol technology that can be utilized and inte

grated in the power and chemical industries.

CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT NEEDS A NEW

PLANT SITE

The Clean Energy Integrated Gasification Com

bined-Cycle (IGCC) Demonstration Project,

which was to be located at the Grand Tower

Power Station near Carbondale, Illinois, has lost

its site again. The project initially had been

planned for the C.P. Crane Generating Station

of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, but

was moved due to lack of a firm power pur

chase agreement. Project participants are now

seeking a new location.

Once a new site is located, the Clean Energy
Project will demonstrate scale-up of the British

Gas/Lurgi (BG/L) slagging, fixed-bed, oxygen-

blown gasification technology. The project also

will include a 1.25-megawatt-electric molten

carbonate fuel cell, to be provided by Energy
Research Corporation.

The BG/L gasifier is supplied with steam, oxy

gen, limestone flux and coals having a high

fines content. During gasification, oxygen and

steam react with coal and limestone to produce

a raw coal gas rich in hydrogen and carbon

monoxide. Raw coal gas exiting the gasifier is

washed and cooled. Hydrogen sulfide and other

sulfur compounds are removed and reclaimed

as elemental sulfur. Tars, oils and dust are re

cycled to the gasifier. The resulting clean,
me-

dium-BTU coal gas is used to fuel the combus

tion turbine in the IGCC power island; a small

portion of the clean gas is used for the fuel cell.

The fuel cell is composed of a molten carbonate

electrolyte sandwiched between porous anode

and cathode plates. Fuel (clean coal syngas)

and steam are continuously fed into the anode;

carbon dioxide-enriched air is fed into the cath

ode. These reactions produce a direct current

that is converted to alternating current with an

inverter. Individual cells are mechanically and
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electrically arrayed into stacks, the height of

which is limited by shipping constraints to about

11 feet. The 1 .25-megawatt-electric module for

this project will consist of five stacks each with a

nominal rating of 250 kilowatts.

COMPRESSOR FAILURE SHUTS DOWN

WABASH POWER PROJECT

The combustion turbine at the power generation

facility at the Wabash River Coal Gasification

Repowering Project experienced a compressor

failure in March and remains in an extended

shutdown. A root cause investigation is under

way to determine the cause of the compressor

damage.

The current projection is that the plant will return

to operation in mid-June 1999. Although the

project is experiencing delays, it operated suc

cessfully in 1998.

ROSEBUD SYNCOAL OPERATIONS

EXTENDED TO 2001

The Rosebud SynCoal Project in Colstrip,

Montana, has processed over 2.0 million tons of

raw subbituminous coal. Over 1 .3 million tons

of SynCoal have been supplied to customers,

including industries (primarily cement and lime

plants) and utilities.

Rosebud SynCoal Partnership has constructed a

Pneumatic SynCoal Fuel Project at Montana

Power's Colstrip power plant. Earlier this year,

the Rosebud SynCoal Partnership, sponsor of

the Advanced Coal Conversion Process Dem

onstration, completed successful testing of an

innovative dedicated pneumatic feed system at

Montana Power Company's 330-megawatt Col

strip No. 2 generation unit in Colstrip. The

Clean Coal Technology project is now able to

supply SynCoal, its registered trademark coal,

around the clock. SynCoal is also supplied to

four industrial customers. The new system also

provides Rosebud with a secure business well

beyond the end of the demonstration period. A

flexible 8-year supply contract permits Rosebud

to also build a market for its new product with

industrial users.

Rosebud was recently granted a 24-month no-

cost time extension. Operations have now been

extended to January 2001 .

GASIFIER DAMAGED AT PINON PINE

PROJECT

The Pifion Pine Integrated Gasification Com

bined-Cycle Power Project continues to make

progress achieving integrated operation of all

systems. However, recent problems with the

gasifier forced Sierra Pacific Power Company to

shut down the gasifier. Inspection showed

damage to the combustion air tube, coal-feed

tube and refractory on the interior of the gasifier.

The damaged sections of the air- and coal-feed

tubes were cut out and are being analyzed to

determine the most probable cause of the fail

ure.

After repairs are made, Sierra Pacific will con

tinue to try to bring the gasifier on-line. Sierra

Pacific hopes to achieve full system operation

and to deliver syngas to the combined-cycle

power plant this summer. Sierra Pacific contin

ues to operate the plant normally in the gas

combined-cycle mode.

SGI SELLS LFC PLANT PRODUCTION TO

ILLINOIS POWER

In May SGI International and Illinois Power exe

cuted an agreement for Illinois Power to pur

chase all upgraded coal produced by SGI from

the Liquids-From-Coal (LFC) demonstration

plant located near Gillette, Wyoming, which SGI

is acquiring from AEI Resources. Shipments

under this agreement are expected to begin in
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early 2000 and continue through Decem

ber 31, 2004. Pursuant to this agreement, SGI

has the option to divert up to 100,000 tons each

year to other parties for test bums in order to

develop additional customers and markets for

the upgraded coal. The agreement also pro

vides Illinois Power with an option to purchase

up to 500,000 tons per year of upgraded coal

from a large-scale commercial LFC plant at

North Rochelle.

SGI's upgraded coal is produced by subjecting
subbituminous or lignite coals to a patented py
rolysis process. Based on the operations of the

demonstration plant, it is expected that the up
graded coal will contain about 30 percent more

BTU and 25 percent less sulfur than the feed

coal. It will retain the low nitrous oxide attrib

utes of the Powder River Basin feed coal. The

process also produces, as a coproduct, a low-

temperature coal tar that will be further proc

essed into chemical feedstocks and fuels to be

sold to other parties.

Also in May SGI International agreed to pur

chase the following: AEI
Resources'

and its

subsidiary's 50 percent interests in the LFC

technology; the ENCOAL Corporation, which

owns the ENCOAL LFC demonstration plant;

certain existing permits necessary to build an

LFC plant near Gillette, Wyoming; and all other

tangible and intangible LFC assets.

The purchase price consists of the elimination of

a $1.13 million invoice to an affiliate of AEI, a

$2 million promissory note payable in 5 years

and the assumption of obligations attendant to

ownership of the ENCOAL demonstration plant.

The acquisition also calls for a release of all

claims between the parties and finalizes the dis

solution of TEK-KOL.

SGI's objective is to put the ENCOAL plant into

operation by mid-2000. The ENCOAL plant was

constructed by Shell Mining Company and the

United States Department of Energy (DOE),
placed in operation in 1992 and operated suc

cessfully for 5 years at a total cost for construc

tion and operation of $92 million. The plant

converts low-rank coal to coal liquids and an

environmentally responsible upgraded coal that

satisfies most, if not all, of the Clean Air Act

Amendments, which take effect Janu

ary 1,2000. SGI forecasts, based on known

operating cost factors, product pricing criteria

and Section 29(c) alternative fuels tax credits,

that the ENCOAL plant can produce positive

cash flow. The tax credits are available through

the year 2007. SGI believes plant operation will

also provide the test materials required to se

cure commercial contracts.

This year SGI has been focusing on strength

ening its financial position and has entered into

discussions with a number of investors and po

tential strategic partners to obtain approximately

$12 million, in whole or in part, in exchange for

long-term debt and convertible securities. SGI

intends to use these funds to pay its long-term

convertible debentures and notes of approxi

mately $4 million, to prevent further conversions

and consequent dilution, and supply the com

pany with required working capital for a period in

excess of 1 year.

In January SGI entered into a joint venture with

a subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation to jointly
commercialize and market the LFC technology.

Mitsubishi is providing the company with

$500,000 per year in support of the joint ven

ture. This joint venture takes place after the

expenditure, principally by SGI, Shell and the

DOE, of more than $150 million to develop the

technology.

The company is pursuing critical business ob

jectives in 1999 to bring the company's tech

nologies to the marketplace. Those objectives

include the following:

Purchase from AEI Resources the LFC

demonstration plant located in Gillette,
Wyoming.

Finalize agreements to sell all upgraded

coal to several electric utilities and to sell

all coal liquids from the demonstration

plant to chemical companies.

Finance and construct two proposed

commercial LFC projects in the Powder

River Basin in Wyoming. Either of these
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projects will provide significant revenues

to SGI.

Based on the status of present business

activities, SGI Management believes that

the company can generate income from

the commercialization of one or more of

its products during 1999.

KFx SECURES AGREEMENT TO CANCEL

THERMO ECOTEK CONTROLWARRANTS

In June KFx Inc. announced an agreement with

Thermo Ecotek (TCK) authorizing KFx to find a

buyer for its 18 percent interest in KFx consist

ing of TCK's 4.25 million shares of KFx com

mon stock. Upon the sale of these shares, this

agreement will retire the stock purchase war

rants held by TCKone for 7.75 million shares

of KFx common stock and a second to obtain a

controlling equity interest in KFx.

"This agreement allows us to aggressively move

forward to work with parties who have ex

pressed an interest in a relationship and have

been reluctant to proceed with an investment in

the KFx expanded business
strategy,"

said

T. Venners of KFx.

It is KFx's goal to license K-Fuel production

technology domestically and internationally as a
means of providing a compliance solution to

increasingly stringent air quality standards. In

addition, the cost savings available through the

use of K-Fuel provide an important competitive

tool as the domestic power industry undergoes

the challenges of deregulation.

In a March
3rd

press release, KFx announced

that it was pleased with the test bum of its

K-Fuel product at Indiana-Kentucky Electric

Corporation's Cliffy Creek powerpiant. In the

5-day test in February, the plant burned a unit

trainload of the enhanced Powder River Basin

(PRB) coal product. The plant's normal blend

consists of 60 percent PRB coal and 30 percent

low-sulfur, high-BTU, Eastern coal. For the test,

K-Fuel was substituted for the PRB portion of

the blend.

PUERTOLLANO IGCC PROJECT NOW

READY FOR BUSINESS

With the phased construction and testing of the

world's largest Integrated Gasification Com

bined-Cycle (IGCC) project now complete, the

Puertollano (Spain) plant is gearing up for
full-

scale, commercial electricity generation.

Spearheaded by the European Commission un

der the THERMIE Programme as a Targeted

Project, the Puertollano Project involves major

electricity companies from Britain, France,

Germany, Italy, Portugal and Spain collaborat

ing through a specially formed consortium,

ELCOGAS.

Commissioning has been carried out in two

stages. A natural gas operation was the first

step.

Completion of the combined-cycle 100-hour test

on natural gas occurred in late 1996.

Following the first operation of gas-from-coal in

the gasifier in December 1997, a fairly exten

sive assessment was conducted of the im

provements required to reach steady IGCC op

eration, and to perform acceptance tests.

Changes within the gasification island dealt with

feeding system, fines handling and others,

mostly not related to major modifications.

Gas turbine operation on coal gaswas achieved

in March 1998. However, initial runs showed

the need for modifications that required a

10-week plant stoppage. Operation was re

started in October 1998.

Over the next 2 to 3 years, data will be collected

to allow the calculation of accurate cost/benefit

figures for future IGCC plant design.

According to ELCOGAS, the project team has

had to balance what are often conflicting priori-
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ties with equipment suppliers. What might be a

satisfactory immediate solution for a particular

engineering problem might not be the best solu

tion for the overall plant. For instance, in the

coal transport system, in ELCOGAS's opinion,

the pipes were not sized properly. The supplier,

Krupp Uhde, recommended putting more nitro

gen in the pipe. The trouble is that nitrogen is

expensive and ELCOGAS aims at all stages to

reduce costs.

Also, a major problem with the gas turbine

in 1998 caused a shutdown for 3 months while

Siemens worked out a satisfactory solution.

The turbine was not able to bum the synthetic

gas at the high temperatures needed.

Another example was with the air separation

unit. Problems occurred because of the flexibil

ity required given the degree of integration

stipulated.

The costs of technology transfer are also a

problem at the moment for IGCC. ELCOGAS is

attempting to get the market transfer costs

down, which is vital if IGCC is to be accepted as

viable in both developed economies as well as

emerging economies such as China, which is

showing a lot of interest in IGCC.

Overall, things are different in the market now

than when the Puertollano Project was given the

go-ahead 6 years ago. However, in the longer

term, ELCOGAS is confident that IGCC will be

able to operate more efficiently, with less in

vestment and at lower cost, than conventional

technologies.

FIELD CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON

WEYBURN PROJECT TO USE CARBON

DIOXIDE FROM GREAT PLAINS

PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd. and its partners

started construction of the central control and

warehouse complex for the $1.1 billion Weybum

Carbon Dioxide Miscible Flood Project. This

international energy venture will extend the pro

ducing life of the 45-year-old Weybum oil field

in Saskatchewan by 25 years, adding more than

120 million barrels of oil to ultimate production

by injecting carbon dioxide into the reservoir.

When injected into a mature reservoir, carbon

dioxide mixes with the crude oil, acting like a

solvent to overcome the forces that trap the oil

in tiny rock pores. The project will help boost

daily production from the current 20,000 barrels

to about 30,000 barrels of oil by 2008. The first

additional barrels of medium-grade crude oil are

expected to flow in 2001 .

Construction of a 325-kilometer carbon dioxide

pipeline from the Great Plains Synfuels Plant at

Beulah, North Dakota, also began in May. The

new line, owned and operated by Dakota Gasifi

cation Company of Bismarck, North Dakota, will

ship about 95 million cubic feet of carbon diox

ide to the Weybum receiving terminal for injec

tion starting in late 2000.

CORPORATIONS

COVOL ANNOUNCES MARKETING

AGREEMENT, EXPLAINS TAX CREDIT

In April Covol Technologies Inc. announced that

it has signed a letter agreement with Meridian

Energy Corporation for the marketing of three of

Covol's synfuel plants. The intent of the

agreement is for the Meridian group to assist

Covol in marketing the Covol-owned facilities to

major United States corporations. The facilities

involved, are: Mountaineer Synfuel, located in

Tallmansville, West Virginia; Pocahontas Syn

fuel, North Fork, West Virginia; and Common

wealth Synfuel, Karthaus, Pennsylvania. All

24 synthetic fuel manufacturing facilities placed

in operation before June 30, 1998, by Covol

Technologies and its licensees are listed in Ta

bid.

In June Covol announced that it has entered

into two non-binding letters of intent with an af

filiate of a major United States electric utility

company with respect to sell the company's
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TABLE 1

COVOL TECHNOLOGIES INC. SYNTHETIC FUEL MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES*

No. of Annual Rated

Name ofFacility Plants Location Owner/Licensee Ooerator Caoacitv (tons)

Utah Synfuels #1 1 Price, Utah CoaKech No. 1 LP Covol 360,000

Carbon Synfuels 1 Price, Utah Covol Covol 360.000

Mohave Synfuels 1 Laughfin, Nevada Savage Industries Inc. Flyash Haulers, Inc. 280.000

Birmingport 1 Birmingham,Alabama Birmingham Syn Fuel, LLC Birmingham Syn Fuel, LLC 360,000
Brookwood'

1 Brookwood, Alabama PacifiCorp Syn Fuel, LLC PacifiCorp Syn Fuel, LLC 360.000

Pumpkin Center#1 1 Quinton, Alabama PacifiCorp Syn Fuel, LLC PacifiCorp Syn Fuel, LLC 360,000

Pumpkin Center#2 1 Quinton, Alabama PacifiCorpSyn Fuel, LLC PacifiCorp Syn Fuel, LLC 360.000

Norton 1 Norton, Virginia PCVirginia Synthetic Fuel #1, LLC Constellation 600.000

Chelyan *

Chelyan,WestVirginia PCWest Virginia Synthetic Fuel #1, LLC Constellation 600.000

Muddety Muddety,WestVirginia PCWest Virginia Synthetic Fuel #2, LLC Constellation 600.000

Eckman Eckman,WestVirginia PCWest Virginia Synthetic Fuel #3. LLC Constellation 600.000

Appalachian Synfuels #1 Pettus.WestVirginia Appalachian Synfuel, LLC AT. Massey 360,000

Appalachian Synfuels #2 1 Pettus,WestVirginia Appalachian Synfuel, LLC AT. Massey 360.000

Mountaineer Syfuel 1 Tallmansville,West Virginia Covol Anker Coal 360,000

Pocahontas Synfuel 1 North Fork,WestVirginia Covol Covol 360.000

Ginger hill l Monongahela, Pennsylvania Ginger Hill Synfuels, LLC CQ Energy Partners 300,000

Robena Paisley, Pennsylvania Robena. LLC Consolidation Coal 580,000

Commonwealth Synfuel 1 Karthaus, Pennsylvania Covol River Hill Coal 360,000

Somerset Synfuel 1 Somerset, Pennsylvania Somerset Fuels, LLC Somerset Fuels, LLC 600.000

USACoal. #1 1 Pawnee, Illinois AJ.G. Financial Services, Inc. USACoal 360,000

USACoal,2 1 Pawnee, Illinois AJ.G. Financial Services, Inc. USA Coal 360,000

USACoal. #3 1 Pawnee, Illinois AJ.G. Financial Services, Inc. USA Coal 360.000

USACoal. #4 1 Pawnee, Illinois AJ.G. Financial Services. Inc. USACoal 360,000

Pleasant Ridge 1 Alledonia. Ohio PleasantRidge Synfuels, LLC CQ Energy Partners 340,000

Gibraltar 1 Center City, Kentucky PC Kentucky Synthetic Fuel #3 LLC Carbontronics Fuels Mgmt LLC 600.000

Lynnville 1 Lynnville, Indiana PC Indiana Synthetic Fuel #2 LLC Carbontronics Fuels Mgmt LLC 600.000

Cook 2 Metropolis, Illinois PC Illinois Synthetic Fuel #2 LLC Carbontronics Fuels Mgmt LLC 1,200.000

Total 23 12.300,000

'Facilities constructed and placed in operation before June 30, 1998, by Covol and its licensees.

synthetic fuel business, including four company-

owned facilities and royalty interests from third-

party licensees, and the restructuring of the

company.

The proposed transactions would allow the

company's stockholders to realize value above

the current market price of the company's stock

by selling its synthetic fuel business, and yet,

allow its stockholders to continue to participate

in the opportunities afforded by the company's

non-Section 29 intellectual property rights.

Taken together, the transactions contemplated

by the two letters of intent propose the following:

Sale of the Commonwealth/River Hill fa

cility in late July or early August for

$22 million, $4 million of which will be

escrowed subject to achievement of

certain performance milestones.

Sale of the Mountaineer Synfuel, Poca

hontas Synfuel and the Carbon Synfuel

facilities in the early fall.

Transfer of the company's non-

Section 29 intellectual property rights,
cash and certain other assets owned by
Covol to a new wholly owned subsidiary,

ownership ofwhich would be either
spun-

off to existing stockholders or made

available to them in a rights or exchange

offer.

Acquisition of Covol in a cash merger.

In the event that the transactions described

above are consummated, the company
esti-
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mates based on tentative valuations that the

aggregate amount of cash to be received by the
company's equity holders would be approxi

mately $1 50 to $180 million.

Increase in Section 29 Tax Credit

In April Covol announced the 1998 inflation ad

justment factor for the Section 29 tax credit for

producing fuel from a non-conventional source.

The credit is adjusted annually for inflation. The

increase for 1998 was approximately
0.26 percent over 1997, while the increase in

1997 was 2.49 percent over the 1996 figure.

The adjustment brings the tax credit for the pro

duction and sale of synthetic fuel to approxi

mately $1 .05 per million BTU of fuel sold. As

an example, the amount of the Section 29 tax

credit for coal-based synthetic fuel product pro

duced and sold at 12,000 BTU per pound

equates to approximately $25.30 of tax credit

per ton.

Table 2 outlines the effect of the inflation ad

justment factor over the last 3 years.

There are currently 24 facilities in 8 states util

izing Covol technology to manufacture qualified

coal-based synthetic fuel (see Table 1). The

licensing contracts typically provide for an ad

justment to the royalty amounts payable in an

amount equal to the inflation adjustment factor.

GOVERNMENT

DOE FUNDS
20

YEAR OF UNIVERSITY

COAL RESEARCH GRANTS

In May the United States Department of Energy

(DOE) announced that 17 university-proposed

projects will share in $2.8 million in federal coal

research funds, making the
20th

year of a pro

gram that combines science education for stu

dents with research that can reveal cleaner and

more effective ways to use the nation's plentiful

coal reserves. Actual grant awards are ex

pected to be in place by July.

The 17 projects, selected in a national competi

tion run by the DOE, will be conducted in col

leges and universities in 12 states. Private

sector sources will provide an additional

$692,336 for projects that range from funda

mental studies of coal science to support for a

futuristic, pollution-free coal plant.

TABLE 2

SECTION 29 INFLATION ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

Statutory Tax Credit per Barrel of Oil Equivalent

(unadjusted)
Inflation Adjustment Factor

Tax Credit per Barrel of Oil Eqivalent

(adjusted)
Tax Credit perMillion BTU

Tax Credit per Ton for Synthetic Fuel with

12,000 BTU per Pound

1998

$25.30

1997

$25.24

1996

$3.00 $3.00 $3.00

2.0384 2.0331 1.9837

$6.12 $6.10 $5.95

$1,054 $1,052 $1,026

$24.63
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Twelve of the university teams will conduct re

search that supports the DOE's "core
program"

in coal science, utilization and the "Vision
21"

concept. Vision 21 is the DOE's long-range

concept for ultraclean energy plants that could

be customized to coproduce electric power, fu

els, chemicals and other high value products

from coal.

The other five project teams will receive smaller

grants for longer-range, more exploratory re

search that could lead to future breakthroughs.

The projects include research into intriguing
concepts for capturing greenhouse gases and

innovative ideas for future energy and power

cycles. The winning projects related to coal liq
uefaction and gasification are outlined below.

Improved hot gas contaminant and particulate

removal techniques are needed because current

technologies for gas cleanup, and particulate

control in plants with Integrated Gasification

Combined-Cycle (IGCC) technology (one of the

Vision 21 advanced powerplant options) limits

overall plant efficiencies. Four projects were

selected to address these concerns in this area:

Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa, will

receive $200,000 from DOE and will

contribute an additional $122,311 to ex

amine the formation of dust cakes to im

prove the performance of moving-bed

granular filters for hot gas cleanup.

Iowa State University will also receive

$200,000 from DOE and will contribute

an additional $103,076 to examine

methods for producing a regenerable,

superior calcium-based sorbent for

cleaning hot gas in IGCC systems.

University of North Dakota in Grand

Forks, North Dakota, will receive

$192,363 from DOE to develop an elec

trostatic barrier filter collection system

that can withstand temperatures above

1,500F and be compatible with various

sorbent injection schemes for sulfur and

alkali controls.

Georgia Institute of Technology in At

lanta, Georgia, will receive $198,860

from DOE to investigate the removal of

hydrogen sulfide from coal gasification

process streams and optimize high tem

perature desulfurization processes using

an electrochemical membrane.

Advanced diagnostics and modeling techniques

for three-phase slurry reactors (called bubble

columns) predict the chemical profiles neces

sary for scaling up the process for converting

coal-derived synthetic gas to a liquid fuel. Two

universities were selected under this topic:

Washington University in St. Louis, Mis

souri, teaming with Ohio State University
in Columbus, Ohio, and Air Products and

Chemicals, will receive $380,095 from

DOE and will contribute an additional

$168,390 to use advanced diagnostics

techniques in an attempt to resolve

problems of slurry bubble column reac

tors under certain reaction conditions to

generate a new approach for scaleup

and design of new reactors.

Clarkson University in Potsdam, New

York, will receive $200,000 from DOE

and will contribute an additional $39,320

to investigate slurry-phase Fischer-

Tropsch processing for developing an

advanced computational model for pre

dicting the behavior of dense mixtures in

coal liquefaction, gasification and liquid

fuel production.

TECHNOLOGY

IGT GASIFICATION TECHNOLOGY

PROGRESSING IN CHINA

China has vast coal reserves upon which it de

pends for the majority of its energy and chemi-
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cats production. China's large coal consumption

coupled with inefficient systems and poor envi

ronmental controls resulted in severe impacts

on the environment. In 1995 China reported the

following emissions:

3.0 billion tons per year CO2
23.7 million tons per year S02
4 million tons per year NOx
28 million tons per particulates

The Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) U-GAS

gasification process is an advanced gasification

technology that allows coal to be used in a flexi

ble, efficient, environmentally clean and eco

nomic manner.

In 1984 Shanghai Coking and Chemical Corpo

ration (SC), a large coal-to-chemicals company,
was selected by the central government of

China to undertake the TRIGEN Project. The

U-GAS processwas selected to provide fuel gas

for an existing battery of coke ovens, doubling
the coke-oven gas capacity in the town-gas

system. Production goals for the project in

cluded 1.7 million cubic meters per day of town-

gas and 200,000 metric tons per year of metha

nol in Phase I. Phase II included adding pro

duction of 20,000 metric tons per year of formic

acid, 100,000 metric tons per year of acetic an

hydride, 50,000 metric tons per year of cellulose

acetate and 7 megawatts-electric of electric

power.

There are eight low-pressure air-blown gasifiers,

each capable of processing 130 metric tons per

day and producing 500,000 cubic meters per

day of low-heating value gas. Plant operation

began in 1994, and by the end of 1998 the plant

had logged over 50,000 hours of operation, con

sumed over 160,000 metric tons of coal and

delivered 700 million cubic meters of fuel gas to

the end user. The longest continuous operation

time was 3,200 hours.

The plant has achieved cold gas efficiencies of

71 percent, carbon conversion of 96 percent

and a heat production rate of 230 million BTU

per gasifier per day at a product gas heating
value of 126 BTU per standard cubic foot. Both

cold gas efficiency and heat output rates are

about 90 percent of design, due primarily to the

excess loss of fines throughout the plant. Car

bon conversion and product gas heating values

both have exceeded the design.

Substitution of the traditional coal and coal bri

quette burning with 1.7 million cubic meters per

day of town-gas for commercial and industrial

use has significantly reduced the pollution due

to S02, NOx, and particulates for the City of

Shanghai.

Future Applications

With the support of the United States Depart

ment of Energy through the United States-China

Energy, Environmental and Technology Center,
IGT and SC are expanding the application of

U-GAS gasification technology to include

chemicals, fertilizers and power. The team is

performing a prefeasibility study to retrofit ex

isting small- to medium-size ammonia plants in

China.

CARBONTEC OFFERS TWO SYNTHETIC

COAL PROCESSES

Carbontec Energy Corporation of Bismarck,

North Dakota, has developed two coal technolo

gies that may have an application to reduce

moisture from North Dakota lignite, providing a

low-moisture, high-BTU product:

Carbontite Synthetic Coal Pellet Process

Carbondry Synthetic Coal Process

Carbontite

Synthetic Coal Pellet Process

Carbontec Energy Corporation owns an exclu

sive worldwide license to a unique coal pellet

process, the
Carbontite

Synthetic Coal Proc

ess. This process utilizes the Carbontite binder

that reacts chemically with finely sized coal to

produce low-moisture coal pellets from high-

moisture coal feedstock with moderate, low-

temperature pellet curing heat requirements.
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According to the company, the advantages of

the Carbontite Cold Briquetting Process include:

Low capital cost

Low operating cost

Low briquetting pressure

Moderate Carbontite binder cost

Low temperature curing

Produces low-moisture, high-BTU coal

briquettes from filter cake, coal-pond

fines and finely ground subbituminous or
lignite coal

Initial testing on Eastern bituminous coal-pond

fines produced low, 9 to 10 percent moisture,

high energy, 12,000 to 12,500 BTU pellets and

briquettes from 23 percent moisture,

10,400 BTU per pound raw coal feedstock.

Carbontec Energy has also produced low-

moisture Carbontite pellets from subbituminous,

lignite and brown coal. Pilot-scale tests con

ducted on one-eighth by zero mesh subbitumi

nous coal containing 28 percent moisture and

8,700 BTU per pound produced Carbontite pel

lets that assayed 10 percent moisture and

1 1 ,000 BTU per pound.

High quality Carbontite pellets were also pro

duced from Indonesian subbituminous coal.

Indonesian subbituminous coal containing

23.0 percent moisture and 8,520 BTU per pound

produced Carbontite pellets that assay

6.48 percent moisture and 11,400 BTU per

pound.

Carbontite bench-scale tests on 100x0 mesh

North Dakota lignite that contained 33.2 percent

moisture and 6,800 BTU per pound, produced

Carbontite pellets assaying 4.4 percent moisture

and 10,330 BTU per pound.

Loy Yang Brown Coal is a high-moisture, soft,

earthy type Australian coal, containing

64.0 percent moisture and 3,840 BTU per

pound. Carbontite pellets produced from Loy

Yang coal assayed 7.8 percent moisture and

10,010 BTU per pound.

The United States Internal Revenue Service

issued a favorable Private Letter Ruling on Oc

tober 24, 1997, ruling that the synthetic fuel

produced by the Carbontite process qualifies for

Section 29 tax credits.

Carbontec Energy Corporation has issued a

sub-license to three companies, who have con

structed three Carbontite synthetic coal plants.

One plant is located at the Cook coal terminal

owned by American Electric Power on the Ohio

River in Illinois. The other two plants are lo

cated near Peabody Coal Company mines in

Kentucky and Southern Indiana. The three Car

bontite synthetic coal plants placed in operation

during June 1998 have a combined design ca

pacity of 2.4 million tons per year.

Carbondry Synthetic Coal Process

Carbontec's
Carbondry

Process, efficiently

and economically converts high-moisture, low-

sulfur subbituminous coal into a high-BTU, low-

moisture, low-sulfur, low-nitrous-oxide coal by

removing a significant percentage of the mois

ture from the coal. The high-BTU, low-moisture,
low-sulfur characteristics of Carbondry synthetic

coal will enable utilities and industrial compa

nies that have not installed scrubbers to comply

with Phase I and Phase II of the Clean Air Act

without incurring the derate typically associated

with burning Powder River Basin subbituminous

coal in boilers that were designed to bum high-

BTU, low-moisture Appalachian, Colorado or

Utah bituminous coals.

The Carbondry Process involves two stages a

hot oil first-stage reactor and a hot inert gas

second-stage reactor. Raw coal is delivered on

a steel mesh conveyor through the first-stage

reactor which processes the coal bed with hot

oil. The hot oil process in the first-stage reactor

removes all of the surface moisture and a major

portion of the inherent moisture and leaves a

protective coating of oil on the coal. The sec

ond-stage reactor causes cross-linking and other

important chemical changes in the coal and also
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controls the final BTU and moisture content.

The synthetic coal, in addition to being a low-

moisture, high-BTU fuel, is resistant to moisture

reabsorption, dust generation and spontaneous

combustion. Because the Carbondry Process

operates at atmospheric pressures and moder

ate temperatures ranging from
300

to 700F,
the plant can be constructed largely with off-the-

shelfmaterials.

More than 2,000 tons of North Dakota lignite

coal, Wyoming, Montana and Indonesian sub

bituminous coal have been successfully proc

essed in Carbontec's pilot plant in Bismarck,
North Dakota.

The 20-ton per day demonstration plant began

operating in May 1989, successfully converting
6,100 BTU, 40 percent moisture, raw lignite coal

from a mine in North Dakota into a 10,500 BTU,
10 percent moisture

Carbondry

Synthetic

Coal. After the successful lignite test, Carbon

tec Energy tested subbituminous coal from

mines in Wyoming, Montana and Indonesia.

The pilot plant program was effective in con

verting 8,450 BTU, 30 percent moisture, Powder

River Basin subbituminous coal into 11,300 to

11,600 BTU, 8 percent moisture, 0.80 pounds

SO2 per million BTU
Carbondry

Synthetic

Coal. In all, Carbontec Energy has tested

16 different coals from five states and six for

eign countries with similar successful results.

During 1995 Carbontec Energy Corporation en

tered into a joint test program with a major util

ity, to process subbituminous coal from a Pow

der River Basin mine in the Carbontec pilot

plant at Bismarck. The Carbontec Synthetic

Coal product produced was shipped for evalua

tion to the utility's designated combustion test

facility. The Carbontec coal shipped for this test

was a high-quality, low-sulfur, low-NOx compli

ance coal.

The test program was successful in meeting and

in some cases exceeding expectations. Car

bontec Synthetic Coal handled well during

loading, transportation, unloading and stockpil

ing as well as in the rehandling and grinding

process. The coal burned well with good flame

characteristics, producing low SO2 and NOx

emissions. Test results were compared to a

base central Appalachian coal currently being
burned by the utility. The Carbontec Synthetic

Coal produced lower S02 than the base coal. In

addition, NOx emissions produced with Carbon

dry coal were 40 percent less than the emis

sions of the central Appalachian coal.

A Carbondry plant is designed in module form.

A typical plant module will produce 550,000 tons

of product per year. Engineering has been

completed for a two-module plant that will pro

duce 1.1 million tons per year of synthetic coal

product.

CONCEPTUAL PLANT PRODUCES

DECARBONIZED FUEL FROM COAL

Deregulation, increased competition and grow

ing environmental concerns are major chal

lenges facing the electric power industry today.

These challenges also have the potential to sig

nificantly inhibit the future use of coal to pro

duce electricity. J. Badin, of Energetics

Inc., et al. described a technical strategy for coal

in the next century at the Power-Gen Interna

tional Conference, held in Orlando, Florida, last

December.

Recently, the United States Department of En

ergy unveiled a new concept, "Vision
21"

a

futuristic way of combining high-efficiency
power technologies with advanced coal proc

essing technologies and environmental controls

to create a near-zero discharge, multiproduct

energy complex.

Badin et al. presented two baseline system con

figurations that can guide the development of

the necessary building blocks for this new Vi

sion 21 energy fleet:

Near term: Synthesis Gas (Syngas)
Production Facility (using no new tech

nologies)

Longer term: Decarbonized Fuel

(Hydrogen) Production Facilities (re-
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quiring the development of new enabling

technologies)

The longer-term configuration is described be

low.

For the longer term, new technologies are being
developed to separate hydrogen from syngas,

resulting in the potential for hydrogen production

at costs competitive with natural gas. These

technologies include inorganic membranes to

separate hydrogen from CO2, high-temperature

particulate filters, Advanced Turbine Systems

(ATS) and lower-cost air separation technolo

gies such as ion transfer membranes. A con

ceptual plant design was prepared, which util

izes some of the new technology to provide a

basis for producing lower-cost hydrogen from

coal.

Hydrogen Plant Description

The system utilizes a high-temperature, high-

pressure gasifier, a high-temperature particulate

filter and an ATS expander for power genera

tion. The key process is the hydrogen separa

tion device, based on an inorganic membrane

under development by Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL). The process block flow

diagram is presented in Figure 1 .

Hydrogen Separation Device

The inorganic gas separation membrane, under

development by ORNL, is the basis of the Hy
drogen Separation Device (HSD). The HSD is a

high-temperature membrane device in a shell

and tube configuration, with the high-pressure

side being on the outside of the inorganic mem-

FIGURE 1
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brane tubes. The inorganic membrane is de

signed to have pore sizes of controlled diame

ters, and it can be made of Al203 or other ce

ramic materials.

Pressurized syngas, to which steam has been

added, enters the shell-side of the HSD, which

is assumed to have gas contact catalytic prop
erties that promote the water-gas shift reaction.

The hydrogen-deficient surface caused by hy
drogen migrating through the membrane will

result in some water-gas shift reaction occur

ring. It is assumed that, as hydrogen is ex

tracted from the gas stream through the HSD

membrane, gas composition at the catalytic

surface will become hydrogen deficient and,

with excess steam, equilibrium will be shifted to

convert available CO to CO2 and hydrogen.

The hydrogen will then migrate to the HSD

membrane surface and be transported across.

Eventually the CO will reach an equilibrium

level at the system temperature with the re

maining hydrogen. The HSD transports hydro

gen across the membrane in proportion to the

relative hydrogen partial pressure.

The HSD concept is the key process component

of the decarbonized fuel plant that is key to

achieving economical production of hydrogen.

It is also the least developed of the processes

utilized in the plant designs, and there are sig

nificant design and operational areas to be re

solved before the concept can be commercial

ized, including:

Hydrogen transport rate

Thermal shift conversion

Tensile strength ofmembrane

Ceramic Candle Filter

The design for the ceramic candle filter is based

on the candle filter design used in PFBC

(Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Combustion) and

Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle (IGCC)

applications. The single vessel at the United

States Department of Energy's Pifton Pine

Clean Coal Technology Program demonstration

plant is representative of the ceramic candle

filter and vessel in these plants. The system

consists of a vessel 10 feet in diameter, con

taining 748 silicon carbide candle filter ele

ments, 60 millimeters in diameter by 1 .5 meters

long. The candles are arrayed on 16 plenum

assemblies. For this application, a single vessel

12 feet in diameter and containing

1 ,800 candles in three tierswas utilized.

Although ceramic candle filters remain the most

promising candidates for hot gas particulate re

moval, both durability and long-term stability

must be proven. Critical filter material proper

ties are tensile strength retention and tensile

creep, or micro crack stability.

ATS Turbine Expander

The gas, which is separated from the hydrogen,

leaves the HSD at 950psia and 1,823F and

has a fuel value of about 150 BTU per standard

cubic foot. An ATS expansion turbine is utilized

to extract the energy from the gas stream by

producing power and steam. The gas stream is

fired with oxygen in the ATS combustor, result

ing in conversion of CO, hydrogen and H2S to

C02, water vapor and S02, respectively. Steam

is injected into the combustor to moderate the

stream temperature to 2,610F, making it suit

able for expansion through the turbine ex

pander. The ATS turbine expander reduces the

gas pressure to 20 psia and its temperature to

1,173F, while generating 120 megawatts

power. In-plant power requirements and trans

former losses amount to 54 megawatts, result

ing in export power sales of 66 megawatts. The

gas then passes through a Heat Recovery
Steam Generator (HRSG) where it is cooled to

250F, while raising steam for cooling the ATS

turbine, and in-plant process use.

Lower-Cost ASU

The conventional Air Separation Unit (ASU) is

both capital and energy intensive, resulting in a

contribution of approximately 33 percent of the

cost of product hydrogen. The potential exists

for reduction in these costs by development of

ASUs based on conductive Ionic Transfer Mem

branes (ITM) that operate on the partial pres

sure differential of oxygen to passively produce

pure oxygen.
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Economic Competitiveness

The economic analyseswere conducted from an

independent power producer or project devel

oper perspective.

Figure 2 (next page) summarizes the economic

analysis results of the Vision 21 concepts of

coproduction of electricity and low-cost syngas

and/or hydrogen with various ranges of carbon

sequestration costs. This figure shows that

these concepts can produce cost competitive

electricity.

The authors estimate that using multiple trains

of today's technology or a single train (with coal

priced at $0.50 per million BTU delivered to the

plant), syngas can be produced for less than

$3.00 per million BTU. This will be competitive

with natural gas by 2015.

The economic analysis results for the decar

bonized fuel (hydrogen) facility show that with

coal priced at $1 .00 per million BTU delivered to

the plant, multiple trains and lower-cost air

separation technology will be needed to produce
hydrogen at a competitive cost compared to

natural gas.

Conclusions

By preparing the plant design and economics for
the decarbonized fuel plants, it has been shown

that the potential exists for producing economi

cally competitive hydrogen from coal. This de

sign effort has also served to identify the re

search goals that need to be attained to result in

the economical production of decarbonized fuel.

To effectively design such a plant, the key proc
ess areas are identified as the particulate filter

and the HSD. Additionally, the potential exists

for significant future reduction in capital and

operating costs by exploring the utilization of

ITMs for air separation.

UTHIUM CARBONATE FOUND MOST

EFFECTIVE EUTECTIC SALT FOR

CATALYTIC GASIFICATION

A project, "Catalytic Gasification of Coal Using
Eutectic Salt

Mixtures,"

is being conducted

jointly by Clark Atlanta University (CAU), the

University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI)
and the Georgia Institute of Technology
(Georgia Tech). The aims of the project are to:

Identify appropriate eutectic salt mixture

catalysts for the gasification of Illinois

#6 coal.

Evaluate various impregnation or cata

lyst addition methods to improve catalyst

dispersion.

Evaluate effects of major process vari

ables (e.g., temperature, system pres

sure, etc.) on coal gasification.

Evaluate the recovery, regeneration and

recycle of the spent catalysts in a bench-

scale fixed-bed reactor.

Conduct thorough analysis and modeling

of the gasification process to provide a

better understanding of the fundamental

mechanisms and kinetics of the process.

To date, several single salt catalysts and binary
and ternary eutectic catalysts have been inves

tigated at CAU. Physical mixing and incipient

wetness methods were investigated as catalyst

addition techniques. Gasification was carried

out using a TGA at CAU and a fixed-bed reactor

at UTSI. The results showed better gasification

activity in the presence of the catalysts tested.

The order of catalytic activity of eight single salt

catalysts tested was:

Li2C03>CS2C03>CsN03>KN03>K2C03>K2S04>

Na2C03>CaS04

The order of catalytic activity observed was ter

nary > binary > single. The incipient wetness
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FIGURE 2
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method was found to give better results than

physical mixing technique for the soluble cata

lysts. Also, catalyst preparation conditions such

as catalyst loading, drying time and temperature

were found to influence the gasification rate.

Based on the CAU studies, the project team

selected the 43.5 percent Li2C03-31.5 percent

Na2C03-25 percent K2C03 ternary eutectic and

the 29 percent Na2COy71 percent K2C03 binary
eutectic for fixed-bed studies at UTSI. The ter

nary and binary eutectic catalysts were added to

the raw coal by physical mixing and pyrolyzed at

1,350F for 3 hours. The pyrolyzed char was

crushed and sieved to get a feed to the reactor

whose particle size varied between 30 mesh

and 100 mesh. The char was gasified at vari

ous conditions of temperature, pressure, cata

lyst weight percent and molar ratio of steam to

char. The rate of gasification increased with

temperature up to 1,350F and marginally in

creased thereafter. Pressure did not have much

effect on the gasification rate. The catalyst

loading increased the gasification rate up to

about 10 to 15 weight percent of catalyst added

to the coal. Upon further increasing the catalyst

amount to 20 weight percent and above, there

was no significant rise in gasification rate.

The eutectic salts were found to be highly in

soluble in aqueous medium. As a result, the

technique of adding the eutectic catalyst to the

raw coal was found to be better than using wet

methods. In addition, eutectic catalysts added

to the coal yielded better gasification rates than

rates obtained by mixing the individual salts in

the eutectic ratio with the coal. The results ob

tained so far, especially with the eutectic cata

lysts, are thought to be significant because the

use of the low melting eutectics will reduce the

severity of gasification processes.

SUPERCRITICAL FLUID EXTRACTION OF

BRAZILIAN COALWITH ALCOHOLS LOOKS

PROMISING

Coal conversion techniques such as pyrolysis,

liquefaction and solvent extraction have been

widely studied. Another extraction mode which
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has been used in recent years for organic mate

rial extraction from coal, is Supercritical Fluid

Extraction (SFE). SFE has many advantages

over conventional methods such as speed, se

lectivity, the use of simple equipment, the pos

sibility of a direct coupling on-line with other

analytical methods and a decrease in risk of

sample contamination.

F. Lancas of the University of Sao Paulo and

D. Pereira of the University of Goias described

the extraction of coal raw material with low-

molecular mass alcohols (Ci - C5) in the super
critical state in Energy Sources, Volume 21,
pages 355-365, 1999.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the critical conditions used and

the yields found for each alcohol used as an

extracting solvent. The data show that the

highest yield was obtained with ethanol followed

by the extractions with isobutanol and methanol.

It was also observed that SFE presented a good

repeatability because of the low deviations.

The results obtained by PLC-8 fractionation are

described in Table 2. The increasing number of

carbon atoms in the alcohol does not signifi

cantly alter the relative distribution of the ob

tained fractions. The lighter fractions constitute

about 10 percent of the total, while more than

50 percent of the extract is made up of resins.

A discrete increase in the yield of resins, with an

increase in the carbon number of the alcohols,

is also observed. Because the predominate

fraction was that of resins (F6), its characteriza

tion was done in order to have a profile of this

fraction and to verify if the alcohol used modi

fies its chemical composition, with the following
results:

HPLC: The chromatograms obtained for

the different alcohols used were similar,

suggesting that the products obtained

are qualitatively similar.

FT-IR: FT-IR spectra obtained were

similar for all fractions analyzed. This

analysis indicated the presence of un

saturated carbon-carbon bonds of aro

matic rings, carbon-hydrogen bonds,

possibly due to aromatic rings and or al-

kanes, carbonyl groups, oxygenated

compounds, and nitrogen-containing

compounds.

TABLE 1

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PERCENT YIELDS

Critical Cricital

Alcohol Temoerature (C) Pressure fetrm % R Error

Methanol 240.0 78.5 43.812.4

Ethanol 243.0 63.0 46.4 0.6

Propanol 263.6 51.0 32.9 2.9

Isopropanol 235.0 47.0 35.3 2.1

Butanol 289.8 43.6 41.8 2.2

Isobutanol 277.0 42.4 43.9 1.6

Pentanol 309.0 40.0 33.9 0.9

Isopentanol 309.0 40.0 38.1 1.9
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TABLE 2

RELATIVE DISTRIBUTION (%) OF PLC-8 FRACTIONS

Fractions

F1 Saturated Hydrocarbons

F2 Monoaromatic Hydrocarbons

F3 Diaromatic Hydrocarbons

F4 Triaromatic Hydrocarbons

F5 Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons

F6 Resins

F7 Asphaltenes

F8 Asphaitols

MeOH EtOH PropQH ButOH PentOH

1.3 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.4

1.2 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.3

0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.0

1.7 2.2 2.3 2.6 1.7

4.7 4.6 4.6 4.6 5.1

53.2 53.4 54.6 56.0 57.8

13.8 12.9 13.4 13.7 11.0

23.1 22.9 21.2 19.4 20.6

1H-NMR: The spectra obtained by this

technique were also similar for all resins,

independent of the solvent used during
the extraction process. This analysis in

dicated the presence of saturated car

bons, NH and OH groups, and aromatic

rings.

UV-vis and TGA: In these analyses

similar spectra were obtained for the

resin fraction obtained with different ex

traction solvents. Absorptions at about

250 nanometers are observed, suggest

ing the presence of conjugated double

bonds, probably from aromatic rings, be

cause this region is characteristic of

these compounds. The thermogravimet-

ric curve of resins obtained by SFE indi

cates that resins are constituted of com

pounds of lower molecular weight when

compared to the thermogravimetric

analysis of the crude coal.

Conclusions

The SFE system developed in this work was

shown to be efficient, allowing good results and

good precision. The fact that this system is

easy to handle and that costs are low collabo

rate to justify its use. The use of solvents in the

supercritical state is more efficient than classical

extraction methods, as well as being. faster. The

choice of alcohol as extractor solvent was suit

able because ethanol presented a higher yield,

is inexpensive and exists in abundance in Bra

zil.

INTERNATIONAL

NEW UK CLEANER COAL TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON UCG

The United Kingdom Department of Trade and

Industry (DTI) recently summarized the new

Cleaner Coal Technology Programme, and the

program's aims, objectives and activities over

the next 6 years.

The overall aim of the program is:

To provide a catalyst for UK industry to de

velop cleaner coal technologies and obtain

an appropriate share of the growing world

market for the
technologies."
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There are four program objectives designed to

meet this aim:

To help industry meet the technology
targets determined by the Foresight Task
Force for cleaner coal power generation.

To encourage fundamental coal science

research in support of the Foresight rec

ommendations, in collaboration with the

Engineering and Physical Sciences Re

search Council (EPSRC) and the British

Coal Utilisation Research Association

(BCURA).

To encourage the development of an

internationally competitive cleaner coal

component industry, and promote UK

expertise and know-how in the main ex

port markets.

To examine, in partnership with the Coal

Authority and industry, the potential for

developing the UK coal bed methane re

source and Underground Coal Gasifica

tion (UCG) technology.

Some partnership activities have already been

initiated:

Work with the Coal Authority to identify
options and research and development

needs for developing the potential of

coal bed methane and UCG technology
for UK application.

A new collaborative agreement with the

BCURA to provide support for joint proj

ects designed to contribute to Foresight

recommendations, together with univer

sity-based research on coal bed methane

and UCG.

A new collaborative agreement with the

EPSRC to provide joint support for re

search into fundamental coal science

and technology issues identified by the

Foresight exercise.

The establishment of a Memorandum of

Understanding with China for collabora

tive research and development and the

promotion of cleaner coal technologies.

The initiation, under the auspices of the

International Energy Agency (IEA), of a

major project to identify cost-effective

ways of improving the efficiency and en

vironmental performance of existing

coal-fired powerplants in China.

The initiation, under the auspices of the

IEA, of a range of publications and

seminars to promote cleaner coal tech

nologies and help reduce the non

technical market barriers to their devel

opment.

Help with initiating and establishing a

major research and development col

laboration on advanced supercritical

technology under the auspices of the

European Commission's Fifth Frame

work Programme.

Liaison with the United States Depart

ment of Energy to determine areas for

future collaboration under the US/UK

Memorandum of Understanding on En

ergy Research and Development.

Participation, with United States and Ca

nadian Government research organiza

tions and industry, in a major interna

tional project, based in Canada, to in

vestigate the potential for using C02 se

questration technology for exploiting coal
bed methane.

Other international collaborative projects are

likely to be initiated during the program's 6-year
term.

Program Technology Targets and Evaluation

The main technology targets for the DTI's

Cleaner Coal Technology Programme are
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summarized in Table 1. They include the Fore

sight technology targets for advanced power

generation, and the targets set for the coal bed

methane and UCG initiatives. A detailed set of

administrative and technical targets, similar to

those of the previous program, will also be set

on an annual basis.

As well as reviewing individual research and

development project proposals to ensure that

they are likely to contribute to meeting the tech

nology targets established by Foresignt, the Ad

visory Committee will undertake an annual re

view of:

Progress in meeting technology and ad

ministrative targets

All the collaborative programs estab

lished with BCURA, EPSRC and IEA

The targets set for the year just com

pleted and those proposed for the sub

sequent review period

The program objectives, to determine

whether they are still valid or need

amendment

There will also be two external evaluations to

determine the extent to which the program has

contributed to helping industry meet its main

technical targets. The first will be undertaken

once the program has been running for 3 years,

TABLE 1

MAIN TECHNOLOGY TARGETS FOR THE CLEANER COAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Foresight technology targets for

advanced power generation

Technology targets designed to

develop the potential for using

coal bedmethane

Technology targets designed to

encourage the development of

underground coal gasification

activities

Capital and through-ffe costs that compete effectivelywith those for

subcritical pulverized fuel plant incorporating low-NOx burners and FGD.

Plant thermal efficiencies of more than 50% (based on lower calorific value of fuel).

Emission levels equal to or better than those proposed for developed countries.

Plant reiabity, avaiabity, maintainability and operabBity (RAMO) that exceeds current best practice.

Plant that is capable of accepting a wide range of fuels.

Bettermechanical methods of enhancing the permeabilityof UK coals.

'Reliable estimates of the total and main component costs of extracting coal bedmethane.

Assessment and costing of two options for enhancing coal bedmethane release, e.g. CO2 and

nitrogen injection.

* Identification of other key coal bed methane roloaso parameters.

Assessment of current UK reserves of coal bed methane and how theycould be increased.

* Commercial extraction of coal bedmethane in at least one coalfield area, and preferably in more

than one locationwithin that area.

Identification of the
"break-even''

conditions necessary for coal bed methane to compete with

North Sea gas.

Improved accuracy of in-seam drilling to achieve, on a consistent basis, a 400m run in a 2 m seam.

Assessment of the impBcations of burning, in a gas turbine, the gas produced in the Spanish

underground coal gasBcation trial.

> Estimates of the landward reserves of coal that could be technicalysuited to underground

gasification (focusing initiallyon seams at least 2 m thickat depths of up to 1,200m).

Identification of a site for a semi-commercial trial of underground coal gasification (a block of coal

600mx 600mwih a seam thickness of at least2 m).

'Identification of the parameters that underground coai gasificationwould have tomeet to compete

with current North Sea gas production costs.

A pre-feasb'tty studyfor the exploration of underground coal gasffication offshore in the southern

North Sea.
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and the second at the end of the 6-year program

term.

Expenditure

The DTI plans to spend 12 million on cleaner

coal technology over the next 3 years. If the

gearing of 4:1 achieved during the last program
is maintained, government input would prime

total UK-based research and development ac

tivity valued at well in excess of 60 million in

those 3 years alone.
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

SHELL/ABU DHABI GTL PROJECT PLACED

ON HOLD

Royal Dutch/Shell has put on hold a planned

Gas-To-Liquids (GTL) joint-venture with Abu

Dhabi National Oil Company. Over the past

2 years, the two reportedly had been discussing
a possible synthetic fuels project for the emirate,

but Shell says low oil prices make the plan eco

nomically infeasible at this time. Shell has not

given up on the idea for the long term but does

not expect to reach any agreement before year-

end. Similar joint projects have been discussed

for Oman and Qatar but none have materialized

to date.

CORPORATIONS

CHEVRON, SASOL PLAN GLOBAL GTL

JOINT VENTURE

In June Sasol Ltd. and Chevron Corporation

signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the

creation of a new global alliance to implement

ventures based on Sasol's Gas-To-Liquids

(GTL) technology.

The proposed global joint-venture broadens an

existing relationship between Sasol and Chev

ron, established with the announcement in

April 1998 of a joint feasibility study to imple

ment a GTL plant in Nigeria. The facility will be

capable of converting natural gas into synthetic

crude oil, which will be further processed into

commercial products, primarily high-quality, en

vironmentally superior diesel and naphtha prod

ucts. The initial feasibility study has since been

expanded to increase target production from

20,000 to 30,000 barrels per day.

The proposed GTL plant in Nigeria is planned to

be built adjacent to the Escravos Gas Plant

(EGP), developed through a separate joint

venture and commissioned last year by Chevron

Nigeria Ltd. (operator) and the Nigeria National

Petroleum Corporation. EGPPhase I, com

pleted in 1998 is Nigeria's first commissioned

gas plant dedicated to utilizing natural gas pro

duced in association with crude oil. When com

pleted in 2002, the $1 -billion project, also a joint

venture with Sasol, will be the largest natural-

gas-to-liquids project in the world.

The global joint-venture between Sasol and

Chevron will build on the foundation laid by Sa

sol, who is already involved in advanced stages

of feasibility studies for several GTL ventures.

Proprietary technologies from both companies

will be used: Sasol's Slurry Phase Distillate

technology and Chevron's
Isocracking

tech

nology. In addition to the advantages of gas

opportunities for Sasol and Chevron, the alli

ance will also offer innovative GTL solutions for

commercializing gas resources with other part

ners worldwide. The experience and technolo

gies of both companies will contribute to re

duced development costs and accelerate the

use of Sasol's GTL technologyworldwide.

Sasol's existing GTL-related agreements with

other companies will continue independently of

the global joint-venture with Chevron.

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA-FAIRBANKS TO

LEAD GTL RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

The University of Alaska-Fairbanks will lead a

university-industry team in a new United States

Department of Energy (DOE) project to develop
"Gas-To-Liquids"

(GTL) technology. Made up of

a consortium of four other universities with BP-

Amoco as the industrial advisor, the team will

conduct a 2-year research project to develop a
novel "electroceramic

membrane,"

a solid-state

device that would separate oxygen from the air

and use it to convert natural gas into the chemi

cal building blocks of liquid fuels and chemicals.

The University of Alaska-led project will focus

on several fundamental aspects of the ceramic

membrane technology, such as the composition

of the membrane, the make-up of seals that
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would join ceramic and metal materials, and the

performance of the membrane. The University
itself will play a key role in developing a
"tougher"

ceramic material that would resist

warping and fracturing at the high temperatures

of the conversion process.

DOE will provide $2.5 million to the University
of Alaska for the project. The project will also

receive $625,000 in private-sector cost-sharing.

Joining the University ofAlaska will be the Mas

sachusetts Institute of Technology, the Univer

sity of Houston, the University of Illinois-

Chicago and the University ofMissouri-Rolla.

The technology, if successfully developed,
might one day make It possible to get currently
unmarketable natural gassuch as the vast,

remote supplies of gas beneath Alaska's North
Slopeto market by shipping it through pipe

lines designed to transport crude oil. Some es

timates have projected that a commercially vi

able gas-to-liquids industry on the North Slope

could extend the life of the Trans-Alaska Pipe

line System by 20 years or more.

In addition to processing North Slope gas, the

technology may also be used in converting natu

ral gas from deep water offshore formations or

perhaps to upgrade processing steps in oil refin

eries.

The challenge is to reduce the costs of the

chemical conversion processes. The DOE es

timates that if a one-step process can be devel

oped to separate oxygen from the air and com

bine it with natural gas to form synthesis gas,

costs could be reduced by 25 percent or more.

This would bring gas-to-liquids technology into

the $18 to $20 per barrel range or possibly less,

competitive with the likely cost of crude oil in

the next decade.

RENTECH AND PHOENIX GAS SYSTEMS TO

DEVELOP MODULAR GTL TECHNOLOGY

In March Rentech Inc. (Denver, Colorado)
signed an exclusive agreement with Phoenix

Gas Systems LLC (PGS) of Long Beach, Cali

fornia, to jointly develop a modular system for

the production of liquid hydrocarbons from natu

ral gas and other carbon-bearing materials.

If the modular system proves both technically
and economically feasible, the companies will

move forward with an organization to produce

and market the Under-Oxidized Burner

(UOB)/Rentech system.

The companies will identify key markets for the

recovery of stranded assets, such as flare gas

from oil production, and will share in the profits

of the sales of these systems. The feasibility

study and conceptual engineering work phases

of the program will begin immediately. The

companies have not established a timeframe for

completion of the entire program.

The application of the UOB/Rentech system for

remote and stranded gas could prove to be eco

nomically significant. The Fischer-Tropsch

(F-T) (or Gas-To-Liquids [GTLD industry has not

been able to provide cost-effective solutions for

smaller quantities of remote or stranded natural

gas. Worldwide applications for a cost-effective

modular system, capable of producing up to

1 ,000 barrels per day or less, number in the

thousands. Uses include: oil fields where the

flaring of natural gas is outlawed or flaring is

monetarily penalized; natural gas that is now

reinjected into oil wells but interferes with the oil

production from the well; barge-mounted F-T

applications for offshore drilling platforms where

size constraints and safety are key issues; and

mobile units for small gas fields where large F-T

processes would not be appropriate.

Along with its potential economical advantages,

the modular system is environmentally attrac

tive. It will reduce carbon dioxide (greenhouse

gas) emissions from the flaring process while

producing a valuable clean-burning liquid fuel.

"PGS is excited about the potential opportunities

of combining our UOB technology with Ren-

tech's proven F-T technology. The flexibility of

Rentech's process, their having proved their F-T

technology at commercial scale and their exten

sive experience in F-T makes them an ideal
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partner in the development of a small-scale

modular F-T system. PGS has chosen to work

with Rentech over other F-T technology firms

for these reasons and we look forward to a suc

cessful relationship with
them,"

stated D. Moard

of PGS.

Rentech also has partnership agreements with

Thermal Conversion Corporation (TCC) and

Republic Financial Corporation (RFC). The joint

demonstration project with TCC will evaluate the

use of TCC plasma technology which uses a

proprietary, high-power, induction-coupled plas

ma torch and high-temperature reactors to con

vert natural gas into a tailored synthesis gas,

suitable for use in Rentech's GTL process.

Successful demonstration of the TCC system

would provide for a reduction in the cost of GTL

development making Rentech's GTL process

even more competitive as an alternative oil and

gas technology in the future.

Phase II testing has been initiated at the TCC

test facility in Kent, Washington. The compa

nies anticipated the release of the Phase II test

results by the middle of June 1999.

Under Rentech's agreement with RFC, the two

companies will jointly develop projects utilizing

Rentech's proprietary F-T technology. "The

RFC/Rentech agreement represents a milestone

for Rentech in its efforts to commercialize the

company's F-T technology. Rentech's access to

capital to finance either new plants or purchase

existing industry facilities, which can be modi

fied to F-T plants, is materially enhanced by

having a strategic alliance with RFC. Rentech

and RFC will immediately begin to pursue proj

ects under this
agreement,"

said D. Yakobson of

Rentech.

TEXACO AND RENTECH SIGN R&D

AGREEMENT

In June Texaco Energy Systems Inc., a subsidi

ary of Texaco Inc., and Rentech announced the

signing of a Technical Services Agreement to

research the integration of Rentech's Fischer-

Tropsch technology with Texaco's gasification

process. The goal is to produce a clean burn

ing, sulfur- and aromatic-free diesel fuel.

The agreement is a follow-up to a Licensing
Agreement between the two companies signed

in October 1998. The new agreement calls for

technical and developmental work to be carried

out at the Rentech research and development

facilities in Denver, Colorado. The companies

will work to maximize the hydrocarbon yield

from synthesis gas produced by the Texaco

gasification process. Work will be carried out

over the next 18 months.

GOVERNMENT

FETC OUTLINES GAS-TO-LIQUIDS

RESEARCH PROGRAM

The United States Department of Energy's

(DOE) Federal Energy Technology Center

(FETC) has developed a highly diversified Gas-

To-Liquids (GTL) research program to develop,

evaluate and promote processes that convert

natural gas into products whose higher value will

offset the conversion and transportation costs

and allow use of this largely untapped, environ

mentally friendly resource.

V. Venkataraman, of the DOE FETC, et al.

summarized the key components of this pro

gram at the American Institute of Chemical En

gineers Spring National Meeting held in Hous

ton, Texas, in March.

FETC is evaluating three routes for the conver

sion of natural gas to transportation fuels and

chemicals:

e Physical conversion

e Direct conversion

e Indirect conversion
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Physical Conversion

Physical conversion is the simplest of the GTL

concepts, involving only changing the physical

state of the natural gas. This usually means

liquefying the natural gas to form Liquefied

Natural Gas (LNG). One difficulty with LNG has

been the cost of liquefaction. One novel ap
proach being explored under a Cooperative Re

search and Development Agreement between

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Cryenco, a
small business located in Denver, Colorado, is

ThermoAcoustically Driven Orifice Pulse Tube

Refrigeration (TADOPTR). This technology,
which is designed for small-scale LNG produc

tion at remote sites, can achieve refrigeration at

cryogenic temperatures with no moving parts.

Small-scale production (100 gallons per day)
has been demonstrated. Future plans call for

scaleup to 500 gallons per day with an eventual

target of 10,000 gallons per day.

Direct Conversion

The inherent stability of methane makes its di

rect conversion to higher hydrocarbons difficult,
because most of the desired products are more

reactive than methane itself and, once formed,
tend to react further to undesirable byproducts

(CO and CO2). With conventional catalytic

systems, yields have remained low. To over

come these limitations, FETC has funded sev

eral novel research projects, including the use

of electric fields, plasma torches and hydrogen

transport membranes.

A promising example of this approach is the

hydrogen transport membrane. With this tech

nology, methane is allowed to react in the ab

sence of oxygen (pyrolytically) over a catalyst

on one side of the membrane. Conversion to

higher hydrocarbons, in particular C2. is highly

equilibrium limited, but the hydrogen produced

during the reaction is selectively removed via

transport through the membrane, thus eliminat

ing the equilibrium constraint and allowing the

reaction to proceed further. On the other side of

the membrane, pure hydrogen can be recov

ered, or the hydrogen can react with oxygen to

produce water and generate the heat needed for

the pyrolysis reaction.

Indirect Conversion

Indirect conversion of natural gas requires the

intermediate production of synthesis gas

(syngas) which is then converted into the de

sired end product. Syngas can be produced by
a variety of processes, two of the most impor

tant being steam reforming and partial oxida

tion. In steam reforming, the hydrocarbons in

the natural gas react with steam at high tem

perature to form a mixture of CO and H2. In

partial oxidation, the natural gas reacts with a

mixture of oxygen and steam to form syngas.

The H2/CO ratio is higher from steam reforming

than from partial oxidation. Both of these proc

esses are energy and capital intensive, and

syngas production remains the most expensive

step in the indirect conversion of natural gas.

One technology which shows considerable

promise for reducing oxygen costs is the use of

ceramic membranes for oxygen production.

The nature of the ceramic material is such that,

under the oxygen partial pressure differential

across the membrane, oxygen from the air dif

fuses through the membrane in the form of ox

ide ions (O ). Thus, air separation is achieved

without the use of relatively expensive cryo

genics or compression.

In addition to functioning as an oxygen separa

tion unit, the membrane can also serve as the

synthesis gas reactor. If natural gas is passed

over the inside of the membrane, it will react

with the oxygen diffusing through the mem

brane, resulting in the formation of syngas.

When fully developed, this approach should

substantially reduce both capital and operating

costs for syngas production, thus allowing indi

rect conversion of natural gas to become an

alternative, cost-effective source of liquid fuels

and value-added chemicals.

Other activities aimed at improving the eco

nomics of the Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) process

include the development of F-T catalysts for the

production of liquid fuels and testing the per

formance and environmental efficiency of these

liquids. Recent studies have indicated that F-T

fuels are considerably cleaner burning than

conventional liquid fuels.
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Economic and Process Analysis

Because of the increasing interest in F-T based

on syngas from natural gas as a potential

source of high-quality liquid transportation fuels,
considerable effort has been expended on de

veloping the economics of the F-T process.

Recently, Bechtel conducted an economic study

of a full-scale F-T facility, using both natural gas

and coal as feedstocks. Estimated total capital

cost for a plant feeding 410 million standard

cubic feed per day of natural gas and producing

about 45,000 barrels per day of F-T liquid prod

ucts is $1 ,840 million. At a Southern Illinois lo

cation, the estimated Crude Oil Equivalent

(COE) price is $32.80 per barrel (1994 dollars) if

natural gas costs $2 per million BTU. The COE

price is, however, strongly dependent on gas

cost and drops to $19.70 per barrel if natural

gas is available at $0.50 per million BTU. From

this analysis, it is clear that a low natural gas

cost is necessary if F-T technology is to be

competitive domestically, say the authors.

One place with potentially low cost natural gas

is the North Slope of Alaska. The low value of

North Slope natural gas is dictated by the high

infrastructure cost required to bring this gas to

market. However, if the gas were first liquefied

using F-T technology, the F-T liquids could be

blended in with North Slope crude and trans

ported through the Trans Alaska Pipeline Sys

tem, not only potentially extending the life of the

existing pipeline but also avoiding the cost of a

new natural gas pipeline. This scenario appears

to offer a significant incentive for utilizing F-T

technology on the North Slope.

Recently, Energy International Corporation

completed a DOE-funded study evaluating the

conversion of associated natural gas to liquid

hydrocarbons. Of particular interest was their

analysis of the potential for employing F-T con

version as a means of utilizing offshore associ

ated gas. The report indicated that an offshore

F-T unit could best be accommodated by a

Floating Production, Storage, Offloading vessel

(FPSO) based on a converted surplus tanker,

such as have been frequently used around the

world recently. In addition, the following conclu

sions were reached:

In many open water locations such as,

but not limited to, the Gulf of Mexico,

converted tankers offer an attractive op

tion for combining production operations

with F-T conversion of natural gas.

At pipeline distances of greater than

200 miles or with difficult ocean bottom

conditions, F-T conversion of remote

natural gas may provide superior eco

nomics to pipeline delivery of natural

gas.

e A floating F-T plant is moveable and us

able for a series of short-life projects.

e Given the availability of a ship-mounted

production/F-T facility, one could get an

early start on producing a new discovery;

thus, cash flow considerations could

make an otherwise marginal project eco

nomically attractive.

ECONOMICS

RENTECH SEES OPPORTUNITY TO

RETROFIT METHANOL PLANTS FOR F-T

PRODUCTION

D. Yakobson of Rentech Inc. summarized new

project opportunities for Rentech's Fischer-

Tropsch (F-T) technology at the Gas-To-Liquids

Processing 1999 Conference held in San Anto

nio, Texas, in May.

Rentech was founded in 1981 to commercialize

the F-T process. Since then, the company has

designed, fabricated and operated five pilot

plants.

Experience gained from these pilot plants led to

the design, fabrication, installation and opera

tion of a commercial-scale slurry reactor, and in

1993, Rentech operated an integrated full-scale

Gas-To-Liquids (GTL) plant Pueblo, Colorado,
"Synhytech"

plant. In October 1998 Rentech
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licensed its F-T technology to Texaco. In May
of this year Rentech announced a strategic alli

ance with Republic Finance to own and operate

GTL plants.

Rentech's strategy for early F-T commercializa

tion includes:

Adding F-T capability to methanol plants.

Selling clean diesel and premium spe

cialty products.

According to Yakobson, this is the current state

ofmethanol markets:

Methanol capacity exceeds demand
now.

Current pricing is weak and likely to get

weaker.

Prices do not cover cash costs.

MTBE phase-out will make matters

worse.

New plants will make matters even

worse.

Companies may revive alternative uses

ofmethanol plants.

Yakobson points out that the first step in metha
nol manufacture, synthesis gas manufacture, is
the same first step to making F-T products. In

addition, the synthesis gas (syngas) step cost

represents some 60 percent of the overall capi
tal costs of making F-T products. Thus, says
Yakobson, the solution to the excess of metha
nol plants is to retrofit methanol plants with

Rentech's F-T capabilities.

Yakobson's economic analysis is summarized in

Figure 1.
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In addition to continuing technology licensing,
Rentech will continue to develop strategic alli

ances and relationships to exploit their technol

ogy and reduce capital and operating costs.

TECHNOLOGY

INDUCTION COUPLED PLASMA PROVIDES

NEW ROUTE TO SYNGAS

Natural gas is expected to become a significant

source of hydrocarbons for the production of

synthetic liquid fuels. Synfuels from natural gas

can be produced in a two-step process: Gasifi

cation and Gas-To-Liquid (GTL) conversion.

Two types of gasifiers are commonly used for

the production of syngas: partial oxidation and

steam-methane-reforming. Both systems have

been improved technically over the past

20 years, resulting in an increasing number of

operating systems worldwide.

Plasma systems offer an alternative method for

syngas production whereby electricity provides

the reaction energy for the endothermic proc

ess. Thermal Conversion Corporation (TCC)
has developed a Plasma Reforming Process for

the production of syngas from natural gas based

on its proprietary Induction Coupled Plasma

(ICP) technology. The potential benefits of the

ICP Reforming Process (patent pending) and

use of the TCC pilot-scale facility for methane

conversion testing were discussed by A. Blutke

of TCC at the Managing Associated Offshore

Natural Gas Conference held in Houston,

Texas, in April.

Plasma Systems

The concept of using plasma energy for the

gasification of natural gas is relatively new and

has been demonstrated in only a few bench-

scale systems. However, a small number of

pilot-scale gasification systems are under con

struction or in place for the generation of base

line processing data at a larger scale.

The following plasma systems are being consid
ered for the conversion of stranded natural gas:

DC arc plasma systems

Cold plasma systems

Radio Frequency (RF) plasma systems

DC arc plasma systems and cold plasma sys

tems are based on the principle of controlling a

high voltage between two electrodes and dis

charging the energy directly into the plasma gas

stream. RF or ICP technology has no elec

trodes allowing continuous operation with the

oxidizing plasma gases of most interest for the

gasification step in the GTL plant.

ICP Technology at TCC

TCC operates a 1 -megawatt pilot-scale ICP test

facility that offers safe processing of gaseous,

liquid and slurry hydrocarbon streams for the

thermal conversion into syngas compositions.

In a joint-development project with Rentech Inc.,
a Denver, Colorado-based licensor of GTL

technology, the test facility is currently being
used for the demonstration of syngas production

from natural gas. (See related article.)

The ICP system operates at a frequency be

tween 370 and 440 kilohertz. Plasma gases

including argon, air, nitrogen, oxygen, and car

bon dioxide and mixtures of these gases have

been demonstrated. The use of gas mixtures

including steam is scheduled for the second part

of the year. In a fully automated start sequence

the plasma discharge is produced at slightly

negative pressure and then adjusted to the

pressure needed for the downstream reactor

system. TCC's current gasification process op

erates at atmospheric pressure, however, the

ICP system is expected to allow operating con

ditions of pressures up to 3 to 5 bar.

TCC's torch represents the highest power levels

(up to approximately 1 megawatt) for commer

cial ICP systems operating today. It is expected

that ICP systems may operate at power levels

of several megawatts plate power, significantly

reducing the total number of ICP torches in a

large-scale GTL plant.
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High power ICP systems have demonstrated

electrical-to-thermal power conversion efficien

cies up to 45 percent. Based on recent work at

TCC it is expected the efficiency will be im

proved to 60 percent during the next year, and

electrical-to-thermal power efficiencies greater

than 70 percent are feasible.

Syngas Production at the TCC Test Facility

The 1 -megawatt plasma-reforming reactor sys

tem consists of an ICP torch mounted on a re

fractory-lined conversion reactor. The plasma

jet is directed into the primary reaction chamber

along the center-line. The feed material can be

introduced at various inlet locations including
tangential and radial ports and adjacent to the

plasma jet. All gaseous feed streams can be

fed selectively or premixed, including the gas

mixtures in the plasma gas jet. The reaction

temperature and the gas flow rates determine

the reaction time inside the plasma-reforming
reactor system.

The ICP Reforming Process is adjusted for the

specific requirements of a GTL application. The

ICP Reforming Process can be designed to use

excess or low-cost electricity and only low-value

inlet streams for the production of syngas, i.e.,
use of oxygen and catalysts are not required.

This design offers the use of any low-energy

COrContaining stream in the overall GTL plant.

This concept may be of interest for offshore

GTL applications to avoid the need for oxygen

generation systems and the storage of combus

tible liquids in large containers.

The test facility is capable of producing 100,000

to 150,000 standard cubic feet per day of syn

gas at an H2:CO ratio of 2:1 based on oxygen-

free feed streams of CH4, C02 and H20. The

first test series has just begun and was sched

uled to continue through June 1999.

The first test series in the ongoing test program

at TCC will demonstrate CO-rich syngas pro

duction based on pure C02/CH4 feed mixtures.

Operating the ICP system with a 100 percent

C02 plasma, the methane feed concentration

will be increased up to 50 volume percent CH4,

resulting in an H2:CO ratio of 1:1 at maximum of

50 volume percent CO. Parameters including
reaction temperature, residence time, and to a

certain degree mixing, are included in the test

matrix for optimization of the syngas composi

tion.

Adding H20 to the CH4/C02 feed mixture in

creases the H2:CO ratio gradually up to 3:1. At

a ratio of 3:1 no C02 remains in the feed mix

ture. In a second test series, steam will be

gradually introduced into the feed mixture, re

ducing simultaneously the volumetric fraction of

C02. The current test system allows the dem

onstration of H2:CO ratios of up to 2.2:1 .

The demonstration of hydrogen-richer syngas

compositions based on the use of a pure steam

plasma is expected in the early part of 2000.

Utilizing specific plasma properties including
high jet temperatures greater than combustion

flame temperatures and the formation of chemi

cally reactive species (OH-radicals), the RF

plasma is expected to offer beneficial process

ing conditions which are not achievable by
means of combustion-based technology. Based

on these properties plasma conversion proc

esses operate closer to equilibrium reaction

conditions. Equilibrium calculations show that

converting CH4, C02 and H20 in absence of

additional free oxygen to H2 and CO will result

in a purity of syngas that cannot be achieved by
partial oxidation or steam methane reforming

systems. The downstream need for C02 sepa

ration and recycling may be completely elimi

nated. Additionally, the formation of water va

por is expected to be as low as 0.01 mole H20

per mole CH4 feed.

In the ICP Reforming Process it is expected that
based on 1 mole CH4 input, the total amount of

H2 and CO produced at a ratio of 2:1 will be

3.9 mole. This production yield would be higher

than in conventional gasifier systems.

By introducing oxygen and/or air the ICP

Plasma Reforming Process can be operated

similar to the chemical flowsheets used in partial

oxidation and AutoThermal Reforming (ATR)
systems. This method will reduce substantially
the electrical energy requirement for the ICP
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system. Similar to ATR systems the nitrogen

level in the syngas will restrict the amount of air

that can be introduced into the gasifier.

Conclusions

The ICP Reforming Process offers great proc

essing flexibility to meet the requirements of a

GTL plant. For offshore applications of synfuel

production from natural gas the ICP Reforming
Process may offer a solution to the problem as

sociated with installation of an oxygen separa

tion plant and the storage of combustible liquids.

Results from operating TCC's test facility will

determine design criteria for such an applica

tion, including size and foot print as well as spe
cific costs.

The key to bringing the ICP Reforming Process

to the field is in lowering the power requirement
and costs. Estimates of the power required are

50 to 70 kilowatts per barrel per day for the cur

rent plasma reforming flowsheet (oxygen-free).

Taking advantage of the process flexibility pro

vided by TCC's ICP technology, the options of

feeding air or C02/N2 mixtures as the source of

oxygen will be explored in upcoming tests. It is

expected that these feed configurations will

lower the total costs and specific energy re

quirements of the ICP Reforming Process.

DME EMISSIONS OF NO AND CO BETTER

THAN PROPANE/BUTANE

Dimethyl Ether (DME) has been shown to have

excellent properties as an alternative diesel fuel,

yielding emission levels at or below those of the

California Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle standard.

If commercialization of a new, lower-cost pro

duction method is successful, DME may also

find use as an alternative utility fuel.

C. Frye, of The Pennsylvania State Univer

sity, et al. compared the CO and NO emissions

from DME, propane and n-butane in Energy &

Fuels, Volume 13, pages 650-654.

Results and Discussion

The fuels were compared on three different

bases: constant fuel mass flow, constant en

ergy release (firing) rate and constant C-atom

flow. For each basis, trends in CO and NO

emissions over a range of fuel stoichiometries

were obtained.

Figure 1 presents the comparison of CO emis

sions for the three fuels under a constant mass

flow of 0.3 grams per minute. Under this basis

of comparison, the resulting energy release rate

of the flames decreases as propane > n-butane

> DME. It is clear from this figure that DME

produces considerably less CO over the entire

range of fuel stoichiometry studied, reducing CO

emissions by 50 ppm in fuel-lean regions to

250 ppm in fuel-rich regions. For DME, CO

production remains fairly flat over the entire

stoichiometric range. This effect may be the

result of the relatively low flow rates employed

under this basis of comparison.

A comparison of NO production under constant

mass flow shows that DME produces lower NO

emissions over the entire range of stoichiometry

and that the NO peak is visible for DME but not

for n-butane and propane. For n-butane and

propane, the measured NO concentrations oc

cur on the fuel-rich side of the peak NO produc

tion, while for DME, the peak production was

observed. This effect is caused by the higher

flame speed of DME compared to propane and

n-butane.

On the basis of constant C-atom flow, CO pro

duction for DME is lower than that for propane

and n-butane despite the increased mass flow.

Again, this is likely the result of the relatively

rapid combustion chemistry of DME compared

to propane and n-butane.

Comparing the constant C-atom emissions

shows that for values of 0 less than 1.7, all

three fuels produced approximately equal

amounts of NO. For larger values of 0, the fu

els demonstrate the familiar pattern of DME <

propane < n-butane.
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FIGURE 1
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A comparison of CO emissions under a constant

firing rate (energy release rate) of 100 joules per

second shows that DME produces less CO than

either propane or n-butane over the entire range

of 0 considered despite the fact that producing

the same firing rate requires a larger mass of

DME compared to propane and n-butane.

Under a constant firing rate of 100 joules per

second and under lean conditions (0 = 0.5), the

three fuels produced an approximately equal

amount of NO whereas DME produces lower

NO emissions over the remainder of the range

of stoichiometries considered. The differences

between DME and the other fuels are not as

significant in this comparison. The amount of

NO produced by DME is no greater than that

produced by propane and n-butane. Indeed,

over much of the stoichiometric range, DME is

seen to produce less NO within the expected

experimental error.

Conclusions

DME generally demonstrated reduced CO pro

duction on all bases considered. Differences in

NO production were less striking. At worst,

DME produced a similar amount of NO as pro

pane and n-butane. The authors conclude that

in terms of its comparative CO and NO emis

sions, DME is a viable alternative utility fuel.

NEW FOSTERWHEELER METHANOL

PROCESS CAN MAKE LOW-COST FUEL

FOR POWER GENERATION

Foster Wheeler Corporation will offer a new,

large-scale process to make methanol at prices

low enough for use in power generation. Foster

Wheeler says the process is more economical
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on a BTU basis than Liquefied Natural Gas

(LNG). Equally important, it can deliver metha

nol to regions that lack the capital-intensive in

frastructure to support LNG. Both methanol and

LNG use stranded natural gas as feedstock.

"Our focus is on fuel because the chemical mar

ket is too small to support this
technology,"

says

J. Hemmings of FosterWheeler. He says LNG

sells for $4 to $7 per million BTU. "If we can

bring in methanol for below $4 per million BTU,
delivered, we will have a foundation of busi
ness."

Power utilities will be able to use methanol fuel

with only minor modifications to existing equip
ment. Although the process does not produce

purified chemical-grade methanol, companies

could distill fuel-grade methanol for chemical

use.

Foster Wheeler holds an exclusive license to

develop and commercialize the technology from

Starchem Technologies Inc. (Houston, Texas),
which holds the patent. The process, which will

be licensed under the Starchem name, is ready

for commercial use.

The Process

The process uses a gas turbine to condense air,

which is run through a series of membranes to

enrich its oxygen content. The enriched gas is

then mixed with natural gas in an autothermal

reformer. This yields synthesis gas for

Starchem methanol plants, which, at 7,500 to

9,000 metric tons per day, are 3 times larger

than today's world-scale facilities. Instead of

looped parallel processing reactors, the metha

nol units use a cascading series of reactors to

improve yields and lower costs.

Foster Wheeler also has a relationship with

General Electric to supply proven air-extraction

gas turbines. The use of a turbine eliminates

the cost of building the air separation and com

pression unit normally required to supply oxygen

for the process. Powered by natural gas and

purge gas from the Starchem process, the tur

bines also generate enough electrical power to

run the plant and associated facilities in remote

locations.

The compressed air stream from the turbine

passes through a series of membranes that

boosts its oxygen content. After compression,

the enriched air mixes with natural gas in an

autothermal reforming unit at 1 ,800F. The en

riched air acts as an oxidant to steam-reform

methane into carbon monoxide and hydrogen,
the components of synthesis gas.

Foster Wheeler sends the compressed synthe

sis gas to the methanol plant. FosterWheeler's

7,500 to 9,000-metric ton per day plants arrange

four to six reactors in a cascade pattern. The

syngas comes in reactive, explains Hemmings.

By not diluting the hot syngas with cooler recy

cled syngas, the Starchem process achieves

higher conversion rates in the initial reactors.

The unit uses the remaining syngas at the end

of the cascade as turbine fuel.

The economics of the process are as intriguing
as the engineering. "We are targeting the proc

ess toward monetizing the value of stranded

natural
gas,"

says Hemmings. In regions that

lack the infrastructure to collect and distribute it,

associated natural gas is simply flared off as a

byproduct of oil recovery.

F-T CONVERSION MAKES HIGH-VALUE

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM NATURAL

GAS

As part of its work on Fischer-Tropsch (F-T)
synthesis for the conversion of natural gas to

premium-value liquid transportation fuel feed

stock, Energy International Corporation has

evaluated certain specialty applications of the

hydrocarbons that can be produced as an alter

native to or in parallel to liquid transportation

fuels. The results suggest that the smaller but

higher value specialty applications may benefi

cially influence the timing or scale of the trans

portation fuel application.
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R. Oukaci and A. Singleton of Energy Interna
tional Corporation discussed such high-value

specialty products at the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers 1999 Spring National

Meeting held in Houston, Texas, in March.

The Williams F-T Process, GasCatSM, based on

cobalt catalysts and the Slurry Bubble Column

Reactor (SBCR) favors the production of essen

tially paraffinic liquid products and waxes. Us

ing well known processes, the bulk of the F-T

products can be easily upgraded to valuable

solvents and waxes for a wide range of specialty
applications which are currently based on pe

troleum products.

F-T products collected over several weeks dur

ing some of the long catalyst performance tests

in the SBCR were processed in order to evalu

ate other non-transportation fuel applications.

The SBCR overhead liquid effluent was further

hydrogenated to remove olefins and oxygenates

usually present in the straight run F-T products.

The hydrotreated paraffins (100 percent) were

then fractionated into several cuts having rela

tively narrow boiling ranges representing a wide

variety of high-value specialty products. The

products were evaluated to determine their

composition and physical properties. The F-T

wax products were also evaluated.

A typical distribution of F-T premium-value

products by market category is given in Table 1.

The high normal paraffin content (98 percent

plus), high purity (no S-, N-, O-compounds,

aromatics or metal inclusions) of the liquid

products as well as their low or no odor

generally difficult to achieve with petroleum

products make these F-T products exception

ally valuable solvents for a wide range of appli

cations, say Oukaci and Singleton. Similarly,

the normal paraffinic nature and high purity of

the F-T waxes provide the latter with outstand

ing properties which equal or even surpass the

properties of petroleum waxes in many applica

tions.

TABLE 1

TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION OF F-T PREMIUM VALUE PRODUCTS BY MARKET CATEGORY

Product Class

Light Hydrocarbon Solvent

Low Flash Point N-Paraffin

Medium Flash Point N-Paraffin-1

Medium Flash Point N-Paraffin-2

High Flash Point N-Paraffin

High Flash Point Iso-Paraffin

LowMelting Point Paraffin Wax

Medium Melting Point Paraffin Wax

High Melting Point ParaffinWax

Hard Wax

Carbon # Ranoe Boilino Ranoe fB Meltina Point (R

C5-C9 160-210 _

C8-C11 210-370 -

C10-C13 370-430 -

C12-C14 430-480 -

C15-C17 480-535 -

C16-C25 550-800 -

C18-C32 - 125-132

C20-C38 - 140-150

C24-C50 - 155-165

C26-C70+ 200+
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NEW FISCHER-TROPSCH CATALYST FROM

SYNERGY

Synergy Technologies Corporation, a gas-to-

liquids development company, announced com

pletion of initial testing of a new Fischer-Tropsch

catalyst for producing liquid fuels directly from

natural gas.

In tests conducted at Synergy's facility in Or

leans, France, the catalyst successfully formed

liquid hydrocarbons directly from natural gas

without producing wax. In traditional Fischer-

Tropsch processes, wax must undergo addi

tional hydrocracking before being converted into

liquid hydrocarbons. Elimination of hy

drocracking would further reduce the cost of the

process.

The catalyst will be employed in a 4-barrel per

day demonstration unit currently in engineering

and construction, in cooperation with Renais

sance Energy Ltd., in Alberta, Canada.
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